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EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA! 

Yiddish Survives the Millennium! 
Despite the vocalized nay-sayers of academia, our beloved mame-los-hn 
is thriving. There is a slight resurgence in Israel, the former USSR and 
even in the United States. There are an increasing number of colleges 
with Yiddish courses. There is the growth of the National Yiddish Book 
Center, and the increase of Yiddish conferences, institutes and festivals. 
We have the founding of our International Association of Yiddish Clubs, 
and the increase in Klezmer groups. All of this doesn't take into account 
the vast usage of Yiddish among the Haredi. Yiddish is alive and well!! 

One of the major reasons for the continued interest in Yiddish in outlying 
areas is the wonderful ability to communicate over the World Wide Web. 
Mendele, the #1 Yiddish list online, has over-2,000 members all over-the 
world. Having access to the highest levels of academia and being:able 
to ask questions makes this the true frontier-of Yiddish world-wide. 

Several Yiddishists stand out in the forefront of this Yiddish, cyberspace 
revolution. Notable among this young:group are; Iosif Vaisman, the 
primary moderator of the Mendele List, Mark David, who mns the-UYIP, 
and Rafoyel Finkel, whose web site is one of the very best. To this list must 
be added the wonderful work of the Paris-based newsletters and web site 
-truly gems. 

Der Bay is an acronym for Bay Area Yiddish, and starts its 10th year of continuous 
publication. Its growth in numbers and services are totally due to your support. 
The date at the bottom of your address label is when you last contributed to the 
ongoing work of networking people interested in our Yiddish language & culture. 
********************************************************* 
Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Phone: (650) 349-6946, Fax: (248) 281-0923 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org E-mail FISHL@derbay.org 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) payable to Der Bay. 
If you've been blessed, won't you send a LITTLE extra-please? 



Der internatsyonaler kalendar 

January 
1 Every Sat., 7:30 P.M. Yiddish Culture Club of 

L.A., Los Angeles, CA 213-275-8455 
1 Every Sat., 3:00 P.M. Friends of Yiddsih, 

London, England Call +44 (0)171-488 3092 
2 First Sun., 1:30 P.M., Yiddish Club of Wittingham, 

Jamesburg, NJ 609-860-0037 
2 First Sun., 1:00 P.M., Gateway Retirement, 

Rancho Bernardo CA 619-673-7668 
4 Tues. (Every), Noon, Lomir Reydn Yiddish, 

Los Angeles, CA 213-939-2193 
4 Every Tues., 7:00 P.M., Jewish Folk Chorus of San 

Francisco, CA 510-533-3903 
5 First Wed, 1 P.M., Rancho Bernardo JSC Yiddish 

Club, Rancho Bernardo, CA, Call 619-674-1123 
5 First Wed, 1 P.M., Maxwell St. Klezmer Band, 

Cafe Istanbul, Chicago, IL 847-329-9089 
5 Wed., 2:00 P.M., Beth Simcha Yiddish Kreiz, 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands 31 20-6613556 
5 Every Wed., 10:00 A.M., B'nai Zion Yiddish Club, 

El Paso, TX 915-581-9140 
5 Every Wed., Noon, Yiddishkeit Rap Group, 

North Hollywood, CA, 818-984-0276 
5 Every Wed., 8:00 P.M., Maxwell Street Klezmer, 

Chicago, IL 312-525-3091 
5 Every Wed., 10:00 A.M., Kim Redn Yiddish, 

Philadelphia, PA 215-698-8948 
5 Weds. (Third), 7:30 P.M., "The Golem as 

Robocop," Washington, DC, 202-518-9420 
6 First Thurs., Noon, Yiddish Luncheon Group, 

Toronto, Canada 416-533-6304 
6 Every Thurs., 10:00 A.M., Yiddish Culture Club, 

Philadelphia, PA 215-725-6285 
6 First Thurs, 12:45 P.M., Brandeis Yiddish 

Group, Southfield, MI 810-350-9789 
6 Every Thurs., 1:15 P.M., Jewish Folk Chorus 

of FAU, Boca Raton, FL 561-369-0057 
6 Every Thurs., 10:30 A.M., Chevra Chai Yiddish 

Club, Walnut Creek, CA, 510-938-7800 
6 Every Thurs., 10:00 A.M., Temple Chai Yiddish 

Choir, Phoenix, AZ 602-274-8964 
7 Fri .. (lst) 1:30 P.M., Leyenkrayz, Cranbury, NJ 

609-655-8019 
7 Pris., (alt) 10:00 A.M., Menke Katz Leyenkrayz, 

West Palm Beach FL 407-684-8686 
7 Every Fri., 11:00 A.M., Yiddish with Paula 

Kirman, Vancouver, Canada 604-325-1812 
9 Sun. (2nd), 1:00 P.M., Albert Einstein Senior 

Yiddish Club, Sacramento, CA 916-487-9175 
16 Sun., 8:00 P.M., Robyn Helzner Trio, Washington, 

DC 305-919-5690 
16 Sun., The Yiddish Culture Oub, Gilbert & 

Sulliivan's H.M.S. Pinafore sung in Yiddish, West 
Lafayette, IN 765-463-7871 

20-2/ 6 The Memoirs of Gliickel of Hameln, Starring 
Adrienne Cooper, NYC, 212-254-6468 

21-22 Robyn Helzner Trio, Palm Desert, CA 
760-568-9699 

27 Thurs., 8:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band, 
Cleveland, OH 216-687-2301 

30 Sun.7:30 P.M., Yiddishland Cafe, New Yiddish 
Songs, W. C. of Toronto, Canada 416-781-7122 

News from Troim Katz Handler 
* Also See Her Poem on the Back Page* 

Enclos,ed is a poem that I wrote abou t Blume Len:pel, 
who recentlly died. I had the honor of visiting-her irr 1992. 
Members o-f our New York leyenkrayz interviewed/ taped 
her for about two hours in her home in Long- Beach, Long 
Island. She is one of my favorite, Yidd ish writers -truly 
u-ni{}-ue. 

For other news, Dr. Dovid Katz is teaching Yiddish at 
Vilnius University, Lithuania. H e continues h1s weekend 
trips to Bela.lrus and recently attended two conferences in 
Poland. He1re are dates for you.c.calendar. The Menke Katz 
Leyenkrayz of West Palm Beach, FL meets semi-monthly. 
If you wish more information, contact Troim Handler: 
(561) 684-8686 

*YIDISH OYF A GANTS YOR* 
Editorial Review 

We recently received a copy of the curriculum for 
young beginners by Nikolai Borodulin. Ltis Iru!allt..for a 
Yiddish year-round program. Published by the Cent~r for 
Cultural Jewish Life of the Workmen's Circle, ifhas the 
stamp and earmark of Chava Lapin, their-Yiddish 
consultant amd very helpful person. 

One of the excellent features is its listing of sections in 
both Sheva Zucker's and Weinreich's College Yiddish, and 
augments the material covered in the text. Each Unit has 
the goals listed for that section. There are detailed 
instructions and materials for holiday pr-ograms. I-t-is a 
teacher's guide, and a magnificent resource for any-0ne 
doing program-planning for a Yiddish greup. 

Our Newest Translator 
Hindi D iamond, Miami, FL hindi@heral<tin.fi.net 

Yes, list me as a translator. I translated half the script 
of a PBT movie called "Yiddish" with Haro1d Gou1a "from 
English into Yiddish, and taug ht the cast sixYrcfdish 
folksongs and was the consultant for the Yiddish. 1 spoke 
at a meeting of the Circle of Yidd ish group in Florida 
about the fact that I was teaching Yidd ish at a university. 

I am a journalist/ writer, but Yiddish-was and is my 
first love and was my first language. Do-you have-access 
to a Yiddish typewriter? I gave my wonderful Royal 
portable Yiddish typewriter to fsaac Singer. ft was a gift 
from my father for my 12th birthday, and f r-eally 
treasured it.. Hindi Diamond, Miami, FL 

1Les Yiddishe Mamas et Papas 
]Richard Doust <richeart@chez.com> 

The Yiddishe Mamas and Papas are a new Yiddish 
group with11 2 different 90-rninute all Yiddish shows. They 
have played[ in Bruxelles, Paris, Luxembourg, Brittany, 
Tours, the South of France and Strasbourg. 

"The Y.iddishe Mamas and Papas" is a colourful, 
visual epic, full of humour, between Cabaret and Musical, 
between Jazz and World Music. It's on stage that the music 
of this grouJP takes off. Look at our web site for a more 
colourful impression! We are looking for contacts. 
Marie-Luce Palenne - LA FABRIQUE DE THEATRE 
www.chez.com/ymp Tel/Fax: +33-3 88 36 7153 
13, rue de Phalsbourg 67000 F-Strasbourg FRANCE 



Yiddishkayt LA Event a Great Success 
By Miki Safadi & Shira Lerner 

Yidish iz balibt un lebt in los andzheles. Zuntik, 
11/7 /99, hobn zikh farzamlt 78 libhober fun yid ish in 
dem universitet fun yidentum (University of Judaism) oyf 
a fuln tog mit yidish k.lasn, a referat vegn der geshikhte 
fun yidish gehaltn fun profesor Eli Katz fun Berkeley, 
yidishe lider ongefirt fun Cindy Paley un Shire Lerner, un 
yidishe tents ongefirt fun Miriam Gerberg fun UCLA. Di 
onteylnemer zaynen tseteylt geven in 6 k.lasn ongefirt fun 
di beste yidish lerer in los andzheles. A voyl fardintn 
yasher-koyakh di lerer Yakov Basner, Miriam Koral, Kay 
Goodman, SheyndJ Lieberman-Reich, Fima Chesnin, un 
Marvin Zuckerman. S'iz far yedn eynem geven a tog fun 
bagaysterung un oyfklerung. Der tog iz geven an 
unternemung fun Yiddishkayt L.A. un hot gehat an 
oysergeveyntlekhe hatslokhe. Mir hofn az ir vet aynteyl 
nemen mit undz bay undzere tsukunftike gesheyenishn. 

Yiddish is loved and lives in Los Angeles. Sunday, 
11/7 /99, 78 Yiddish lovers convened at the University of 
Judaism for a full day of Yiddish classes, a lecture by 
Prof. Eli Katz on the history of Yiddish, Yiddish songs led 
by Cindy Paley and Susan Lerner, Yiddish dancing 
taught by Miriam Gerberg of UCLA. Congratulations to 
instructors: Yakov Basner, Miriam Koral, Kay Goodman, 
SheyndJ Lieberman-Reich, Fima Chesnin, and Marvin 
Zuckerman. The participants were divided into 6 classes 
taught by L.A.s' premier Yiddish teachers. The event was 
organized by Yiddishkayt L.A. and was an outstand-ing 
success. Everyone had an exciting and enlightening day. 
Hope you join us for our upcoming events. 

New Klezmer Anthology Oytsres 
Joel Rubin/Rita Ottens 

simontov@compuserve.com 

This is Klezmer Music from 1908 to 1996. Performers 
on this CD: Orchestra of the Lemberg Yiddish Theatei: 
* H. Steiner 
* Back's Jewish Wedding Orchestra 
* Belf's Romanian Orchestra 
* Jacob Gegna 
* Naftule Brandwein's Orchestra 
* Shloimke Beckerman 
* Cherniavsky's Yiddishe Jazz Band 
* Alex Olshanetsky's Orchestra 
* Abe Schwartz Orchestra 
* Dave Tarras 
* State Ensembles for Jewish Folk Music of the 
Ukrainian SSR 
* Dave Tarras Jewish Instrumental Trio 

Hymie Jacobson's Orchestra * 
* Avrom Segal 
* Joel Rubin Jewish Music Ensemble 

Oytsres, the seventh production in the Jewish Music 
Series edited by Rita Ottens and Joel Rubin contains 
many of the musical personalities described in their book 
Klezmer Music (Barenreiter / dtv), the colorful social 
history of Yiddish wedding and celebratory music 
spanning centuries and continents. 

Among these are the Ukrainian-Jewish violinist M.I. 
Rabinovitsh, likely the last representative of the lyrical 
and ornate violin tradition of Jewish Eastern Europe, as 

well as Naftule Brandwein, Shloimke Beckerman, Dave 
Tarras and the 87 year-old Max Epstein, the four great 
American-Jewish clarinetists of the immigrant era in NY. 

The influence of k.lezmer music on the Yid-dish 
theater can be heard in Solomon Fayntukh's symphonic 
arrangements of traditional k.lezmer tunes, -reeortied- 1939 
in Kharkov in the USSR, and in the melodies of-the 
Yiddish theater composer Alex Olshanetsky in NY. That 
the klezmer tradition has continued on within -the 
religious and secular worlds is shown by such 
performances as a field recording of the orthodox 
clarinetist Avrom Segal from Israel and the ensemble of 
the concert clarinetist Joel Rubin from Los Angeles. 

These rare recordings are issued on CD and stem 
from the National Sound Archives OerusaJem), the ¥IYO 
Institute for Jewish Research (NY) and G.r_atz Coll,ege 
(PA), and the archive of DeutschlandRadio. 
***************************** 

Klezmer-Musik (in German) Rita Ottens / JoeLRubin 
dtv 30748/Baerenreiter 1990 
ISBN 3-423-30748-X and 3-7618-1400-3 
336 pp. Paperback: Baerenreiter-Verlag and dtv 
http://dtv.de/ http:/ /www.baerenreiter.com/ 

Translating Job from Israel 

I did look at the list of translators on your si~ and 
book-marked it. How interesting! Here is the job 
information: We have a modern text (English) that is 
currently translated into Yiddish in Israel. We are looking 
for a proofreader/editor in the U.S. or Canada to h~lp 
with revising and proofreading the text to get it ready for 
printing. We can offer either hourly or per word 
compensation for this work. We would prefer: W<>fking 
with a translator who has the computer capacity to read 
Hebrew/ Yiddish as an electronic file. Inquir-ies may be 
sent to: dracette@owlang.com. Our company web site is 
at www.owlang.com fax is (518) 293-7494. Thank-you-for 
passing this announcement along. Dorothee Racette, 
One World Language Services 
Ph/ Fax (518) 293-7494 dracette@owlang.com 

Yiddish in the European Education-al N-etwqrk 
Encyclopaedia 

Dov Winer <dovwinei@post.tau.ac.il> 

Please help. We are including Israel in the EUN 
(European Schoolnet) network. It connects all of. the 
national educational networks of the European Union 
countries. One of the new projects of the EUN is the 
European Encyclopaedia. It is a multi-language project in 
which educational institutions adopt a Word and develop 
it in its language using Web based tools. The Word can be 
defined using texts, graphics, video dip sounds, etc. 

Yiddish is the truly European Jewish language and 
should be represented among the languages supported 
by the Encyclopaedia. I am translating the four HTML 
pages, and the Word requested by the EUN organizers. 
Could you find someone to provide the Yiddish 
translation. I will put it in graphics if you'd send the 
translated pages in an RTF document. The only way to 
guarantee that everybody, with or without support for 
Yiddish- characters, will be able to read it is to publish it 
as gr~hics. 



DER IAYC KLUB VINKL 

_ On th_e next pag~ a~e three humorous bits sent in by 
H_1Id~ Rubm of the Yiddish of Greater Washington 
Y1d_d1s~ Club. She is the producer director of Di Shpilers, 
a Y1dd1sh theatrical group. Hilda visits us when visiting 
her family in Sunnyvale, CA. 

Next month we'll start reporting on the 
upcoming Sixth IA YC Conference in Chevy 
Chase, MD. It is next to Washington DC. 

In the column to the right is the third in the series to 
help meet the needs of the Yiddish Club Program of the 
IAYC. Below is the list of Informational Help Sheets 
being prepared. 

How Can I Start A Yiddish Club? 
Why Should We Join the IA YC? 
Where Do I Get Yiddish Films? 
Where Can We Purchase Yiddish Materials? 
ldeas for Club Programming. 
What Publications Should We Get 
To What Organizations Should We Belong? 
What Yiddish Dictionaries Are Available? 
What Is The YIVO Standard "Transliteration" 
Where Can We Get "Transliterated" Skits? 
Where Can We Find A Yiddish Translator? 
Where Can We Find A Yiddish Teacher? 
Where Can We Find the Words To A Song? 
Where Can We Find A Klezmer Group? 
Where Can We Get A Good Speaker? 
Where Can We Go For A Yiddish Conference? 
Where are The Yiddish EJderhostels? 
Where Are Yiddish College Courses? 
Where Can We Find Yiddish Pen-Pals? 
What Are Good Beginners Yiddish Books? 
Where Can We Find Lists of Yiddish Words? 
What Materials Are Available For The Blind? 
What Yiddish Sites Are On The Internet? 
What Yiddish Software Is Available? 
Ideas for Learning The Hebrew Alphabet 
Ideas for Using The Yiddish Dictionary 
One-Hundred Simple Words 

Contact any IA YC Officer or Director 
Dr. Harold Black: President, MD 
hersh23@juno.com 
Dr. Allan Blair: Vice President, OH 
ablair@columbus.rr.com 
Michael Baker: Secretary, MN 
info@chemserv.com 
Morrie Feller: Treasurer, AZ 
feller@indirect.com 
Oscar Antel: Winnipeg 
oantel@escape.ca 
David Barias: CT and FL 
Prof. Rafael Finkel 
raphael@cs.engr.uky.edu 
Troim Handler 
troim@webtv.net 
Philip "Fish!" Kutner: CA 
fishl@derbay.org 
Bess Shackett: Toronto 
mshockett@ujafed.org 

Where Do I Get Yiddish Films? 

Yiddish films are an excellent and inexpensive way 
to have a different type of program. We no longer need 
to have a 16 millimeter fiJm projector with all the 
problems it entailed. The problem of skipping sprockets 
and needing to know how to loop the film has now 
been simplified by using videos. These are easily played 
on a TV set and a VCR. Your first step is to call for the 
catalogs. They usually have a short .description of the 
films. 

The leader in resurrecting the old films is The 
National Center for Jewish Film at: 
Brandeis University Lown 102, 
Waltham, MA 02254-9110, 
Tel 617-899-7044 Fax 617-736-2070 
E-mail NCJF@logos.cc.brandeis.edu 
You can pick up their excellent web sit~ from Der Bay's 
site of Yiddish Links. Their web site contains a 
description of each film and there is also a calendar of 
events. 

Mark David's web site is full of all kinds of Yidd,ish 
material in addition to videos. Mark has a Yiddish radio 
show and is moderator of the technical UYIP list. He 
also is linked at Der Bay's web site, or can be-reached by 
phone at 617-738-1870. 

The Workmen's Circle in New York lists a do;1:en 
classics and 2 newer ones which are novel-Shvi-tz (A 
Yiddish Workout) and No Shmaltz (A Yiddish Coo.king 
Video). Their out-of-town phone number is 1-800-922-
2558 

Ergo Media 668 American Legion Drive, PO Box 
2037 Teaneck, NJ 07666-1437 has a web site at: 
www.jewishvideo.com 
Their toll-free number is 800-695-3£746 

Members of CAJE can get "A Jewish Educational 
Video Catafog", prepared by Media Center, Board of 
Jewish Education, New York. 

Local Bureaus of Jewish Education have Yiddish 
videos. These can be rented for-a small fee~If-you have a 
large dub, you may wish to purchase a few ofthe 
"oldies, but goodies." Another possibility is ta-start your 
own lending library of Yiddish v-ideos, and that would 
be an added benefit for local club membership. 

As far as preparing to show a video, remember to 
tell the members who have a limited Yiddish 
vocabulary, that we have subtitles to permit them to 
enjoy the films. An introduction/ explanation should 
start the program. Later have a discussion and. note 
unknown words/ phrases. 

Below are recommended films. 

Dybbuk - Star Avrom Marevsky 
Yid! Mitn Fidl - Star Molly Picon 
A Brivale der Mamen - With Lucy Gehrman 
Green Fields - star Herschel Bernardi 
Tevye the Milkman - Star Maurice Schwartz 
The Singing Blacksmith - Star Moishe Oysher 
Two Sisters - Starring Jennie Goldstein 
Vu iz mayn kind? - Star Celia Adler 
The Cantor's Son - Star Moishe Oysher 



Zi Vil Khasene Hobn 

(Der Tate zitst in tsimer undi tokhter kumt arayn) 
Tokhter Tatenyu, ikh m uz dir epes dertseyln. 
Tate Nu, dertseyl... 
Tokhter lkh bin zeyer falibt. lkh ken afile nit 

derklern vi gliklekh un tsufridn ikh bin. 
Tate Tokhter mayner, zets zikh anider. Red 

pamelekh un dertseyl di gantse mayse. 
Tokhter Oy Tate, ikh bin di gliklekhste meydl 

oyf der vel t. Mayn gelibter, Dov id, iz aza 
sheyner, aza gelernter, aza feyiker-me ken 
gefinen azoyns, nor in di khaloymes. 

Ta~e Shtil, loyf nisht azoy. M'darf a por zakhn 
VISn vegn dayn yunger man ... er heyst Dovid, 
du zogst? 

Tokhter Yo, er heyst take Dovid un er iz an 
antik- vos ken ikh zogn vegn im? Er i-z an 
antik, a vunder, a meylekh iz er! Mir hobn 
opgemakht az mir veln vern khosn-kale! ! 

Tate Azoy shnel opgemakht? Vart a vayletshke. 
Men darf epes visn vegn dayn yunger 
man-fun vanen er kumt, ver zanen di eltern 
vos fara shtele hot er, vos fardint er. .. ' 

Tok~ter Oy, Papa, redt nisht azoy. lkh zog dir az 
er 1z a vunderbarer. Me darf mer nisht 
visn-er iz an aktyor! 

Tate An aktyor-vey iz mir! Neyn, neyn-mit 
an aktyorshik, vii ikh nisht! Dos iz nisht a 
shidakh far undzer mishpokhe! 

Tokhter Papa, Papa-mayn Dovid iz a shtik 
gold-a talant! Du un di Mame hobn i m 
shoyn gezen shpilndik in teyater. Gedeynkst, 
ikh ho? aykh genumen zen Romeyo u n 
Dzhulzet ?. Er hot geshpilt Romeyo. 

Tate Aha! Oyb azoy-kenst mi ti m khasene 
hobn. An aktyor, vet er keynmol nit zayn! 

A Guter Vintsh 

(Tsvey mener bagegenen zikh in gas) 
Yankl Mendl, vos tut zikh mit dir? Du kukst oys 

shreklekh! Vos hot pasirt-vos iz mit dir? 
Mendl Yank.I, s'iz mir take shlekht. lkh shtudir 
in mayn yeshive, tog un nakht. Di bikher 
zaynen mayn gants lebn. Ober esn-esn ... Az 
men shtudirt fardint men nish t-un az men 
fardint nisht- est men nisht! Ikh plag zikh. 
Poshet, ikh shtarb fun hunger dray mol a tog. 

Yankl S'iz dir take a rakhmones. lkh ze az du 
geyst oys fun hunger. 

Mend! Mayn lage iz zeyer a shveirer. Ikh layd 
keseyder. 

Y ankl Veyst vos du m uzst ton? 
Mend! Vos kon ikh ton? Ikh gey oys bald. 
Yank] Neyn, neyn-red nisht az.:>y. Du -dal1fst 

gefinen a bisl mazl! 
Mendl Vos redstu-vos fara mazl ken ikh 

g_efinen? Vi azoy gefint men mazl? 
Yankl lkh vel far dir vintshn mazl! lkh vintsh 

az Got zol dir shikn a kale, mit dray ma)l:les 
-zi zol zayn sheyn, raykh, un, meshuge! 

Mend.I A modner vuntsh. A kale, a sheyne, a 
raykhe-dos iz a fayner vuntsh--ober farvos 
zol zi gor zayn a meshugene? -

Y ankl Shoyte eyner! Az zi vet zayn sheyn. u n 
raykh un vet dikh nemen--darf zi ctokh zayn 
benemones ingantsn meshugeff 

Heyretn a Tokhter 

Man un vayb zitsn bay banakht zikhmhoyz 
Vayb Hershl, mirmuzn redn ve~~undzer 

tokhter. 
Man Yo Malke, ober vegn vos miitn tokhter, 
muzn mir redn? 

Vayb Du veyst, di tokhter hot a geburtstog 
dem khoydesh. Zi geyt vem akht u n 
tsvantsik yor alt. 

Man Yo, dos veys i kh. Darfst m il"'-nish t 
dermonen vegn undzer tokhters 
geburtstog. 

Vay~ Gut az du veyst azelkhe zakhn~ Ober: gib 
a b1sl a trakht-akht un tsvantsilk yor! Dos 
meynt az s'iz shoyn tsayt zi zol khasene 
hobn. 

Man Vos iz der aylenish? Zi hot farendikt 
kalidz, zi hot a gute shtele, zi vnynt do mi t 
undz un filt zikh zeyer bakvem_-un zi 
leygt avek gelt in der bank. Vos darf men 
redn? Tshepe ir nisht. 

Vayb Dos iz alts gerekht---ober, akht un 
tsvantsik iz nisht akhtsn. Zi vet: nokh zayn 
a farzesene. 

Man Du glaykhst tsu daygen-zi ken nokh 
vartn. Zi loyft nokh arum mit bokhidrn
paskudnyakes. Zi ken nokh varm bi-z zi vet 
gefinen a pasik 

Vayb Farvos zol zi vartn? Ikh hob nisht 
gevart? - --



Der Bay Index Vol 9: 1-l0l 1999 Confe,;ences/Conventions/ O,;ganizations 
Abmad Secular Yid. Schools in America Jan 
Proposal: Sholom Aleichem China Exhibition Feb Third Biennial Ashkenaz Jan 

New Yiddish Group Takes to the Air (France) Feb Derlebt Feb 

Swiss Klezmer Festival Mar Southeast Florida Schedule of Events Feb 

Yiddish in Israel Mar W.C. Cultural Foundation of Southern Region Feb 

Abraham Golomb Fund (Mexico) Apr Mame-loshn '99 Mar 
Yiddish Impressions of a Visit to Israel Apr Dora Teitelbaim Annual Writing Contest Mar 
From Faye Kellcrstein (Canada) Apr Lecture Series on Yid. Culture, Lang., & Lit. Mar 
From David Kunigis (Canada) May Yiddish Interest Elderhostels Apr 

A Book and a Request from England May Mame-Loshn '99 Update May 

Symposium Later This Year (Germany) May Friends of Yiddish Annual Weekend May 
Klezfest in St. Petersburg J-A Dora Teitelbaim Foundation Writing Contest May 

Going lo Merk.inc (Lithuania) J-A 1999 Ml.A Meeting May 
Is There A Place for Yid. In Poland's Jew. Revival Sept YIVO Summer Course May 

A New Issue of the Lebns Fragn Sept YIVO Yiddish Summer Program J-A 
Canadian Committee for Yiddish Oct A Yidish Vort J-A 

Yiddish Theatrical Group in London Oct Rosetta Stone Yiddish CD-ROM Dec 
Israel Zagwell's Children of the Ghetto Oct Human lnte,;est 
Baltic Journal & Commentary Oct Yiddish Pen-Pal Program Jan 
Our Newest Israeli Translator Nov Letter from New Orleans Jan 
Off to Lebanon Nov Mendele Merit Badge Feb 
Yiddish Dance (Canada) Nov "Shepsl" Pollack Mar 
Fuks Library in The Netherlands Dec The Rose Leis Story Apr 
Birobidjan Looking for Friends of Yiddish Dec A Letter from Portia Rose Apr 

Our Amsterdam TYN Contact Dec A Request from Gertrode Dubrovsky May 

Barcelona, Spain TYN Contact Dec My Amateur Acting Career May 

Abraham Golomb Fund (Mexico) Dec The Power & Value of Mame-loshn J-A 

Books/Compute,;s/Joumals/Newspape,;s Can You Help This Reader? Sept 

Words Spelled the Same in English & Yiddish Feb Story of an Atlanta Talent Oct 

Latest F.dition lo Der Bay's Web Site Apr One of the Last Old Yiddish Actors Nov 

New YIVO Summer Alumni Newsletter Apr Our Reader the Film Producer Dec 

Y2K Apr Eytses fun Baltimore Dec 

Where Can I Get Yid. Dictionary or Textbook May KlezmeRMusic/fheateR'Poet,.y 
Barry Goldstein's Offer J-A Theater Announcement Jan 

AOL Yiddish Chat-line Sept Eating Yiddish Mar 

A New TYN Contact From Brazil Sept My Heart Doesn't Want to Know Mar 

Novel From Rebekah-Hasman-Judd (NZ) Nov The Maxwell Street Klezmer Band Apr 

Rebekah-Hasman-Judd Nov Jewish People's Philharmonic Chorus Apr 

About the Article on Poland Nov Poetry of Creative Defiance May 

A New Yiddish List Nov Freedman Jewish Music Archive J-A 

Der Bay's Ideas/Projects That Never Took Off Dec San Francisco Klezmer Experience Sept 

Clubs/Chomses/Yiddish Teache~ Amo! Oct 

Our Newest TYN Contact (South Dakota ) Jan Come to a Yiddish Sing Nov 

Using The Yiddish Network (TYN) Feb My Son's On-Stage Nov 

Bob Newel, Los Alamos (TYN) Mar Folksbiene Theater Highly Recommended Dec 

Undzer Shprakh Yiddish Oub Columbus, OH Mar Jewish Folk Chorus of San Francisco Dec 

A Valentine Day at the Vinkl (Sarasota, FL Apr A Klezmer's Tale Dec 

Yiddish Club Interchange Program Apr Kids and Yiddish Dec 

Words You May Hear ata Yiddish Club May Spirit of Yiddish Radio Dec 

Sacramento Contact Sept Monthly: 

OS Fellowships Sept Der Bay's Web Site 

Phil London's Yiddish Club Oct Der Redaktor; 

News from a Contact in Maine Dec Intematsionaler Kalendar 

Wonderful Khanike Program Dec Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye 



Blume Lempe! 

Ayzkrem hot zi erlangt 
in ir hoyz bam yam, 
Mayses hob ikh gelekt 
in ir hoyz geram. 

Zi, di poet, 
hot gemolt 
A zelbst-portret 
mit ir verter palet. 

Shraybn flegt zi 
bahal tenerheyt 
Ven ir man iz avek
Biz zi't derhert er geyt. 

"A shrayberin 
far a vayb 
vil ikh nit!" 
Zi hot zikh gehit. 

Dokh zaynen ire mayses 
seksuel, frish-fray, 
Mit shtrom fun bavustzayn
Eygnartik, eybik nay. 

1907-1999 

She served us ice cream 
in her house by the sea, 
I savored the stories 
in her spacious home. 

She, the poetess, 
drew 
A self-portrait 
with her word-palette. 

She would write 
Out-of-sight 
While her husband was gone 
till she heard him return. 

"I don't want 
a writer 
for a wife!" 
She had to beware. 

Yet her stories are 
sexual, fresh, and free, 
With stream of consciousness 
Distinctive, ever-new. 

By Troim Katz Handler 
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February 2000 

What's New? 

The lntemational Association of Yiddish Clubs releases its 
first announcement with details of the upcoming 
Conference in the Washington DC area. Look in the Club 
Section for the particulars. Each month we'll have an 
update on the progress and a special report on the side 
trips, programs, and presenters. 

Also found in the clubs section are reports of several clubs 
and the fourth in a series of club aids. This month we 
cover, "Where can we get Yiddish Materials?" The list of 
future articles was published in the last issue. The club is 
important not only for clubs, but also for Klezmer groups 
wishing to broaden their contacts for future gigs. Many of 
the clubs are run or assisted by Yiddish teachers and are 
an excellent source of students. 

In th.is issue Hilda Rubin of Rockville, MD has several 
Romanized (transliterated) Khelm mayselekh. She is the 
producer/ director of the Yiddish theatrical group, Di 
Shpilers, Her page last month was well-received. She will 
be appearing at the IA YC Conference in September. 

Our web site continues to expand and recruits for the Briv 
Fraynd (Pen-Pals) Club have now pushed the number to 
over 280. There has been an increase in the Israeli and 
European sector. Because of speed in transmission and the 
"low cost" it is an excellent service. We owe much thanks 
to Dr. Frida Cielak of Mexico City for great effort on its 
behalf. 

As expected, the southern US area is showing its usual 
greatly expanded seasonal activities. 1n Florida we 
received the schedule from Workmen's Circle, YJVO of 
Miami, The Circle of Yiddish Clubs, The Florida West 
Coast are and our regulars-Ruth Barias, Troim Katz 
Handler and Cookie Blattman. We wish Meyer Zaremba 
good health so that he can again go back to a full schedule. 

Both the AAPY and KlezKamp had successful conferences. 

Editor: Philip "Fish!" Kutner, 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Phone: (650) 349-6946, Fax: (248) 281-0923 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a LITTLE extra- please? 
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"bkivn kovne" Focus: Kovne 
Tina Lunson <tlunson@ix.netcom.com> 

I have watched your progress for some years, and 
cong ratulate you on your success in keeping lots of 
Yiddishists informed and in touch with one another. 
May you continue in good health. 

However, I want to object to the tone of your "extra" 
announcement. As an academic myself, I do not appreciate 
being lumped together with those who are nay-sayers. It 
was a tiny handful of academics who have instituted 
Yiddish p1rograms in the United States and in former 
Soviet territories. 

Even the JTS program in Moscow, while its central courses 
are not in or about Yiddish, teaches Yiddish and the 
importance of Yiddish in EE History. JTS gave scholar
ships to some of its best students to attend the Vilnius 
Program i:n Yiddish Language and Literature last sum.mer. 
The teachEirs at the Vilnius Program are all Academics- it 
is a seriou:s academic program, held at a university, and 
for which students may take college credit. Yiddish needs 
academics. in order to maintain a high level of instruction, 
to continue research into complex issues--some projects 
begun by ]Professors or students who did not survive the 
Holocaust- and to help give Yiddish the legitimacy it 
deserves in the eyes of the larger world. 

Yiddish is "thriving" but only thanks to strenuous efforts 
on the part of people who love Yiddish and make 
sacrifices for it. Without a larger community, like the 
Haredi, that uses Yiddish as a daily medium of 
communication, enormous efforts will continue to be 
necessary. In this sense Yiddish is Jjving an abnormal life. 
But then s,o many of us are! 

One of the: main goals of the Vilnius Program, and one of 
the reasons to hold the courses in Vilnius, is to reach and 
to train Eastern Europeans. There remain a good number 
of post-war native Yiddish Speakers- who could never 
learn to read or write Yiddish. Including these people, in 
the larger world of Yiddish, constitutes a huge 
contribution to that world. 

Perhaps the new Common Era century will indeed see 
further growth in Yiddjsh. It's clearly what we are all 
working for. 

Tina Luns,on: Adminis trative Director, 
Vi)njus Program in Yiddish Language and Literature 



Der intematsyonaler kalendar 

February 
1 Tues., Franz Kafka and Yiddish, Troim Handler, 

Delray Beach, FL 561-684-8686 
2 Weds., Noon, Excerpts from the Yiddish 

Forward, Marc Samuels, U of CT Yiddish Tish, 
Storrs, CT 860-486-2271 

3 Thurs., 2:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Cultural 
Foundation, Sunrise, FL 954-974-3429 

3 Thurs. (Every), 1:15 P.M., Yiddish Folk Chorus of 
South Florida, Delray Beach, FL 561-852-4240 or 
561-451-0236 

6 First Sun., 1:00 P.M., Gateway Retirement, 
Rancho Bernardo CA 619-673-7668 

6 First Sun., 7:30 P.M., Yiddish Vinkl, 
Cleveland, OH, 216-381-4515 

6 First Sun. each month, 1:30 P.M., Yiddish 
Conversation, Soc. for Humanistic Judaism, 
San Diego, CA Call 619-722-3431 

6 First Sun., 2:00 P.M, Yiddish Anyone?! 
Mercer Island, WA, 206-232-7115 

7 Mons., 1:00 P.M, Yiddish Oub, 7000 Canal Blvd, 
New Orleans, LA 504-288-0325 

8 Tues. (Every), Noon, Lomir Reydn Yiddjsh, 
Los Angeles, CA 213-939-2193 

9 Wed., 1:30 P.M., YIVO Heszl Klepfisz (Lecture) Reh 
Nachman Bratzlaver, Spiritual Giant of Eastern 
European Jewry, Mfami Beach, FL 305-931-1622 

10 Thurs., Anzia Yezierska, Troim Handler, 
Delray Beach, FL 561-684-8686 

10 Thurs., 2:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Cultural 
Foundation, Sunrise, FL 954-974-3429 

12 Sat, 11:00 P.M, Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band, 
Oeveland, OH 202-835-3655 

13 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Friends of Yiddish, Marianna 
Brodey (Guest Artist & Lecturer) New York City, 
212-666-6244 

13 Sun., 1:30 P.M., Workmen's Circle Musical 
Festival, Davie, FL 954-974-3429 

13 Every Sun., 7:30 P.M., IDverdale Yiddish 
Leyenkrayz, New York, 718-678-8977 

13 Every Sun, 10:00 A.M., Leisure Village Yiddish 
Club, Laguna Hills, CA Call 714-472-1221 

16 Weds., Noon, (1st & 3rd), U of CT Yiddish Tish, 
Storrs, CT 860-486-2271 

16 Wed., Workmen's Circle All Day Seminar, 
Tamarac FL 954-974-3429 

16 Wed., 1:30 P.M., YIVO Forum, Concert, Sidor 
Belarsky-On his 100th Birthday, Introduction 
Mindelle Wajsman, Mfami, FL 305-931-1622 

17 Thurs., 2:00P.M., Workmen's Circle Cultural 
Foundation, Sunrise, FL 954-974-3429 

20 Sun. Noon, YIVO Banquet, Dr. Heszl Klepfisz, 
Second Millennium and the Jewish History, Chair 
Mindelle W ajsman, Miami, FL 305-936-1263 

26 Sat, 8:00 P.M., The Limonim Klezmer Band, Santa 
Rosa, CA 707-527-8015 berg@sonic.net 

27 Sun. (4th), 1:30 P.M., Yiddish Song Circle, San 
Francisco, CA 41~252-1070 

27 Sun., 7:30 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band, 
Canton, OH 330-490-7106 

27-3/1 Workmen's Circle Institute for Yiddish, 
Miamj Beach, FL 954-974-3429 

Yiddish Classes at the Workmen's Circle 
1762 Beacon St., Brookline MA (617) 566-6281 

Beginner! 8 Tues,, 7 - 8:30 p.m., (3/7, 3/14, 3/28, 4/ 4, 
4/11, 4/18., 4/25). Instructor-Esther Ritchie: Th.is class 
teaches basic vocabulary and conversation to those with 
little or no prior exposure to Yiddish. 
Beginner II 8 Mondays, 7:00-8:30 p.m., (3/6, 3/13, 
3/ 20, 3/27., 4/ 3, 4/10, 4/ 17, 4/24). Instructor: Esther 
Ritchle. This class is geared to those who have taken a 
beginners adult education class recently or those who 
want to brush up on a "rusty'' Yiddish. 
Advanced Beginner Literature & Discussion 
Weds, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. (1/19, 2/2, 2/16, 3/1). 
lnstructor--Daniella HarPaz: The series uses literature and 
film to develop conversation and comprehension skills for 
those who have completed a semester of College Yiddish 
or who have basic speaking/ reading skills. 
Advanced Beginner/Intermediate Grammar and 
Conversatiion Mons, 8 - 9:30 p.m. (1 / 10, 1 / 24, 2 / 7, 2 / 28, 
3 I 13). Insb1.1ctor-Lillian Leavitt: This course is for those 
who spe~, read, and write Yiddish, and wish to improve 
grammar, and vocabulary. We use "Introduction to 
Yiddish". lit can be had from "The Yiddish Voice" 
(http;// sto,re yv.org 617 249-0141), "a bis! yidishkayt" 
www.yiddishmusic.com/ or 781-643-1957) 
Intermediate Reading Group 1 Tues. and 4 Mons, 8 -
9:30 p.m. (ll/18, 1/ 31, 2/14, 3/6, 3/20). 
Instructor--Lillian Leavitt: You will read, in Yiddish, 
from Sholern Aleichem's "Motl Peyse dem Khazn's". 

Other Yiddish Events - Free & Open to All 
Lecture se1ries in Yiddish, Suns, 2:30 p.m. Jan. 16 - Sheva 
Zucker, ''Yiddish Female Writers of Pain and Passion"; 
Feb. 13 - ?\/Care Caplan, "Reb Nakhman and the Road to 
Yiddish Modernism"; May 7, Rabbi Hirsch Zarch.i 
Yiddish Omversation Group meets the 2nd Thurs. 
monthly in Somerville 8-10 p.m. 617 625-8689. All levels. 
Yiddish Sing, 4•h Thurs. monthly, 7:30--9:00 p.m. Join 
this informal intergenerational gathering. 

Yiddish Studies at Oxford, Hilary 2000 
Ber Kerler <dov.kerler@lincoln.oxford.ac. uk> 

Oxford Cemtre for Jewish Studies, 45 St Giles', Oxford 
OXl 3L W, UK tel. +44 1865 511 869 fx: +44 1865 311 791 

Graduate Semjnar in Yiddish Studies 
27 Jan. Ms: Anna Shtemshis (St Antony's College) 
Yiddish th1eatrical trials in the Soviet Un.ion (1917-1941) 
3 Feb. Dr lBarbara Henry (Wolfson College) Yiddish 
Theatre in St Petersburg, 1900-1917 
10 Feb. Professor Moshe Taube (Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem) in Yiddish 
17 Feb. Ms Arina Gaba (RSUH, Moscow) 
Poetics of young Dovid Hofshteyn: composition and 
prosody of "Ba vegn" (1919) 
24 Feb. Dr· Lisa Kaul-Seidman (Univ. of Birmingham) 
'A Jew, not: a Zionist': Toward an understandjng of 
Neturei Katrta action 
2 March Ms Amelia Glaser (Wad ham College) 
The ProletJpen Yiddish writers in New York (1924-1939) 
9 March Mr Jordan Fowles (Exeter College) Hein.e's 
poetry in Yiddish 



The Dora Teitelboim Foundation Liz 
Weintraub,Program Director 

I am the program director at the Dora Teitelboim 
Foundation which was founded by its namesake. As 
many of your readers may know, Dora was a great 
poetess who wrote many books of poetry throughout her 
life while living in Israel, France and the United 
States. Some of her poems were so inspiring that they 
were set to music by various individuals. We have been 
trying to find the composer of the music to her poem 
"Shrnulik". While we have the music, w e do not know 
who wrote it and have been asked to find out. We 
thought maybe one or more of your readers might give us 
the answer. On another note, I was very happy to see 
that a recent issue contained an acknowledgment of the 
various Yiddish groups in Southeast Florida. I was 
surprised to see that you did not mention the Dora 
Teitelboim Foundation. The Foundation was established 
in 1992 and moved to South Florida in 1995. The goal of 
the Foundation is to translate Yiddish works into 
English to make them more accessible to the American 
public. The Foundation has published four books in 
translations, three of which are bi-lingual (Yiddish
English side by side). The two most recent of the 
Foundation, "The Four Butterflies" and ''The Little 
House", are bilingual children's fables originally 
written by ltzik IGpnis and translated by Curt Leviant. 
The books are exquisitely illustrated in vibrant colors by 
South Florida artist, Dana Duane Craft. 

The Foundation a1so runs various cultura1 events 
throughout the country, including poetry readings, an 
annua1 Jewish Cultural Writing contest, a Jewish Lecture 
series, and much more. To begin the 2000 season, we 
sponsored a lecture by Curt Leviant on "Sholem 
Aleichem's Song of Songs" at FJU campus in North 
Miami, Florida on January 11, 2000. Anyone can call the 
Foundation, or can visit our website at: 
http:/ /www.yiddishculture.org 

As always, we appreciate the great work of Der Bay 
and the support that you have provided. (305) 774-9244 
phone (305) 774-7322 fax 

Center for Jewish Culture and Creativity 

This year marks the tenth anniversary of the Center 
for Jewish Culture and Creativity's founding in Tel Aviv 
by a group of visionary scholars and artists concerned 
with Jewish continuity and the ongoing vibrancy of 
Jewish creativity. To paraphrase Theodore Herzl, what 
we willed is no longer a dream. It is a vita] and healthy 
reality. Today, the Center is a resource in fusing Judaic 
learning, artistic creativity and cultura1 programming. 
We have a globa1 movement of artists, scholars and 
patrons representing a11 trends and factions, but united in 
their dedication to bringing about a dynamic Jewish 
culture. 

The Center for Jewish Culture and Creativity has 
become the world's leading instrumentaJity £or fulfi lling 
Ahad Ha'arn's paradigm of a contemporary globa1 
Jewish cul.tura1 renaissance. We sustain a constant flow of 
creative talent between Israel and North America, 
including extended residency programs in Israel and the 
Diaspora as the prerequisite of continuing peoplehood. 

The Ce1nter encourages and facilitates the creation and 
dissemination of innovative new high quality cultural 
works on Tewish themes in the fields of music, drama, 
dance, lit~irature, cinema and the fine arts. It acts as a 
catalyst £or expanding Jewish culture and £or Jewish 
pride. 

It motivates successful artists to explore the treasures 
of Judaism as a vehicle for their work, thus enabling the 
world to realize the potential of the ta1entwith which 
the Jewish People is so richly endowed. Works expressing 
the Jewish ethos, by artists, earn coveted awards, and 
intematioina1 recognition. 

Just as donations, were lovingly deposited in blue and 
white boxes by our grandparents and parents helped 
rebuild th•~ infrastructure of our homeland, we can 
achieve this through the Center for Jewish Culture and 
Creativity. The Center is a non profit institution. 
John Raucllt, Pres., 6399 Wilshire Blvd 
Ste 218, Lo5 Angels, CA 

Editor's note) The Center for Jewish Culture and 
Creativity is a Non Profit, Institution that Encourages 
Judaic Learning and the Creation of Artistic Works by 
Writers, Composers, Painters Choreographers, and Film 
World-Wi:de. 

Miami YIVO Forums 2000 

MindeHe Wajsman announced the YIVO schedule 
that has a great list of presenters. Dr. Klepfisz, an 
annual favorite, returns again. 

1/12 Wed., 1:30 P.M., YIVO Forum 2000, Troirn Handler 
(Lecture) Three Singers Without A Song: Joseph 
Horowitz. Rose Zarucki, Arnold Sisk-in Memory of 
Sender Wajsman, Miami Beach, FL 305-931-1622 
1/26 Wed . ., YIVO Forum 2000, Prof. Eugene Orenstein, A. 
Glantz-Leyeles-The Yiddish Modernist, AND _Do~a 
Rosenfeld in Memory of Dr. Hirsh Rosenfeld , Miami 
Beach, FL 305-931-1622 
2/9 Wed., 1:30 P.M., YlVO Forum 2000, Dr. Heszl 
Klepfisz (Lecture) Reh Nachman Bratzlaver The 
Spiritual Giant of Eastern European Jewry, AND Danny 
Newman in memory of Dina Ha1pem, Miami Beach, FL 
305-931-1622 
2/16 Wed.,, 1:30 PM., YIVO Forum 2000, Concert, Sidor 
Belarsky--On his 100th Birthday, Introduction by 
Mindelle Wajsman, Miami, FL 305-931-1622 
2/20 Sun. Noon, YIVO Banquet, Dr. Heszl Klepfisz, The 
Second Mi1llennium and the Jewish History, Chaired by 
Mindelle Wajsman, Music by Jennie Eisenstein, Miami, 
FL 305-936-1263 



The Westside JCC of Los Angeles 
Mel Rogow <mrogow@loop.com> 

We are proud of our year-round Senior Yiddish 
Group. It meets every Tuesday at noon (except on legal 
and Jewish holidays). Center members enjoy free coffee or 
tea. Non-members pay $1.00 as they sign in. This is a "fun" 
group, not a class, with varying degrees of Yiddish 
proficiency. People bring lunch to eat together from noon 
to 12:30 P.M., and socialize. From 12:30-2:00 P.M. the 
group begins sharing all sorts of Yiddish tidbits (news, 
entertainment, concerts, personal incidents, etc.) 

The chairmanship rotates on a voluntary basis. We 
help only those who ask for it. Some less secure members 
bring in news in English, but of Jewish content. Everyone 
enjoys hearing Yiddish spoken. Guests are welcome! 

Temple Beth El's Yiddish Vinkl 
Phil London" <fsg@tampabay.rr.com> 

I just got done browsing your web site. Please list 
our group. It meets every Tuesday morning 10:00 A.M. at 
the temple in St Petersburg, Florida. Those who can 
speak Yiddish speak, and those who cannot we try and 
help them learn. Annually we visit the Yiddish Vink] in 
Sarasota, FL and have a strong relationship with that 
group, thanks to you. 

As a group, we take field trips and plan to visit the 
Holocaust Museum in St. Pete, FL. In Jan. we shall attend 
the Jewish Film Festival in Tampa. We also are 
attempting to put on a play. One of our group was a 
drama major in college, and has offered to try this. 

I contacted IA YC Pres. Harold Black. He referred me 
to Hilda Rubin. Another project that I proposed to the 
group was video taping each of our members asking 
questions about their thoughts, etc, I also proposed we 
airange to do the same thing for the elderly at Manor 
Manor a retirement home here in St Petersburg. 

By the way, I had a cousin who had a chicken farm 
in Toms River, NJ that I often visited. I am originally 
from Philadelphia prior to retiring to Florida. 

Sacramento Yiddish Club 
By Alice Tillman 

I'm enclosing an article in the Sacramento Bee 
newspaper by Art German. It is entitled "Yiddish 
Conversation Group Keeps Alive Ethnic Tradition." It 
stresses that bilingualism in America is not a new 
phenomenon. It is a wonderful article about our group. 
News articles do not cost a club any money and is a 
wonderful way to get excellent publicity. 

Here is a little about our group. We are located in 
California's capitol city, east of San Francisco. Our club 
of 20 stalwart members meets the second Sunday of the 
month at one o'clock in the afternoon. The Albert 
Einstein Residence is the site of our meetings. 

1n addition to the residents we have people from 
downtown. Erica Drew attends because of her "general 
interest in languages." We have some wonderful people 
helping out in the programming. Dr. Robert Zeff and I 
attended the last IA YC Conference. 

Yiddish of Greater Washington 

The purpose of Yiddish of Greater Washington is to 
promote Yiddish culture-speaking, reading, performing, 
singing-and see that all of these continue in the 
Washington, D.C. area. YOGW has no paid employees and 
succeeds at all these projects with volunteers. Examples of 
what YOGW sponsors or supports: 

1. Yiddish classes in local synagogues 
2. Yiddish cultural programs in senior centers 
3. Leyenkrayzn and conversation vinkJn 
4. Monthly Cafe Kasrilevke--recent programs: 

• Di Shpilers" (local Yiddish thespians) 
• An evening with Boris Sandler, the energetic new editor 
of the Forward 
• Zalman Mlotek and Adrienne Cooper, Concert 
5. An all day reading and discussion of the works of I. B. 

Singer 
6. A bilingual newsletter "Tsum Punkt" whose Yiddish 

pages are the only Yiddish publication in the Washington
Baltimore Area 

7. Two scholarships for coUege students for summer 
studies here or abroad 

8. Yiddish class for students at the Charles E. Smith 
Jewish Day School. It is the first regular Yiddish course in 
a day school in the United States! The members of YOGW 
are delighted with the success of this effort. 

Yiddish of Greater Washington 
6125 Montrose Road, Rockville, Maryland 20852 
Contact Jim Feldman, President 
wexfeld@worldnet.att.net 

(202) 686-6607 home (202) 514-4277 work 

Lomir Lemen Yidish 
Fannie Yokor, New Orleans, LA 

For the first time I presented Khanike Celt. We 
listened to the tape Holiday Tales. The story is so 
beautifully narrated by David Rogow & Rita Karin. One of 
the students even asked, "Couldn't we hear Part 2? 1t made 
my day. 

I'm enclosing my latest article (it appears twice a 
month with the publication of our Federation Paper, 
"Jewish News".) l keep hoping these articles will attract 
more members. 

Do you know of any children's books in Yiddish? 
Also, our JCC has tried in vain to get the film "At the 
Crossroads", but our mail is returned and phone calls
phone disconnected. Can you help? I've seen it-this film 
is great. It was mentioned in the November issue of Der 
Bay. 

If anyone would like to visit us or can help, please do 
e-mail me at: gerbfam@worldnet.attnet.net 

Editor's Note) When a dub has a problem receiving 
anything listed in Der Bay, please do what Fanny did and 
contact the editor. It is very important also to know what 
items have been used successfully, and which ones you do 
not recommend. 

' ,. 



DER IAYC KLUB VINKL 

Sixth Conference Announcement 
6125 Montrose Road, Rockville, MD 20852 

Tel: 301-469-0865 

Yiddish has lived a thousand years. In honor of the 
occasion, The International Association of Yiddish Clubs 
will hold its first conference of the 21'1 Century, from 
September 14-17, 2000, in the nation's capital. Much work 
and thought has gone into creating a conference that no 
libhober of Yiddish should miss. Its theme will be: 

ANOTHER 1000 YEARS OF YIDDISH 

Your program, music speakers, workshops, seminars, 
and tours are exciting. You'll bring back to your vinkl or 
leyenkrayz ideas you can use and an enthusiasm that is 
contagious. Clubs will exchange materials, so bring 
materials to share with your fellow clubs. We are 
showcasing club talent. Let us know who will participate 
and we will schedule them in. The workshops and 
seminars are so good, that we have scheduled some twice. 

We shall be welcomed by Congressman Sam, 
Gejdenson, speaking in fluent Yiddish. Our first main 
speaker will be Dr. Anita Norich, Assistant Professor of 
English and Yiddish at the University of Michigan. Henry 
Sapoznik, one of the foremost Klezmer experts in the 
world and founder of I<JezKamp is the second major 
speaker. Other presenters you will recognize are among 
the most popular from previous conferences--Ruth Barias, 
Troim Handler, Moishe Wolf, Sylvia Schildt, Pesakh 
Fiszman, Abe Brumberg, and Herman Taube. 

And there will be music, Freda Enoch singing Shabes 
songs on Friday night, then singing with the Capital 
Klezmers on Saturday night. Joe Glazer will sing Yiddish 
labor songs on Thursday night. 

For those who feel Yiddishly challenged, we will have 
presentations in English as well as a two part series 
named, "Yiddish for Dummies," a name taken from easy 
to read computer books. 

Tours: Choose a chartered bus tour to the U.S. Holocaust 
Museum, or a tour of Jewish Washington and other points 
of interest. Those who don't choose a tour will see a 
Yiddish film. 

Location: The conference will be held at the campus-like 
National 4-H Center in nearby Chevy Chase, MD just 
outside Washington, DC. The area around the 4-H Center 
is characterized by some of the finest homes in the 
metropolitan area. Everything, except our tours will take 
place there. Meals and housing will be provided on site. 
Each room contains bathroom facilities, TV, and phone. 

Takhlis: We have kept the price down to $375 per person 
for this four-day event. This includes the conference, hotel 
and meals. If you have a relative to stay with and wish to 
commute to the conference, The cost of the conference 
drops down to $205. If you wish to take the tour, add 
another $12 per person. We suggest you send in your 
registration and check early. The cost rises June 1. We have 
booked only 70 rooms for guests and we'll run out of 
them. 

When~ Can I Purchase Yiddish Materials? 

Last month's article covered Yiddish films and videos. 
This month we center in on Yiddish magazines, 
newspapers, books, booklets, journals, and newsletters. 

First, try to get as many free catalogs as possible. I don't 
believe om~ should have to pay for a catalog to buy 
merchandise. Most of them will have a description of the 
item. This will help you make choices. 

Second, llook for 800/888 area code numbers that are 
free phone calls. Even better is to go online and see the 
listings. Give credit card numbers only to vendors who 
are well-established or that are recommended sites. Most 
of all, shop around for the best prices. Some vendors give 
discounts for member-ship. Visit Der Bay's web site site 
at: fishl@d.erbay.org 

Since Der Bay has never taken an ad, every item 
mentioned in the newsletter or online has been 
recommended impartially by at least one of our readers. 
At the site go to YIDDISH LINKS. If you have a bad 
experience with any site, let us know. We do not receive 
any funds from these sites other than for receiving Der 
Bay. 

It has be1en mentioned before in Der Bay that each club 
might wish to start a lending library. If each member 
joins or subscribes to different organizations, then reports 

- can be given and then start circulating. 
If you ar,e not computer literate, here is a list of 

publishers,. organizations and suppliers. If you have any 
additional ones that you can recommend, let us know. To 
this list should be added some wonderful Khasidik 
outlets. In addition we need to add your favorite Judaica 
and bookstores. 

Biblotheque Medem: 52 rue Rene-Boulanger, 75010 
Paris, France 

CYCO/Congress for Jew. Cult: 25 E. 2151 St, NYC 10010 
Der Algemeiner Journal: 211 63rd St., Brklyn, NY 11220 
Der Onheyb: 7601 Byron Ave., Mimi Beach FL 33141 
Der Yid: 13 Hooper St., Brooklyn, NY 11211 
Der Yidi:sher Tam-Tam: B.P. 3256, Cedex 03 75122 Paris, 

Franc,e 
Forverts:: 45 E. 33rd St NY, NY 10016 
Hatikvah: 436 N Fairfax Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90036 
Heshbon: 8339 West Third St., Los Angeles, CA 90048 
Kadimah: 7 Selwyn St., Elsternwick, 3135, Victoria, 

Australia 
Ktav Puhl. Co.: 900 Jefferson, Hoboken, NJ 07030 
League for Yid.: 200 W. 72nd St Ste 40, NY, NY 10023 
Lebns Fragn: 48 Kalisher St., Tel Aviv, Israel 
Naye Vegn: Beys-Leivick, 30 Dov Hoz St., Tel Aviv 

63416 Israel 
NYBC: 1021 West St., Amherst, MA 01002 
Schocken Books: 201 E. 50111 St, NY, NY 10022 
Solomoni's: 445-7 N. Fairfax, Los Angeles, CA 90036 
Workmen's Circle: 45 E. 33rd St NY, NY 10016 
World Council for Yiddish Culture: POB 11676 Tel 

Aviv, 61116 Israel 
Yid. Voice Store: PO Box 313, Brookline, MA 02446 
YIVO: 15 West 16th St., NY, NY 10011 
YKUF: 1133 Broadway, Rm 820, NY, NY 10010 

Yu~;ntruf: 200 W. 72nd St Ste 40, NY, NY 10023 



A Khelm Maysele 
Farfast fun Hilda Rubin 

Hipsh Opgerukt 

Aktyorn: Dertseyler Eyns, Dertseyler Tsvey, 
Dertseyler Dray 

Eyns: Der Khelemer oylem hot zikh farglust 
tsu fargresem zeyer shtot, Khelm-in ale 
zaytn arum. 
Tsvey: Ober vos tut men mit'n barg vos shteyt 
bay der zayt fun shtot? 
Dray: Iz men tsuzamen gekumen-u n 
genumen diskutirn dem inyen. 
Tsvey: Me hot debatirt azoy Jang, biz ... 
Dray: Me hot bashlosn ... 
Eyns: Az me vet dem barg oprukn oyf a 
zayt-avek fun shtot! 
Dray: Geredt un geton! 
Tsvey: Eyn sheynem, zumerdikn frimorgn 
kumt zikh tsunoyf der oylem tsum barg, varft 
arop zeyere kapotes ... 
Eyns: Leygt zey anider in a zayt, farkatshet di 
arbl... 
Dray: Un nem t zikh tsu der arbet! 
Tsvey: Zey hobn geshtupt, un gerukt, un 
geshtoysn! 
Dray: Gearbet un gehorevet! ... 
Eyns: Dervayl, fort durkh a poyer, mit a vogn. 
Zet er vi di Khelemer zaynen azoy farton in 
zeyer arbet un kukn gornisht vos es tut zikh 
arum zey ... 
Tsvey: Tut der poyer a trakht ... 
Dray: Un famemt ale kapotes tsu zikh in 
vogn ... 
Tsvey: Un fort!!!. .. 
Eyns: Nokh etlekhe sho, shvere arbet, 
shtupndik dem barg, iz der oylem zeyer mid 
gevorn. 
Dray: Es hot gegosn fun zey, der shveys! 
Tsvey: Zey zaynen farsopet gevorn-geblibn 
on an otem! 
Dray: Hobn zey zikh a bis) opgerut. 
Tsvey: Gegebn a Kuk!!! 
Eyns: Di kapotes zaynen ni to!!! 
Tsvey: Mit simkhe, hobn zey ale gen um en 
redn ... 
Eyns: Oy a glik! Mir hobn shoyn azoyfil 
opgerukt dem barg, az mir zeyen shoyn nit fun 
dervaytns 
Eyns, Tsvey, Dray: Undzere kapotes! ! ! 

A Khelm Maysele 
Farfast fun Hilda Rubin 

Nit Kayn Eygene Shif 

Aktyorn: Ershter Dertseyler, Tsveyter 
Dertseyler, A Khelemer Soykher, Mentshn 
oyfn ShifMener, Froyen, Kinder 

Ershter: Eynmol hot a Khelemer soykher 
zikh gelost oyf der velt-handlen. 
Tsveyter: Er hot gehandlt, in a shtot do--u n 
in a shtetl dortn ... 
Ershter: Er hot farkoyft a bisl dos, un a bisl 
yents ... 
Tsveyter: Un er hot ongekoyft a bisl dos, un a 
bisl yents ... 
Ershter: Un itster hot er gehaltn in forn 
aheym. 
Tsveyter: S'iz im oysgekumen forn oyfn 
vaser. 
Ershter: Ober, mitamol, es rnakht zikh a 
groyser sh turrn-un di shif halt baym 
untergeyn! 
Tsveyter: A toyt-shrek iz gefaln oyf di 
mentshn! 
Ershter: Fun ale zaytn-a geveyn un a lyarrn! 
Man: (shouting) Gib nor a kuk! Di khvalyes 
heybn zikh, azh bizn him I! 
Tsveyter Man: S'iz take aza verukhe. Mir 
vein ale dertrunken vern! 
Froy: (screaming) Vu zaynen di kinder? Di 
kinder muz men oyshitn! 
Man: Yo, gefin di kinder! Ratevet di kinder! 
Froy: Oy, oy-ikh fal khaloshes! (starts to 
faint). Ikh vel nisht oyshaltn 
Man: (moaning, carrying on) Vey, vey iz tsu 
undz! Vos far an umglik iz undz baf aln! 
Ershter: Un ale mentshn oyfn shif hobn 
geshrien, un shreklekh gevaldevet!... 
Tsveyter: Geyt tsu der Khelemer ... 
Khelemer Soykher: Vos makht ir azelkhe 
shreklekhe koyles? 
Man: Vos heyst, ir zet den nit, az di shif iz in 
aza groyse sakone? 
Tsveyter Man: Kuk nor oyf i m -er shteyt 
dokh azoy vi es hart im gornisht. 
Froy: Kent ir nisht zen az di shif ken 
untergeyn? Zet nor vi di shif shoklt zikh un 
kam vos zi zitst oyfn vaser! 
Khelemer: Nu, iz vos? Vos nemt ir azoy 
shtark tsum hartsn--s'iz den ayer shif? 



From a New London Contact 
David Mazower <dmazowei:@yahoo.com> 

Thanks for your response to my Mendele 
posting. Professionally, I'm a radio journalist 
with BBC in London; in my spare time, I'm a 
Yiddishist/Jewish historian. My main interests 
are Yiddish theatre + literature/ Jewish labour 
history /Jewish art, with a particular focus on 
British Jewry. 

However, I'm currently preparing a slide 
presentation about my great-grandfather's life 
Sholem Asch-to be premiered at a conference 
on Asch at Yale University in May 2000. (The 
heart of the presentation will come from the 
large number of photographs in the family 
collection, plus some great pictures I've found in 
the YIVO and Yale archives). 

I own a beautiful slide show on the history 
of Yiddish theatre in London, and it occurred to 
me that there may be opportunities to show 
these at Yiddish cultural events in the USA? 

I'll gladJy contribute an article to Der Bay. 
Your name suggests to me that you're a 
landsman! Kutno was Asch's heymshtetl. Did 
your family also come from there? 

Der Bay Acts as Middle-Person 

It is with great pleasure that we can be of 
help getting together groups and individuals. 
Because of the many contacts around the world 
among Yiddish teachers, clubs,. Klezmer leaders, 
translators, Academia, and especial1y in The 
Yiddish Network, these matches have become a 
weekly project. 

Because there is no charge to either party, 
there is nothing to lose and the success rate has 
been over 70%. This includes getting Klezmer 
gigs, locating speakers, performers, translators, 
and long lost friends and relatives. 

Especially useful has been our web site with 
its long lists of groups and individuals. We often 
hear much later that someone used this list and 
successfully made a match for .a speaker and a 
translator. The new hst of over 300 Der Bay 
readers who are performers or lecturers are in 
addition to the 150 US Klezmer groups listed 
separately with phone or e-maiil. 

We are especially thankful to Dr. John H. 
Rauch, President of the Center for Jewish 
Culture and Creativity. He sent a beautiful letter 
of thanks-it is truly appreciatt:!d. 
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A sheynem dank! 

It's jus t another way of saying "thank you." Der Bay 
depends on your support-it is a non-profit effort. Thus 
your support is very important. Look at the bottom of the 
mailing label. It is the date you last helped out. If it has 
been a year already, .... 

This month includes The International Association 
of Yiddish Clubs Conference Application for the 
upcoming conference in the Washington DC 
area-Chevy Chase, MD. We continue to have the 
monthly Club column with suggestions. All in all, there 
will be 27 columns filled with club ideas for a more 
successful dub. While intended mainly for dub leaders, 
it gives an insight to Klezmer group leaders and Yiddish 
teachers. This month the column outlines the major areas 
for Suggestions in Club Programming. 

We welcome new contacts for The Yiddish 
Network. This expands our world-wide network of 
people who are unselfish in their sending information 
about Yiddish events and acting as contacts for travelers 
or those who relocate. This month there is a full-page 
article by our newest contact in Gulfport, Mississippi. 
His remarkable story and life history is fascinating 
reading. It's about a non-Jew's love of Yiddish. Next 
month, Der Bay will publish the story of our Bolivian 
contact in La Paz and an article on the Jews of Bolivia. 

Our web site continues to enlarge. Support for Der 
Bay permits the web site to function and expand. Its 
sixty pages include over 250 links, both internally and 
externally. It now has 17 other sites linked to its site. 
There is no advertising and no fees for Klezmer groups, 
translating services, Pen Pal contacts or use of the site. 
Matching and locating have been a mark of Der Bay 
from its inception. It's truly a labor of love. This 
publication has never been late or missed an issue as it 
approaches its tenth anniversary. Plans now are being 
made for a very special, limited, anniversary edition. 

Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner, 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Phone: (650) 349-6946, Fax: (248) 281-0923 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a LITTLE extra-please? 

Recollections About My Yid.dish Teacher/s 

"Di yidish-veltlekhe shuln in amierike-zamlung", 
vos gefint zikh in "stenford-universitet-bibliyotekn, 
opteyl fun spetsyele zamlungen", iz t:sufridn moydiye 
tsu zayn az mir hobn tsugegebn a naye kategoriye tsu 
undzer klasifikatsiye-reshime baym katologirn 
baygeshtayerte materyaln far der zamlung. 

mir klaybn tsunoyf Zikhroynes ivegn mayn/e 
yidishn/ yidishe lerer/s un mutikn di vos hobn bazukht a 
yidishe shul, alts eyns fun velkhn min, alts eyns ven un 
vu in di fareynikte shtatn un kanade, zey zoln 
aropshraybn zeyere zikhroynes vegn eynem oder merer 
fun zeyere lerers. 

fun a historishn un pedagogishn perspektiv, kenen 
di bashribene zikhroynes balaykhtn "di goldene tkufe 
fun yidisher dertsiyung af yidish in amerike" un helfn 
fareybikn di nemen fun yene khalutslm
perzenlekhkaytn vos hobn ufgeshtelt aza sheferish
nayem derekh fun yidisher dertsiyung. 

Zikhroynes ken men onshraybn say af yidish, say 
af english, oder me ken zey oykh rekordirn af tashmes. 
Af tsu bakumen nokh informatsiye, shtelt zikh in 
farbindung mit Gele Shveyd Fishman, spetsyeler 
konsultant tsu der "yidish-veltlekhe s.huln in arnerike
zarnlung" afn vayterdikn bitspost adres: 
FofSYSA@aol.com, un shikt ale Zikhroynes (un 
dokumentirte fotografiyes) tsu: 
Friends of the Secular Yiddish Schoolls in America 
Collection P.O. BOX 19295 Stanford, CA 94309-9295 

Yiddish Classes Om-Line 

Dora Teitelboirn CYCulture, in cooperation with 
Florida International University (F.1.U.), will launch the 
first live Yiddish On-Line program. Taught by Prof. 
Hindi Diamond, these classes will be open to F.I.U. 
students as well as members of the ge:neral public. The 
offerings for FalUSpring 2000-2001 will include: 
Introduction to the Yiddish Language 1rmd Culture I and II 
-offering students an opportunity to learn basic 
Yiddish including the printed and written alphabet, 
grammar, conversation, music, and short stories. Guest 
speakers from around the world will participate in 
classes and provide an overview of Yiddish. 

Information will be at the Center's web site, 
www.yiddishculture.org, P.O. Box 14-·0820 Coral Gables, 
FL 33114-0820, (305) 774-9244 phone (305) 774-7322 fax 
Contact: Liz Weintraub e-mail: info@yidd.ishculture.org 



Der internatsyonaler kalendar 

March 
1 Weds., Noon, (1st & 3rd), U of CT Yiddish Tish, 

Storrs, CT 860-486-2271 
2 Thurs., 7:30 P.M., (Film) The World of Sholom 

Aleichem, Boris Vladimirsky (film critic), Palo 
Alto, CA 650-493-9400 

2 Thurs., 2:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Cultural 
Foundation, Davie, FL 954-974-3429 

2 Thurs. (Every), 1:15 P.M., Yiddish Folk Chorus 
of South Florida, Delray Beach, FL 561-852-4240 

*4-12 San Francisco Bay Area Jewish Music Festival, 
La Juive, Brave Old World, Arkady Gendler, 
Frank London & Lorin Sklamberg and Ben 
Goldberg & Twelve Minor, CA 510-848-0237 

4 Sat., 8:00 P.M., Ghetto Tango, Adrienne Cooper, 
Palo Alto, CA 650-493-9400 

5 Sun., 11.00 A.M., A Potpouri of Yiddishkeit, 
Palo Alto, CA CA 650-493-9400 

5 Sun., 8.00 P.M., "When the Vistula Spoke 
Yiddish" The Yiddishe Kulture Klub, Moshe 
Barash, Lafayette, IN 765-463-7871 

5 Sun., 1:00 P.M., Zalmen Mlotek & 140 Voice 
Chorus, NYC 917-441-3722 

6 Mons., 1:00 P.M., Yiddish Club, 7000 Canal 
Blvd, New Orleans, LA 504-288-0325 

8 Wed. 7:00 P.M., Michael Skakum, On Burning 
Ground: A Son's Memoir, NYC 212-787-6675 

9 Thurs., 7:30 P.M., A Purim Celebration, Archie 
Barkan, (VYYC) 818 -376-1695 

9 Thurs., Franz Kafka and Yiddish, Troim 
Handler, Delray Beach, FL 561-684-8686 

12 Sun., 7:30 P.M., March Purim Parodies, Yiddish 
Readers Theater, Zingeray, Baltimore, MD 
creativa@charm.net 

12 Sun., 7:30 P.M., Robyn Helzner Trio, Rockville, 
MD 301-881-6550 

12 Sun (2nd), 2:00 P.M., Seattle Yiddish 
Group, Seattle, WA, 206-523-6564 

13 Mon. (2nd), 1: 00 P.M., Beth Ami Yiddish Club, 
Santa Rosa, CA 707-664-1256 

14 Tues. (Every), Noon, Lomir Reydn Yiddish, 
Los Angeles, CA 213-939-2193 

15 Weds., Noon, (1st & 3rd), U of CT Yiddish Tish, 
Storrs, CT 860-486-2271 

15 Sun., 12:45 P.M., Workmen's Circle Chorus, 
Elkins Park, PA 215-624-0777 

16 Thurs., 2:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Cultural 
Foundation, Davie, FL 954-974-3429 

19 Sun., 4:30 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band, 
Purim Gala, Kansas City, MO 913-341-2444 

19 Sun., 1:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Purim 
Program, KlezMs, Phila, PA 215-624-0777 

19 Sun., 7:00 P.M., Klezmer Music Festival, Maxwell 
Street Klezmer Band Concert Furth, Germany 

20 Mon., 1:30 P.M., The Circle of Yiddish Clubs, 
JCC, Plantation, FL 954-746-0373 

20 Mon., 7:30 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band, 
Purim, Beachwood, OH 216-831-3233 

26 Sun., 3:00 P.M., Genesis at the Crossroads, 
Maxwell Street Klezmer Band Concert, Chicago, 

27 Mon., 6:00 P.M., Yugntruf Yiddish Writer's Circle, 
NYC 212-787-6675 

The Charlotte Yiddish Institute 
Baila Pransky, Coordinator 

Greetings from the snowy south. Winter has 
visited us with a vengeance but it adds variety to our 
lifestyles! We look ahead to August, 2000 when we 
shall be celebrating the 22nd season of the Charlotte 
Yiddish Institute sponsored by The JCC of Charlotte. 
Please inform your readers, your web site, and any 
other form of communication that Der Bay offers that 
the Charlotte Yiddish Institute will be held from 
August 17-20, 2000. We have not firmed up our faculty 
but it should be another banner year. 

Your readers who wish to be added to our mailing 
list they can call me for information at 704-366-5564 or 
write to The Charlotte Yiddish Institute/JCC, Shalom 
Park, 5007 Providence Road, Charlotte, NC 28226. 

A harttzikn dank for being so actively involved in 
the World of Yiddish. For those of us who recognized 
the vibrancy of our Yiddish language and culture 
when we started our Yiddish Institute 22 years ago, 
you bring validation to our efforts. 

Viva Klezmer Update 
Gene Kavadlo kavadlo@charlotte.infi.net. 

This is an update of the activities of VIV A 
KLEZMER. For the 10th year in a row, we have a gran t to 
perform a series of 10 educational Klezmer concerts in 
the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Public Schools. Perhaps it is 
the only school system in the U.S. having an ongoing 
Klezmer concert series for its students. Also, we are 
invited to be on July 15 at ClarinetFest 2000, a 
symposium, to be held at the U of OK in Norman, OK. 

3rd Paris Summer University Seminar 
Gilles Rozier medem@club-internet.fr 

The 3rd Paris Summer University Seminar will 
take p lace at the Vladimir Medem Center 52, rue Rene
Boulanger three weeks from July 17 to August 4, 2000 

Classes every morning, on 3 levels, taught by: 
1st level: beginners, 2nd level: intermediate 
Beginners and intermediate classes shared by Sonia 
Pincusowicz and Helen-Khayele Beer (London/Oxford) 
3rd level: advanced class; an intensive writing 
workshop designed for the improvement of writing 
skills): teacher Yitskhok Niborski. For information, 
con tact Bibliotheque Medem (address below) 

Etlekhe protim vegn dem 3tn parizer intensiver 
zumerkurs fun yidisher shprakh un literatur: 
Organizirt funder Medem-bibliotek under gefi"I 
(gezelshaft farn yidish-limed). Fun montik dem 17tn 
yuli 2000 biz fraytik dem 4tn oygust 2000-01-27 

In der fri : dray nivoen lektsyes lter nivo mit 
Sonia Pincusowicz (Brisl) un Helen-Khayele Beer 
(London/ Oxford) 2ter nivo: Sonia Pincusowicz 
(Brussels) and Helen-Khayele Beer (London/Oxford) 
3ter nivo (mit a tsil tsu farbesern dos shraybn): 
Yitskhok Niborski. 

Di fule program vet me ibergebn in a por vokhn 
arum. Far mer protim, zikh vendn tsu : Universite d'ete 
de Langue et de Litterature yiddish 
52, rue Rene-Boulanger 75010 Paris 

tel : (00 33) 142 02 17 08 fax: (00 33) 1 42 02 17 04 



A Non-Jew from Gulfport, Mississippi USA 
Our Newest TYN Contact: BRITTL@ametro.net 

Tt was a pleasure to hear from you with a prompt 
response to my query about the s tudy of Yiddish. What 
follows is a rather slapdash summary of my ongoing 
interest in a language that nebech, is becoming more an 
academic curiosity and less a shprach fun di kleine 
mensclzelach, vi amol. My earliest contact with Yiddish 
was in New York City in the 1940s. As a young sailor in 
the U.S. Navy, I looked at strange symbols framed in a 6 
pointed gold star in shop windows in lower Manhattan. I 
knew they weren 't Chinese. But what? 

Fast forward decades to the 1970s. I had retired from 
military service and was engaged as an instructor in 
Russian/Soviet His tory with the European Division o f 
the University of Maryland in Heidelberg, Germany. I 
had been assigned to put together a course in the History 
of the Soviet Union. While doing preliminary research 
for the course, I came across a book in the library entitled, 
~ Father--Sholem Aleichem by his daughter Olga 
Rabinowitz. I had only heard the name "Sholem 
Aleichem" before, but beyond that knew nothing about 
whom I later discovered was "the Jewish Mark Twain". 

It wasn 't long afterward that I began what became 
an Odyssey of enchantment and fascination with a 
language and a culture that remains with me today. I 
soaked up anything and everything I could find about the 
Yiddish language. I asked a young army Chaplain 
(Jewish) if by chance he knew of someone who might be 
willing to instruct me in Yiddish-some elderly person 
perhaps. He said, "Only if you don't refer to him as 
elderly, I've got the man". 

There began an acquaintance with a Mr. Deutsch 
that I shall always treasure. An Ashkenaz, born in a 
typical shtetl-Kobryn , near Lvov in Ukraine/ Poland. 
He described it as a replica of Sholem Aleichem's 
Kasrilevke-di shtotftm di kleine menschelach. Mr. 
Deutsch was fluent in English-a graduate of Vanderbilt 
University where he m et his wife, a Sabra from Tel Aviv 
(A Sephardi, descended from the expellees from Spain, 
1492.) She hated Yiddish. In addition to English, he was 
even more proficient in Ukrainian, Russian, Polish, and 
of cou rse Yiddish, his mame loshn. 

In many hours of weekly sessions with the stories of 
Sholem Aleichem I was initiated into the study of 
Yiddish. Without the patience and vast knowledge of 
my tutor, Mr. Deutsch, I would still be struggling with 
the writings of Sholem Aleichem. Nobody should begin 
the study of Yiddish with the writings of Sholem 
Aleichem. I didn't even know the alef-beys. It was either 
Sholem Aleichem or nothing- it was all we had. 

One does not pursue the study of a language in 
isolation from the culture and the history in which it is 
embedded. Perforce I became immersed in the religion 
and the history of the Jewish people in general and the 
Ashkenazim in particular. The study of this culture and 
history became as fascinating as the s tudy of the 
language itself. To me, it was a revelation and a door into 

the unknown that was to restructure my attitudes and 
prejudices profoundly. Attitudes and prejuduces? Yes. As 
a native Anglo-Saxon, I had acquired all the baggage of 
folkloric handrnedown legends concerning the Jews, good 
a nd bad, that were/are part & parcel of the process of 
middle class American socialization and acculturation. 

How can anyone--of whatever racial or political 
persuasion-read the histories of Dubnov (koved zayn 
andenk!) and Baron and not be appalled at the 
barbarities of an ongoing 2000-year Holocaust? The 
Russian pogroms and the Nazi era were the culmination 
and cataclysmic finale of a storm 2000 years abrewing. It 
went by the name Christianity. Dos Schon! The 
realization of the monstrousness of this saga of barbarisrr 
in the name of religion dawned over m e as though 
someone were slowly pouring a stream of cold water over 
my head. I emerged with a watered down religious faith 
somewhere between the stoicism of the Essenes and the 
Confessions of Marcus Aurelius. 

Should it be any wonder that masses of Jews joined 
the Bolsheviks-and anyone else who struggled against 
Cossak pogroms, brutality, and deprivation of basic 
human dignity? But I'm sounding too much like a 
polemicist already. Maspik! Genug schonl I mean, read a 
Yizkor Book. Any one of them is more shocking and 
depressing than a visit to the ruins of a Nazi KZ. 

My Yiddish Odyssey continued with a struggle 
through Dr. Max Weinreich's History of the Yiddish 
Language. (One volume of history followed by three 
volumes of footnotes-a professorial Record for Guiness, 
surely.) It was there that I learned about the dialects, 
Litvak and Galizianer, spoken on opposite sides of the 
Gefilteftsch Line. This is said to be the line that 
separates one side where the ladies put sugar in their 
gefiltefisch and the other where they use salt. Honest. 

My study has been mostly solo--"immersion over 
your head" approach: Try to read a book where half the 
words you either misunderstand, half understand, or not 
at all. For relief, there's Leo Rosten. The Toys of Yiddish. 
Even if you barely follow Singer's Der Kunzenmacherfun 
Lublin, you read it because you know Singer always has a 
lot of sex. I use Prof. Alexander Harkavy's Yiddish
Hebrew-English Dictionacy. It is pretty old, but I read 
lots of old Yiddish books. 

Fishl, our conversation was a heartwarming 
experience for me, and I hope the beginning of a long and 
mutually enjoyable friendship. 

***************** 
Albritton, Britt L. b. 1927, Jackson MS; Childhood 

Los Angeles CA; Current Residence, Gulfport, MS 
Service: United States Navy, 1948-1952: Service: 

United States Air Force: Korea, Japan, Germany, 
Alaska, Viet Nam: Instructor European Division, 
Heidelberg, Germany.1978-1987 

Educ: BA, Tulane Univ.; MA, Georgetown Univ.; 
MA, Univ. of Miss.; MA, PhD, Univ. of Maryland. 

Interests: Sailing, fine arts, languages, travel. 
Antecedents: English, Scandinavian, German. Dec. 

From Pre-Revol colonists. They Arrived circa 1604. 



DER IAYC KLUB VINKL 

4th Houston JCC Yiddish Festival 
Yiddish Heritage Series: Revitalizing a Legacy 

Barbara Goldstein neuron@evl.net 

The Yiddish Vinkl of Houston Texas proudly 
announces a 4th Jewish Community Center Yiddish 
festival titled "Yiddish Heritage Series: Revitalizing a 
Legacy," which will occur March 6-19, 2000. Because the 
JCC and the Yiddish Vinkl have a cooperative, working 
relationship, members and friends of the Vink! made 
donations to the JCC in support of this festival. Also, in 
support of the festival, the Vinkl in September 1999 
helped the JCC to apply for a grant from the Texas 
Council for the Humanities. The Vink! is proud to 
announce that a major grant in support of this Yiddish 
event. It was awarded by the Texas Council for the 
Humanities to the JCC in December 1999. A preliminary 
schedule of festival activities is as follows: 

Monday, March 6, 2000 ... Too Early To Be Quiet, Too 
Late to Sing, a first feature Israeli film about surviving 
Yiddish poets, produced by renowned singer Chava 
Albertstein, will be shown. Panel discussion with 
audience participation will follow. 

Saturday, March 11, 2000 ... Renowned Yiddishist, 
composer, and singer Binyumen Schaecter will perform 
on stage in the Kaplan Theatre. 

Sunday, March 12, 2000 ... Family day Activities: 
KlezKids (Houston's very own teenage klezmer band) 
will perform. Family Heirloom Art Workshop with Judy 
Mellon; Family Yiddish Song Workshop with Binyumen 
Schaecter; Adult Yiddish Song Workshop and with 
Binyumen Schaecter are scheduled. 

Tuesday, March 14, 2000 ... Concert of musical works 
of Composers from the Society for Jewish Folk (Ethnic) 
Music; organized by Paula Eisenstein Baker, Adjunct 
Prof. of Musicology, U. of St. Thomas, Houston; with 
dramatic readings in Yiddish by Dr. Sidney Berger, 
Director, University of Houston School of Theatre. 

Sunday, March 19, 2000 ... Dinner, lecture, and 
reception with Professor Frieda Forman of Toronto 
Canada, Yiddishist, writer, and translator. 

For additional information, contact Barbara 
Goldstein at neuron@evl.net or at 713-723-1895. 

Our Newest Translator on the Web Site 
Hershl Hartman hershl@earthlink.net 

I translate both Y-E and E-Y. A very few of the 
works I have translated professionally: 

Manger, Itsik, megile lider--(all the lyrics of the 
musical, "di megile fun itsik manger," in rhyme and 
meter) in my illustrated lecture, "A klezmer Purim," 
heard at Klezkamp West, Yiddishkayt L.A. 

Death of a Shtetl -- the first Yiddish book-length 
eyewitness account of the Holocaust (1947, Munich). 

Broderzon, Moyshe, Mundane Matters (shikhes 
khulin) -- text of a booklet callig raphed and illustrated 
by Eli Lisitsky (for the Getty Research Institute for the 
History of Art and the Humanities). 

Sholem Aleykhem, Shimele Soroker's Tale -- a 
one-man adaptation by Yankev Lewin of the play "dos 
groyse gevins". 

Ideas for Club Programming 
5th Column in the Series of Club Ideas 

Because groups range from serious reacting, 
w riting, or performing groups through informal 
"entertain me" or "shm uesing sessions," not all 
suggestions will apply. Often we overlook 
programming resources in certain areas. One system of 
dividing resources is by origin. 

Internal-Within the Club-A major mistake is to 
have the leaders be responsible for all programming. 
This is both tiring and eventually becomes boring. First, 
survey your group to learn what their abilities/ 
interests, (especially musical and acting). Second, you 
can ascertain their Yiddish speaking ability, but how 
well can they read (if at all), and write Yiddish. Third 
ask them to list Yiddish publications they receive and if 
they have Yiddish books at home. Fourth, determine if 
they have any relatives who occasionally visit who 
might be the source of programming. 

Communal-Local Resources-Depending upon 
the size of your city/town and location, there is a large 
variation in Yiddish availabilities. One of the best areas 
is the college, for the number of Jewish teachers and 
students is usually higher than the average in the 
general population. Another resource is the Bureau of 
Jewish Education. Its name may vary by community, 
but it is a resource for Hebrew school teachers. While 
they generally are not very interested in Yiddish they 
often, as in San Francisco, have films available. Local 
startup Klezmer groups are looking for publicity and 
will play for a reduced rate at non-peak times. This also 
goes for s torytellers and comedians. After your club has 
become well-established you should put on a money
making event and hire the great local talent. 

External-Traveling Resources- These are the 
most expensive and most difficult to schedule. 
However, they usually are the most talented and d raw 
the largest crowds. The key here is name-recognition. 
Prices range from $50 to thousands of dollars. They 
range from a little-known individual, to a Klezmer 
group, to an acting theater. Out-of-town resources can 
have the costs greatly reduced by having multiple 
performances in an area or nearby locations. An 
example of such planning is the West Coast tour. It 
includes: San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Portland, Seattle and Vancouver. There also are several 
excellent stops in-between such as those in the San 
Fernando Valley, and the Los Angeles suburbs. This 
type of tour is very popular on the East Coast and in 
Florida during the w inter season. 

Negotiating Fees-There are presenters who need 
publicity and won't charge. If this is the person or 
group's livelihood then it's another matter. One way I 
use is the guarantee. This gives the presenter/s a 
minimum with the possibility of much higher than 
usual fee. For example, an author might place an income 
value on a book at say ten dollars. If the guarantee is 
$100, then any number of books not sold up to ten 
books is covered by the club. If the number is over ten, 
then it is the author's profit. This can be done with 
tickets sold to a concert or a play. 

I 
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Registration Form IAYC Conference, 
September 14-17, 2000 

Chevy Chase, Maryland 

(Please Print) 
Name/s -----------------------------
Street ___________ City ______ State/Prov. ____ Zip __ 

Phone no.( ) ________ E-Mail Address __________ _ 

Your Yiddish Club Name ----------------------

Conference, hotel* and meals 

Conference and meals only 

Tour** 

Cc,st per Person/Double Occupancy, 

Before 6/1/2000 After-6/1/2000 No. of Persons 

$375 

$205 

$12 

$395 

$225 

$15 

Sub-Total 

$ _ _ 

$ __ 

$ __ 

Grand Total$ ----

*Single Occupancy full package is $496 before June 1,2000. After June 1 it will be $516. 

**If you are taking the tour check one: 

U.S. Holocaust Museum ---
Places of Jewish Interest 

Frozen Kosher meals available--to order in place of the regular menu, check here. 

Please make check payable to IA YC and mail it to: 
IA YC c/o Yiddish of Greater Washington 
6125 Montrose Rd. 
Rockville, MID 20852 

Register early-the number of sleeping rooms is limited. 
Take advantage of the early registration discount. 
A $10.00 rebate will be sent to IA YC member clubs for each of their registered attendees. 
Any club that becomes a member of IA YC by September 1, 2000 is eligible for the rebate. 

Any questions? Call Harold Black, IAYC Pres. (301)-469-0865 or Hersh23@juno.com 



Bay Area Jewish Music Festival, March 4-12 
By Ursala Sherman 510-848-0237 

Sat., 4, 8:00 P.M., Sun., 5, 7:30 P.M., Starring: 
Stephen Guggenheim, Rachel Brott & Lise Lindstrom 
Narrated by: James Schwabacher & Laurette Goldberg 
The only Jewish-themed opera in standard repertory, 
Jacques Fromental Halevy's 19th century masterpiece 
comes to the San Francisco Bay Area for the first time in 
60 years. The story is laced with irony, anti-Semitism, 
betrayal, and unrequited love. Presented 562 times at the 
Paris Opera alone, Mahler called La Juive "wonderful 
and majestic ... one of the greatest operas ever created". 
This is a costumed, semi-staged production with 
orchestra and chorus. 

Mon., 6, 7:30 PM Jewish Music on the Edge: 
Ben Goldberg & Twelve Minor: Ben Goldberg puts a spin 
on his Klezmer roots with his sextet, Twelve Minor. The 
group, originally formed to record works commissioned by 
avant garde composer John Zorn. 

Tues., 7, 7:30 P.M. Frank London & Lorin Sklamberg 
of the Klezmatics: These internationally acclaimed 
artists present an intimate evening of mystical Jewish 
melodies, featuring interpretations of traditional 
Hasidic works and original music. Definitely, audience 
participation is encouraged in song and dance, with New 
York jazz pianist Uri Caine. 

Thurs., 9, 2:00 P.M., & 7:30 P.M., Cultural Renewal in 
the Ukraine: An authentic voice of the revival of 
Yiddish in the former Soviet Union, 79 year-old singer 
and teacher Arkady Gendler brings songs and stories 
direct from Zaporozhye, Ukraine in his U.S. premiere. It 
was learned in conversation with ethnomusicologist 
Mark Slobin, Chair & Professor of Music, Wesleyan 
University. Arkady will be accompanied by singer/ 
Jeanette Lewicki of the S.F. Klezmer Experience. 

Sat., 11, 8: 00 P.M., Brave Old World: Song of the 
Lodz Ghetto: A rare performance of Yiddish songs from 
the Lodz Ghetto, Poland (1940-45), the creations of 
proletarian street-singers and folk bards collected in 
Israel among survivors. Also it showcases Michael 
Alpert, Alan Bern, Kurt Bjorling and Stuart Brotman. 

Festival Previews & Additional Venues: 
Fri., 3, 3:00 P.M., Lecture on the Opera, La Juive, 
Berkeley, (510) 642-2678 (Free) 
Fri., 3, noon Arkady Gendler, San Rafael 
(415) 479-2000 
Sun., 5, 2:00 P.M., Arkady Gendler, Palo Alto 
(650) 493-9400 
Sun., 12, 5:00 P.M., Brave Old World, San Rafael 
(415) 479-2000 

Sat., 4, 8: 00 P.M., La Juive, Berkeley 
Sun., 5, 7:30 P.M., La Juive, San Francisco 
Mon., 6, 7:30 P.M., Ben Goldberg & Twelve Minor, 
Tues., 7, 7:30 P.M., Frank London & Lorin Sklamberg 
Thurs., 9, 2 & 7:30 P.M., Cultural Renewal in Ukraine 
Sat., 11, 8:00 P.M.,. Brave Old World, Berkeley 

Reading Suggestions 

Once in a while we see an article or book written by 
one of our readers that is worth noting in Der Bay. This 
column has an article and three writers worth reading. 

Gerald Stillman's article in the January issue of 
Jewish Currents, entitled, " Yiddish in Israel Today" is a 
must reading. A portion of the article is an English 
translation of an interview with a representative of The 
Ministry of Education that is over the National 
Authority for Yiddish Culture. This interview was in th, 
November 12 Forverts. Gerald is at: Yankstl@idt.net 

Anglish/Yinglish: Professor Gene Bluestein's does a 
significant service in this book, for its subtitle says it 
all-Yiddish in American Life and Literature. Just as 
Yiddish was enriched by its contact with the Slavic 
languages, so is it being altered and is also conversely 
altering our English. The revised edition includes an 
extensive terminology on Klezmer music. 
ISBN: 0-8032-6147, U of NE Press, 402-472-5938 

Professor Bluestein has a new book coming out in 
April, also from the U of NE, entitled The Life and 
Death of a Shtetl, He is at: geneb@csufresno.edu 

Eat First-You Don't Know What They'll Give You: 
Sonia Pressman Fuentes is a prolific writer and her 
stories literally enthralled your editor. This book is 
interspersed with Yiddish terms and phrases. It is the 
adventures of an immigrant family and their feminist 
daughter. She was the first woman attorney in the 
General Counsels Office at the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission and a founder of the National 
Organization of Women. 

While the book is an autobiography, there is much 
to merit it as an historical review of a period from the 
Monticello kokh-aleyn in the Catskills Borscht Belt to 
the inner workings of our national Capitol. 
Sonia is at: sfuentes@erols.com 
ISBN: 0-7388-0635-8, Xlibris Corp., 888-795-4274 

Simcha Sirnchovitch is one of Canada's premiere 
Yiddishists. His poetry and translations has thrilled 
generations of Canadians. Four of his books are availablE 
only from the author: 

A Stepchild on the Vistula is an excellent 
fictionalized story of his childhood up to World War II. 
It is a translation of his Yiddish version, A shtifkind afn 
vistula. 

Funken in zhar (Sparks and Embers) is a book of 
poetry in Yiddish. It was written in 1977, has 118 pages 
and can be purchased for $18 including shipping. 

A Song Will Remain is a book of 150 Yiddish poems 
written by Simcha and which he translated in this book. 
It was published in 1996 and can be purchased for $19 
from the author. 

Rmnant was published last year and is a book of 
poetry translated into English, and can be purchased for 
$18 including shipping. Simcha can be reached at: 
17 Tillplain Rd., 
North York ONT M3H SRl, CANADA 
His phone number is: 416-635-7199 



A New Krakow Contact 
Dr. Przemyslaw Piekarski piekar@vela.filg.uj.edu.pl 

At the moment I am teaching at Lauder 
Foundation. It is for a group of around 20 
students (age 17 - 60), and an intensive Yiddish 
workshop at the Jewish Festival (this year July 
1-9), two groups 15 hours each (English and 
Polish medium). Hopefully from October on 
I'll be at BA studies on Jewish History at the 
Jagiellonian University, and I will try to reach 
your web site when at the University (at home 
using modem only). 

I can send you some copies of a Jewish 
fortnightly Dos Yiddishe Wort which is half in 
Yiddish, half in Polish. Frankly speaking I am 
not Jewish myself, or the distance to my Jewish 
roots is too far (grandmother!) Yet I think 
teaching and preserving Yiddish is my private 
Yad Vashem here in Poland. Most of my 
students are not Jewish. There is even a 
Catholic priest studying. 
Dr P. Piekarski 
Oriental Institute, Jagiellonian University 
al.Mickiewicza 9/11 
31120 Krakow 
Poland 

From Birobidjan 
Elena Belyaeva, makedon@on-line.jar.ru 

Khoshever Fishl, 

Ayer Der Bay iz tomid a groyse simkhe mit 
nor far mir un oykh far mayne studentn. Zey 
zeen shoyn az Yiddish iz nit keyn toite 
shprakh. Zey hobn oykh ongehoybn zikh 
durkhtsushraybn durkh Pen- Pal club. Es iz 
zeyer shver oyser der svive, hotch me kon 
leyenen literarishe verk, bikher. Say vi say es 
felt zpes lebediks. 

A dank "Der Bay", me shraybt undz. Do in 
Birobidjan, dos Yiddishe lebn geit pamelekh, 
kimat" halt barn shtarbn", yidn forn, nor vi es 
hot gezogt I B Singer in zuyn rede az " fun 
haltn barn shturbn biz toit iz a groyse 
menolekh". 

Altz hengt op fun mentshn. es ekzestirn 
tsvey Yiddishe kehiles. Di groyse "Freid" firt 
farsheydene tetikaytn; geit aroyr a tzaytung 
"kehile", arbetn zuntik- shul, kindergortn. Es 
funktzionirt a folks-universitet vu me lernt oys 
Hebreish, Yiddish, Yiddishe tradizties un 
geshikhte. Oyb emetzer vet farinteresivn zikh 
mit dem, ken shikn e-mail tzu: toitman@eao.ru 
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April 2000 

So, What's New? 

Last month we sent registration forms for the Sixth 
IAYC Conference in Chevy Chase, MD, near Wash. DC. 
To get another copy, e-mail, write or call us. President 
Harold Black said that registration is coming in quite 
early. Remember to attend the Yiddish Cultural Festival 
of Greater Washington this April 2. 

Der IA YC Klub Vinkl is now a monthly page of 
news and advice for Yiddish clubs. It also is advisable 
reading for Yiddish teachers and Klezmer group leaders, 
for it has a column of advice. This month's column: 
"What Publications Should We Get" is the sixth in the 
series of 27 articles. The first 5 included: 
How Can I Start A Yiddish Club? 
Why Should We Join the IA YC? 
Where Do I Get Yiddish Films? 
Where Can We Purchase Yiddish Materials? 
Ideas for Oub Programming. 

Der Bay is honored by Mark David Host/Producer of 
The Yiddish Voice (yv@worldstd.com) who sent the 
following message. "Congratulations, www.derbay.org is 
now the featured external site at The Yiddish Voice's web 
site: http:/ /www.yiddishvoice.com." 

Our web site continues to expand. Writers for the 
Briv Fraynd (Pen-Pals) Club number over 280. Because of 
speed in transmission and the "low cost" it is an excellent 
service. We owe much thanks to Dr. Frida Cielak of 
Mexico City for her great effort on its behalf. 

Bolivia is this month's feature article. Many thanks go 
to Evelyn Szelenyi and her husband Tom. Evelyn is the 
San Mateo office manager for Congressman Tom Lantos, 
the only Holocaust survivor in the U.S Congress. 

Letters arrive from exciting people doing exciting 
things. This month's issue has news from Lillian Lux-one 
of the few remaining veterans of the Yiddish stage. 
Another is about Scott Gerber, the Yiddish singing 
cowboy. Michael Blain, founder of the Indianapolis 
Yiddish Club is honored. There is a letter from Ann 
Stanton our Rapid City, SD contact for The Yiddish 
Network. Your editor regrets not printing all letters. 
Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner, 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Phone: (650) 349-6946, Fax: (248) 281-0923 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a UTILE extra- please? 
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Baltimore Klezmer Orchestra 
Ray Wacks, <rwacks@bcpl.net> 

I am a1 member of the Baltimore Klezmer Orchestra. 
We are affiliated with the Baltimore Hebrew University, 
and are a comm.unity-based group with amateurs playing 
for the fun of it As far as we know we are the only one in 
the Washington/ Baltimore area and one of the few in the 
country, that is a community group. We do not get paid 
individuallly for playing and we sometimes charge a 
small fee to cover expenses. We do not play Bar Mitzvahs 
and Weddiing, but only at functions open to the whole 
community as well as nursing homes, assisted living 
homes and community celebrations. 

Let My People Sing! 
Mark Levy Mitzvahmus@aol.com 

A clas:s offering from Mitzvah Music: Let My People 
Sing: The Music of the Jews taught by Mark Levy. It has 
five sessions devoted to, the history of and listening to, 
Jewish musical forms and Jewish musicians performing. 
Recordings and videotape will be played to acquaint you 
with the s~yles and the innovators starting with the music 
of Biblical !times and sampling down the centuries .. Live 
music presentations will also be included. No musical 
background necessary. 
Week 1: 5000 Years in an Hour: An Overview 
Week 2: Romansa: Sephardic Diaspora Songs 
Week 3: Folksongs of Eastern Europe 
Week 4: Klezmer 101: You always wanted to know? 
Week 5: Jews 'n' Jazz: Who Got Rhythm 

This course has live and recorded music illustrations 
for JCC, synagogue and temple education programs .. The 
class is piloted for PAJE, Peninsula Academy of Jewish 
Educ. 

Mark Levy has performed and taught in the San 
Francisco Bay area for 25 years at temples, synagogues, 
JCC's, Lehrhau Judaica, and Workmen's Circle. He is a 
singer and lecturer who specializes in older Judaic folk 
music in Yiddish and Ladino, klezrner his tory and theory, 
and Jewish music history in general. He recently 
performed for Yeshiva University Sephardic Dept's 
Semana Sepharad in New York, and is a cantorial soloist 
in California. He has released a fourth album of Jewish 
music this year entitled Bin Ikh Mir A Shnayderl: Yiddish 
Work Songs, in commemoration of the 100th birthday of 
Workmen's Circle. Contact Mitzvah Music, 888 505 8953, 
or rnitzvahmus@aol.com 



Der Intematsyonaler Kalendar 

April 
2 Sun., Yiddish Culture Festival of Greater Wash., 

Sarah Benor (Young Person's Journey to Yid.); 
Miriam Isaacs (Geographic Distribution of Yid. 
Dialects.); Hankus Netsky (Origins of Klezmer 
Music); Boris Sandler (Creative Forces in Yid. 
Today); Herman Taube (Creators of Yid. Lit.); Max 
Ticktin (Golden Age of Yid. Poetry in America); 
Chava Weissler (Vaybershe Shul); Jacob Weitzner 
(Yid. in Israeli Culture), Bethesda, MD 

2 Sun., 7:30 P.M., Gala Yiddishland Cafe evening 
"Yidish iz dokh azoy sheyn" Celebrate 1000 years of 
Yiddish. Toronto, 416-787-4634 

2 Sun., 9:30 A.M., Robyn Helzner Trio Potomac, MD 
301-299-7087 

4 Sat, Apr 8:00 P.M., Fialke, Bi.ihne im Altstadthof, 
Bergstr 19 Nuremberg, Germany +49-911-224327 

5 Weds., Noon, U of CT Yiddish Tish, Storrs, CT 
860-486-2271 

6 Thurs. (every) 1:00 P.M. Mamaloshn Mayvonim 
Buffalo, NY (Visitors welcome) 716-834--7075 

8 Sat., 7:30 PM., Prof. Moskovitz Women Poets. L.A. 
Yiddish Culture Oub, Los Angeles, CA 310-275-8455 

9 Sun., 7:30 P.M., The Songs That Never Die, Simcha 
Simchovitch, FOY, toronto, Canada 416-635-0720 

9 Sun., Tales From Here, There, Everywhere, Audrey 
Korp. Los Angeles, CA 323-938-2531 

9 Peysakh in Gezang un Geshikhte, Baltimore, MD 
creativa@charm.net 

9 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Friends of Yiddish, Annual third 
Seder, New York City, 212--666-6244 

9 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Chorus, 
Philadelphia, PA 215-624-0777 

9 Sun (2nd), 2:00 P.M., Seattle Yiddish 
Group, Seattle, WA, 206-523-6564 

10 Mon., 1:00 P.M., Yiddish Oub, 7000 Canal Blvd, 
New Orleans, LA 504-288--0325 

13 Thurs., 7:30 P.M., Viva Klezmer, L'khayim Mariachi, 
San Diego Center for Jewish Culture, La Jolla, CA 
858-457-3161 or 858-457-3030. 

15 Sat., 7:30 P.M., Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 
Commemoration, Mark Levine. L.A. Yiddish 
Culture Club, Los Angeles, CA 310-275-8455 

15 Sat., 8:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band, 
Nevada, MO 417-667-8181 

16 Sun., Workmen's Circle Third Seder, 
Tamarac FL 954-974-3429 

17 Mon., 2:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Chorus, Cherry 
Hill, NJ 215-624-0777 

19 Every Wed., 10:00 A.M., B'nai Zion Yiddish club, El 
Paso, TX 915-581-9140 

21 Fri. (3rd), 10:00 AM, Yiddish Vinkl, Sarasota, FL 
941-927-8046 

23 Sun., Yugntruf Trip to Bronx Zoo, Led by Leye 
Robinson & Shmoyl Nydorf, NYC 212-787-6675 

24 Mon., Yugntruf Yiddish Writers Circle, NYC 
212-787-66757 

27 Thurs., 7:00 P.M., The Boston Kleztet Klezmer Band 
Boston College, Boston, MA 617-552-0211 ' 

29-30 Sat, 8:30 P.M., 9:00 A.M. & 8:00 P.M., Maxwell 
Street Klezmer Band Concert, 3rd Midwest Klezmer 
and Yiddish Music Festival, Skokie, IL 847-675-2200 

Blood Spots 
From Mendele online by Philip Kutner 

In Mendele 9.054-6 Robert Goldenberg asks about 
the Yiddish word for blood spot on the yolk of an egg. On 
the farm we used the term blutstrof. 

The Jewish Agricultural and Industrial Aid Society 
published Heymishe Oyfes by Israel Katzovitch in 1921. 
In Chapter 11 pp 166-181 entitled eyer produktsion, he 
discusses various aspects of eggs including double-yolks 
and blood spots. On page 173 section 169 entitled eyer 
mit a bluts tropen, reads as follows: 

"Es kon trefn az di huhn zol zayn falkom (perfectly) 
gezunt, un in dem ey zol zayn a bluts-tropen. Dos ken 
trefn ven a huhn legt zehr fie! eyer, oder ven der hu hn 
kumt oys oft tsu shpringen fun a hoykhen ort. Vi tsum 
bayshpil, ven di rusts zaynen tsu hoykh fun der erd. Es 
kon ober zayn az bay der huhn hot geplatst a kleyn blut 
oderel oyfn eyer-shtok. Deriber, oyb a huhn legt oft 
azelkhe eyer zol men beser koylen zi." 

The copy of the book came from Petaluma, 
California. Jt was once a major poultry area. These 
poultrymen politically were very active and among the 
most leftist in the region. 

Hatikvah Music 

I released a new CD of "Joe & Paul-The Best of The 
Barton Brothers" The Brothers, were the major influence in 
Mickey Katz' decision to leave the Spike Jones Band and 
go with a brand of Yiddish Humor made famous by The 
Barton Brothers. This is the first time that their hits have 
been on CD. There is a booklet that gives a 'Mini" bio of 
the career of the Brothers (who were not related) 

Also new is a Yiddish release that is a compilation of 
21 songs by Chava Alberstein ca11ed "Yiddish Songs". Prior 
to this release, her recordngs had to be imported from 
Israel, therefore, a higher cost to the consumer. 

AJso now available in Yiddish is a 2 CD set for the 
price of 1 disc. "The Megila of Itzik Manger" stars the 
Burstein Family, and "Fiddler On the Roof'' the original 
Israeli Yiddish cast starring Shmuel Rudenski. 

Call Hatikvah Music at 323-655-7083 or visit our web 
site at; www.hatikvahmusic.com Simon Rutberg 

''The Art of Klezmer Clarinet" 
Margot Leverett From: a bisl yidishkayt 

Margot Leverett has an album of klezmer music. She 
pays tribute to her teacher, Sid Beckerman, his father, 
Shloimke, and Naftule Brandwein, Dave Tarras, Max 
Epstein, and Ben Bayzler. Leverett was associated with 
the Klezmer Conservatory Band, the Klezmatics, and 
currently, with Mikva. She has taught at KlezKamp. 

There are familiar pieces, such as the Epstein hora 
from "Dukes of Freylekh" and the Sid Medley (found on 
Beckerman's "Klezmer Plus" album as freylekhs ind 
mjnor). There are less-well-known tunes, such as the 
sweetly longing lustige hasidim. She is joined by six 
klezmorim-from the Klezmer Conservatory Band. 

The 17 selections include: Doina, Gasn Nign, Bulgar 
Medley, firen di mekhutonim aheym, Oy Tate S'iz Gut, 
Skocne, Freilicher Yontov, Sam & Dave, Heymisher 
Bulgar, lustige hasidim, Epstein Hora, Sid MeJdley, 
781-643-1957 http:/ /www.yiddishmusic.com 



A Yiddish Singing Cowboy 
By Judith Lubeck 415-579-7604 

Scott is a descendant of the group known as the 
Jewish chicken ranchers of Petaluma, California. 
Through songs taught to him by his mother and 
grandmother, he tells his story. 

Scott has 2 careers. He is a professional cowboy, and 
he plays guitar and sings Yiddish songs. These songs are 
of social justice from the early part ot this century, as 
well as folk tunes and Country 'n Western music. Singing 
both Yiddish and English verses makes all persons in his 
audience feel at ease and able to participate. 

Scott is a bona-fide cowboy, trick roper and an 
accomplished horseman who offers delightful children's 
programs, and sing-alongs, with audience participation. 
He provides an authentic western cowboy theme: saddles, 
hay, rope tricks, and even a horse-he is an excellent 
rider. etc. His folk songs are mainly from the 20's - 60's, 
traditional and contemporary cowboy His multi-cultural 
children's program is interactive and they have a great 
time participating in the singing and taking turns 
learning how to throw a lariat. 

The Jewish chicken ranchers of Petaluma were a 
group of people who came from Russia and the Ukraine in 
the early 1900's. They were idealists and politically 
motivated to live in freedom, be independent and strive 
for social justice. Many were drawn to the land in 
preparation for going to Palestine. It was a unique group 
in a time in history when they could follow their beliefs 
and together faced many struggles both externally from 
the larger community and internally from their deep 
political divisions. 

Scott, as a third generation member of this group is 
dedicated to keeping their story, their songs and culture 
alive through his music that touches the heart of all 
that hear it. To find out more about this group read 
Kenneth Kann's book, "Comrades and Chicken 
Ranchers." Kenneth Kann is an Attorney living in San 
Francisco and is also a third generation descendant. 

Rapid City, SD: The Yiddish Network Contact 
Ann Stanton <maswired@rapidnet.com> 

Sorry to have missed your call, it would have been 
fun schmoozing. I work from 6:30 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. at the 
hospital, and usually get home by 4 (MT). 

I spent 10 years around Menlo Park and Palo Alto, 
California working in libraries. It was where I "met" 1B 
Singer, my literary grandfather (I said kaddish for him, 
honest) whom I credit with much of what inspired my 
"tschuveh" to yiddishkeit. 
1 may write about the Minnesota KJezrner Band who 
were here at Chanukah to help celebrate the finale of 
our Black Hills Jewish history exhibit at the Adams 
Museum in Deadwood. What was unimaginable 2 years 
ago, became a marvelous, leibedich, freileche, inspiring 
reality! There was an SRO house, mostly goyim, and 
they were caught up in the irresistible music. 

Tenth Yiddish Culture Festival 
of Greater Washington 

Schedule of Events on Sun., April 2nd at Cong. Beth El of 
Mongometry Co. in Bethesda, MD. 

Professor Dov Noy, of Hebrew University, will deliver 
the keynote address: In Celebration: A Thousand 
Years of Yiddish. 

Sarah Benor: A Young Person's Journey to Yid. 
Miriam Isaacs: Geographic Distribution of Yiddish 

Dialects. 
Hankus Netsky: The Origins of KJezmer Music 
Boris Sandler: Creative Forces in Yiddish Today 
Herman Taube: The Creators of Yiddish Lit. 
Max Ticktin: Golden Age of Yiddish Poetry in America 
Chava Weissler: The Vaybershe Shul 
Jacob Weitzner: Role of Yid. in Israeli Culture 

The evening's program will include dinner and a concert 
by the Philadelphia Kiezmer Heritage Ensemble, 
directed by Hankus Netsky. 
For more information call 301-881-0100 xt 6756 

Honor Indianapolis Yiddish Club Founder 

Michael Blain, founder and chairman of the 
Indianapolis Yiddish Club, was honored by the State of 
Israel Bonds with the prestigious Star of Peace award for 
25 years of service to the Indianapolis Jewish community 
and to the State of Israel. The presentation was made at 
a gala dinner attended by over 300 people. Dignitaries 
included the Governor of Indiana, who presented Mike 
with the State's highest award; Congressman David 
McIntosh, presenting Mike with a page from the 
Congressional Record; the Mayor of Indianapolis who 
proclaimed a "Michael Blain Day." 

Mike was born in a Yiddish speaking village (where 
even some non-Jews spoke a perfect Yiddish) in sub
Carpatho Ruthenia in the former Czechoslovakia that is 
now part of the Ukraine. He left home at age 14, and 
lived in Hungary, the former Soviet Union, and England, 
before settling in the United States in 1949 

Mike is a Holocaust survivor and a U.S. Army 
Korean veteran. He received a B.S. degree from Rochester 
Institute of Technology (RIT) where he was the founder 
and first president of RIT Hillel and editor of the college 
newspaper. He has served on the Board of the Hasten 
Hebrew Academy where he was vice president and 
scholarship committee chairman. He is also a past 
president of B'nai B'rith. 

Mike has taught Yiddish at the former Institute of 
Jewish Studies, at the JCC. He translates and lecture on 
Yiddish. He was a leather craftsman, printer, writer, 
editor, and teacher. For the past 26 years he headed the 
lndiana-l1linois Office of Israel Bonds. During his tenure, 
Mike generated $100 million in investment capital for 
Israel. Mike and Sylvia have 3 sons, Rabbi Zvi, David 
and Daniel, and 12 grand-children. 



The Jews of Bolivia 

Many secret Sephardic Jews came to South America 
to escape the after-effects of the Spanish Inquisition. 
Finally, Bolivia secured its independence from Spain in 
1824. Up until the Nazi era the number of Jews in Bolivia 
had been under a thousand. 

During the mid-1930s, when the Nazis in Germany 
were tightening the noose around the lives of Jews with 
ever-increasing restrictions, racial laws, and deporta
tions of people who were not German born, there was 
panic among Jews. This situation arose because there were 
precious few places to go. Most nations had dosed their 
borders to immigrants, and those few lucky ones who had 
a place to go needed an exit visa from the Germans. This 
document was obtainable by risking one's life in entering 
the Ministerium where these papers were issued. 

Many of the German Jews were so assimilated into 
German society that they believed nothing could 
possibly happen to them. Gradually, however, even the 
most prestigious positions were forbidden to Jews, 
academics lost their jobs, and professionals could no 
longer practice. 

When the Nazis began occupying neighboring 
countries, namely, Austria, Czechoslovakia and Poland, 
the Jewish communities found themselves in the same 
situation as German Jews in need of a place to go. In 1939 
there was a nation willing to issue entry visas to Jews. 
This nation was Bolivia, a very poor, Spanish-speaking 
land in the heart of South America. Its capital, La Paz, 
is a city at 13,000 feet above sea level, and whose 
population was largely illiterate, except for the small 
number of upper class landowners, who were rich, 
educated, and constituted the government structure. This 
"white" minority ruled over the middle class "mestizos" 
(mixed Indian and Spanish blood) and the large group of 
much lower class native Indians. 

The Bolivian government issued agricultural visas 
because of vast areas in the country that could be 
cultivated, and ultimately increase the gross national 
product. This was the answer many Jews in Central 
Europe were seeking-to save themselves and their 
families. Through graft, persuasion, and with a fatalism 
created by the ever more dangerous conditions, 20,000 
Jews obtained entry visas into Bolivia between 1939 and 
1945. This was greater than the admission of the 
English-speaking countries combined. 

Arriving in this society was a shock for Europeans, 
but they were free. While it took a long time to adjust to 
the conditions, the news that started to filter through to 
them about their remaining relatives and friends made 
them realize that they had been very lucky and had 
escaped a certain death. Some families were split for 
they could not get out together. The efforts of those who 
had escaped to try to bring out the ones who had to 
remain, were mainly fruitless. 

Some of the new immigrants did indeed accept their 
"assigned" visa classification and went to areas where 
farming was a possibility. However, most were urbane, 

educated, city-folk and were hardly suited to work the 
agricultural lands. They did not last long as farmers and 
returned to La Paz to become merchants, manufacturers, 
and salesmen. The country was severely underdeveloped 
and almost every item the Jewish population would 
manufacture and every service created, soon became a 
financial success. 

Within a few years, Jews had created a society 
within the larger society, with a synagogue, a Jewish 
elementary school, a Hevra Kadisha and social and 
cultural activities of every kind. Other Jewish 
organizations were formed which included: Bikur 
Holim, B'nai B'rith, Circulo Israeli ta, Federation, 
Wizo and Macabi. The umbrella group for these 
organizations has been the Comite Central Judio de 
Bolivia. Some of these institutions, such as a symphony 
orchestra under the baton of a Jew, enriched the 
community at large. 

Yiddish in Bolivia was insignificant until after 
WWII. The very earliest immigrants had been 
Sephardic, and those who came just prior to WWII, and 
during it, were mainly German and Austrian who spoke 
little Yiddish. However, from 1945 on there were Eastern 
European Jews who brought with them their love of 
Yiddish. 

There were those whose relatives arrived in Bolivia 
after the end of WWII. In some cases, families were 
reunited who had feared their loved ones were dead. 

While the community thrived economically, and 
survived the horrors of WWII in relative peace and 
maybe even comfort, most families started to leave the 
country in the early 1950s. Many left for the United 
States, Israel, Argentina, etc. Some stayed, but their 
children left to study abroad-never to return after 
having obtained their degrees. Today, the community is 
composed of less than one thousand Jews, living in the 
cities of La Paz, Cochabamba and Oruro. Most of the Jews 
had migrated to La Paz which now has a population of 
over a million. It is the site of the government buildings, 
the Presidential Palace and the Cathedral. 

Bolivia has had a warm relationship with Israel 
and was one of the first to recognize Israel. There has 
been an exchange of students and technical support. 

Bolivia has a population of over eight million and 
geographically is 60 percent larger than the State of 
Texas. Two-thirds of the country is in the Tropic and 
Semi-Tropical Lowlands-while the Western third is a 
part of the mountain chain that is the spine of South 
America. These mountains are almost fifty percent 
higher than those in the Western United States. Bolivia 
also has Lake Titicaca-the highest navigable lake in 
the world. 

In conclusion, Bolivia served as a haven for Jews 
when others turned them away. However, with the 
geographic isolation (Bolivia is also land-locked), the 
future for Jews and Yiddish there is fraught with 
uncertainty. 



Jankel Sapirstein o"h, La Paz, Bolivia 
By Carolina Luisa Sapirstein de Badner , (TIN) Contact 

Through a remarkable and unusual series of events, 
several wonderful things have happened. Foremost, I 
have a chance to tell the Yiddish world about the life of 
my father who was so dedicated to the survival of 
Yiddish . Second, we have found a home for his wonderful 
collection of Yiddish books at the University of 
California at Davis, and finally I am now the contact for 
The Yiddish Network for my area. There is very little 
Yiddish spoken now, but I am glad to give any information 
to visitors to Bolivia. 

Janke! was the son of Abraham Sapirstein and Chume 
Cukierman (Zuckerman). He was born in Russia 
(Brestlitovsk) on August 16, 1906. As a small child, his 
family moved to Poland (Wlodawa) where they 
established their residence. He was the oldest of 7 
children- four sisters and three brothers. 

Due to the harsh economic conditions prevalent in 
Jewish homes during those times, he could not attend 
school but could attend kheyder. He started to become a 
tailor's apprentice, and at the age of ten, after his 
father's death, he began working in order to help support 
the family. 

As he grew into adolescence he became self-taught 
through a passion for reading, a passion which lasted 
until the last few months of his life. 

In 1928 he married my mother Golda Lea Guerzkopf, 
daughter of Josef Guerzkopf and Kreindel Beckerman. She 
was born on December 20, 1906 in Bialepodlask. She came 
from a well-to-do family. Her mother was widowed 
during WWI, with two Children. The older, Shloime, 
atended Yeshiva, and my mother who attended 
Gymnasium. Shloime died after the war leaving one son 
Jacques, who lives in France. 

My parents met in a youth group popular in the city. 
Here they fell in love and were married. They had two 
children, my brother Shloime who died in the Ghetto of 
Wlodawa on December 18, 1942 during WWII, and myself, 
Carolina Luisa. 

My father 's family consisted of Chaye who married 
Baruch Witemberg and came to La Paz where both died of 
old age. Elias married Pescia Weiss after the war. They 
came to Lapaza and then moved to Sao Paolo, Brazil. My 
Uncle Elias died in 1998. Esther became a widow during 
the war. She came to La Paz with her daughter Frida. 
They came to La Paz and then moved to Israel. Frida has 
three sons. Lea came to La Paz after the war and married 
Isaac Feiman. They also moved to Sao Paolo. Pinie came 
to La Paz after the war where she died several years ago. 
Bruche died during the war together with her husband 
and daughter at the hands of the Nazis. 

Due to the pre-war situation in Europe, my father 
migrated to Bolivia in 1939. As he was about to obtain 
documents for the emigration of his family, war broke out. 
This prevented him from reuniting his family. It was only 
at the end of WWII that my mother and I joined him in La 
Paz after our difficult survival of the 

Holocaust and the loss of his sister Bruche and my 
brother Schloime. 

In La Paz he operated Casa Windsor, a 
haberdashery. This business was in an upscale 
commercial section only a short distance from The 
Plaza. Everything centers around plazas in the former 
Spanish colonies. These plazas have the 
church/ cathedral and the government buildings. 

My father had a great love of reading. His 
compassion for others, and his admiration for Yiddish 
literature made him a fan of the great writer J. L. 
Peretz, and a strong supporter in the effort to save 
Yiddish literature. His great concern was the possible 
disappearance of Yiddish literature, and with it, the 
loss of its greatest writers and poets. 

During his lifetime in La Paz, he had several 
positions on the Board of Directors in the Jewish Circle, 
the main entity for Jewish life in La Paz, and served as 
its president. He was liked and respected by all who 
knew him. 

Once I asked him why he never wrote a book, or 
poetry. His answer was: "It is much more important to 
read than to write." 

He died in La Paz, Bolivia, the first days of Tish ri 
5754 (Sept. 1, 1994) at the age of 88. 



DER IAYC KLUB VINKL 

Valley Yiddish Culture Club 
By Ray Shapero 

The Valley Yiddish Culture Club (VYCC) 818-376-
1695 is a comjng together of the extension of our MID 
Yiddish class and the decision of the L.A. Yiddish Culture 
Club to form a Valley chapter. 

Because Yiddish events have seen such a popular and 
enthusiastic response in our own city and nationwide, we 
invited our VaJJey public to our first formal offering on 
May 6, 1999. Guessing we might draw 50-70 people to 
hear an all-Yiddish discussion of the life and works of I.L. 
Peretz presented by Moshe Melnick, we reserved Russell 
Hall. Much to our delight, about 120 guests came. 

Flushed with encouragement, the following event on 
June 3, was held in the Farber Auditorium. Sabell Bender, 
the well-known and popular lecturer on the Yiddish 
theater, was a tremendous draw and we counted 
approximately 160 in attendance. 

These introductory evenings were free to all. Our 
October, September and November events were offered 
for a nominal charge but free to VYCC members. They 
included a Tribute to Sidor Belarsky, a lecture about Uriah 
Philip Levy, and a Celebration of Hanukkah. 

We have introduced the Valley Yiddish Culture Club 
to our Valley community and also are introducing Adat 
Ari El to many Valleyites. We are thrilled that so many are 
vitaJJy interested in hearing, seeing, and learning more 
about our remarkable Yiddish experience. 

Programs take place at Adat Ari El the first Thursday 
monthly at 7:30 P.M. The next meeting will be March 9, 
7:30 P .M. A Purim Celebration, with the very popular 
raconteur Archle Barkan! 

Gainesville Yiddish Vinkl 
Elaine Kaplan Eta1eah@aol.com 

We are getting off the ground, but don't have a 
cohesive group as yet, but are trying to establish a unified 
group with a structure and focus. However, there are a 
few obstacles to overcome. 

1. Our irutiaJ interested respondents consisted of people 
with a wide disparity in their Yiddish knowledge. The 
"speakers" were not happy with beginners in the group 
and the beginners felt lost in their abiHty to communicate. 
We are workjng to seek a happy medium. If we are able to 
do this, it will make for a better group. 

2. Some want only daytime (they don't drive at night) 
others work and want evenings - what day, what 
everung? So hard to find a time that's good for all. I'm 
trying to set up two groups-a daytime group and a 
rughttime group. 

3. Getting others involved is a goal. (I've been doing it all, 
but I've reached out and one or two have offered to help.) 

4. We have those on both sides of what to use-Hebrew 
alphabet or English transliteration. We are workfog out the 
kinks and continue our vinkl. I'll keep you apprised of our 
progress. 

What Publications Should Our Club Get 

The maximum number of publications that any 
club can acquire will depend on the number of members 
and their financial ability to pay. Some clubs charge 
dues and use the money for speakers, refreshments, 
room rental, mailings and belonging to organizations 
like the IA YC. 

We shall discuss organizations in a future issue and 
their publications. Therefore, we shall om.it these 
organizations in this column, such as, YIVO, NYBC, WC, 
YUGNTRUF, and the LEAGUE for YIDDISH. 

Because most groups are heterogeneous and have 
members covering the entire spectrum of Yiddish 
knowledge, we should endeavor to have material that is 
all in Yiddish and ones whlch contain some or mostly 
the language of the country-English, etc. 

Most run from chai to double chai. These can be 
purchased by individual members, and a report can then 
be given on articles, or the club can purchase them and 
assign readers to report on interesting items. 

Among the all-Yiddish newspapers, is the secular 
Forverts; 45 East 33rd St, NY, NY 10016-also the Ultra
Orthodox-Der Yid, at 13 Hooper St., Brooklyn, NY 
11211 (718-797-3900) and Algemeiner Zhurnal, at 211 
63rd St. Brooklyn, NY 11120 (718-492-6420) 

All-Yiddish journals include, Heshbon, Moshe 
Shklar, 469 N. Orlando Ln., Los Angleles, CA 90048. 
Der Onheib, Noah Chaim Lewin, (Oct-May) 231174th St. 
#1120, Miami, FL 33160-3318, Oune-Sept) 10212 651

h Ave. 
Apt. C62, Flushing, NY 11375. 

There are several excellent Club newsletters that 
have great news and ideas for other clubs. The ones to 
consider first is Yiddish of Greater Washington which 
recently changed the newsletter name to Tsum 
Punkt-To the Point. Tt has an excellent Yiddish section. 
YGW 6125 Montrose Rd. Rockville, MD 20852. Also 
excellent from the Friends of Yiddish of Toronto and 
which has had a very popular column entitled Kokh-lefl, 
is Dos Bletl, Raizie Jacobson, 299 Mullen Dr. #91, 
Thornhill On, CANADA. 

Two other club newsletters whlch are rising fast are 
from Boulder, Colorado and Houston, Texas. 

While it is an organization and not a club, this Los 
Angeles area newsletter is superior for it covers more 
than just the Los Angeles area-Yiddishkayt LA, 1724 
North Whltney Ave., Hollywood, CA 90028 

For overseas reading from Israel, we recommend 
Lebns Fragn, 48 Kalisher Str., Tel Aviv 65165, Israel 
and a definite must is the French, 
AEDCY, Der Yidisher Tam Tam, 
B.P. 3256, 75122 Paris CEDEX 03, FRANCE 

Related publications, in English, Jewish Currents, 
22 E. 17th St. Suite 601, New York, NY 10003-1919 

In English, Yiddish and Polish, The Voice of 
Piotrkow Survivors, Ben Gi]adi, 135-30 82nd Ave., Kew 
Gardens, NY 11435 

The key thing to remember is not only that these 
publications are acquired-but more important-is that 
they are utilized to their fullest and are circulated among 
the members of your group. 



A Lette·r from Lillian Lux 

As one of the few remaining veterans of the Yiddish 
stage (Second Avenue and World-Wide) it does my heart 
good to read about the many Yiddish speaking groups 
springing up and their interest to know of each other's 
achievements, and your paper is the hub of all this. 

Being still active in the Yiddish-speaking world, it 
gives me great joy to realize that the language to which I 
have dedicated my life (although New York born) will 
have a future, due to all these activities. 

Here is some information: A Yiddish documentary, 
80 minutes long, about my personal theatrical family, The 
Burstein Family, entitled Di Komediantn was just awarded 
the Israeli Oscar called, Kinor David, as well as the first 
prize at the Haifa Film Festival-A first for Yiddish in 
Israel. 

Currently I am working with my son, Mike Bursteyn 
on correcting the editing in my translation of, Geshpilt a 
Lebn , the biography of my late husband Peisach Burstein. 
It is called, "What a Life and, and will be released this Fall 
by the Syracuse University press. The Yiddish version, 
also by my pen, ran in serial form, weekly in Di Letste 
Nayes, in Israel for two and a half years. 

I also am busy reading for the Yiddish Braille 
Institute of New York as well as writing segments for the 
Yiddish Forward Hour of W.E.V.D. about the greats of 
the Yiddish Theater. 

Fishl, I congratulate you, and in the event you would 
need any information about the Yiddish Theatrical 
World, I shall be happy to oblige. 

Valencia Lakes Yiddish 
Harry "Herschel" Hoffer, Pres. 

I am president of the Valencia Lakes Yiddish Club 
in Boynton Beach Fl. We are an adult community, but a 
young and active one. Our community is 2 years old 
with many moving in during the last year. Our club is in 
existence for about 4 months and we presently have 
about 200 paid members. 

I have spoken Yiddish since I was a child and 
although my skills have atrophied over the years from 
disuse, I still can speak very well. Please add me to your 
listserv and send me information on the International 
Organization of Yiddish Oubs. I hope to hear from you. 
Harry (Herschel) Hoffer, Boynton Beach, Fl. 
E-Mail hhofferesq@aol.com 

"Ale Mayne Nekhtns" 

My friend, and neighbor, Manya Schrogin subscribes 
to your paper, Der Bay-I find it extremely interesting. 

Manya told me she read about a Dora Titelboim 
poem, "Ale Mayne Nekhtns." It happens that my brother, 
Aaron Kramer, (deceased) had translated the entire book. 
Manya's husband, Joseph Schrager (deceased) was a 
composer, and he had written music to "Ale Mayne 
Nekhtns." 

You may know Sabell Bender. She liked the song so 
much, she had someone sing it at her wedding. Anyway, 
Manya asked me to write to you. If you are interested, 
please contact her. 
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Looking Ahead 

Mendele recently had postings of the passing of 
two key people in the Yiddish Community. Dina 
Abramowicz, was the former Head Librarian at YNO, 
and Max Epstein who was one of the well-known 
Epstein Brothers Klezmer Group. 

The 10th anniversary of Der Bay's uninterrupted 
publication is coming up in January 2001. While this 
special issue will contain the Best of Der Bay, we shall 
announce the results of our readers' choices for their top 
ten selections for the last decade. Among them may be: 

Computer: Yiddish lists and web sites. 
National Yiddish Book Center's Growth 
Canada: Ashkenaz & KlezKanada, 
Opening of Eastern Europe and Germany 
Acceptance & Growth in Israel 
Paris Publications & Programs 
Oxford Program 
Australia; Sholem Aleichem College/Kadirnah 
KlezKamp 
Mameloshn 
International Association of Yid.dish Clubs 
Yiddishkayt LA 
Club Newsletters: DC, Toronto, S.F., Florida 
New Club Growth: CO, TX, AZ 
New Dictionaries and Testbooks 

To get registration forms for the 6th International 
Association of Yiddish Oubs (IA YC) Conference in 
Chevy Chase, MD, e-mail, write or call us. As the IA YC 
matures, its influence in the International Yiddish 
Community is becoming more significant. Each 
conference has seen a rise in the making of contacts. 

Der IA YC Klub Vink! is a page of news and advice 
for Yiddish clubs. It is advisable reading for Yiddish 
teachers and K1ezmer group leaders, for it has a column 
of advice. This column: "To What Organizations Should 
We Belong" is the 7th in a series of 27. 

Our web site continues to grow-especially in the 
number of links to other sites. 

Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner, 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org 
Phone: (650) 349-6946, Fax: (248) 281-0923 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a UTILE extra-please? 
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Uriel Weinreich Program in Yiddish 

This Yiddish Language, Literature ,and Culture will 
take place at Columbia University June 26 to August 4, 
2000. It is sponsored jointly by the Max Weinreich Center 
of the YNO Institute for Jewish Research and Columbia 
University. This six-week,..non-matriculating, three-credit 
college course is offered on four levels: Elementary, 
Intermediate I, Intermediate II and Advanced. The 
program proper will be preceded by an optional two
week review session for intermediate amd advanced 
students beginning on June 13. Elementary students with 
no reading or writing knowledge of the Yiddish alphabet 
are required to attend a one-day readin~; and writing 
workshop on Sunday, June 25. 

People worldwide have discovered the importance of 
Yiddish as a key to understanding a significant 
component of the Jewish heritage. Every summer since 
1968, several dozen people fr.om professional pursuits 
and places as far away as Argentina, Australia, Chile, 
China, Finland, France, Germany, Hung;ary, Israel, 
Lithuania, Poland, Russia and Slovakia ]have studied 
Yiddish.in the world's fust and most acclaimed college
level Yiddish-language program. 

Many of our students have gone on l:o become fellows 
of the Max Weinreich Center. Others have entered 
graduate programs in Jewish studies offered by major 
universities throughout North America, Europe and 
Israel. The program has served as a stepping stone in the 
careers of such prominent scholars in the field of Yiddish 
as Janet Hadda, Irena Klepfisz, Jack Ku~;elrnass and 
Michael Stanislawski. 

Participants in the program learn fundamentals of 
Yiddish grammar and read Yiddish literary classics. They 
explore the riches of East European and American Jewish 
culture through lectures in Yiddish and English, Yiddish 
films, Yiddish conversation groups and workshops in 
translation, theater, folksong. 

As a means of expanding the opportiunities for verbal 
practice and creating a feeling of camaraderie, out-of
towners can stay in single rooms in Yidish-hoyz, a 
Yiddish dormitory suite on campus. Excursions to Jewish 
points of interest in and outside of New York City add 
depth to subjects covered in the-classroom. 

Contact Yankl Salant, Dir. of Yiddish Language 
Programs, YNO Institute for Jewish Research, 
15 West 16th Street, New York, NY 10011 
tel. 212-294-6138, fax 212-292-1892 
e-mail <ysalant@yivo.cjh.org> 



Der Intematsyonaler Kalendar 

May 
1- 31 McGill University, Intensive Yiddish 13.'KSOC 

Montreal, Canada 514-398-6546 
2 Tue, 6:00 P.M., Warsaw Ghetto Uprising & 

Holocaust Memorial, W.C. Chorus, Zalmen 
Mlotek, The New Yiddish Chorale, Adrienne 
Cooper, New York City, 212-889-6800 

2 Tue, 5:00 P.M., Fialke, HypoVereinsbank 
Vemissage David Krougman, Fuerlh, Germany 

3 Weds., Noon, U of CT Yiddish Tish, Storrs, CT 
860-486-2271 

4 First Thurs., Noon, Yiddish Luncheon Group, 
Toronto, Canada 416-533-6304 

5 Every Fri., 12:30 P.M, Seattle Yiddish Tish, 
Seattle, WA 206-524-4112 

6 Sat., 8:00 P.M., Sholom Aleichem Club Jewish 
Culture Weekend, "Too Jewish", Avi Hoffman, 
Gratz College, Phila, PA 215-242-6594 

6-7 8:00 & 3:00 P.M, Collage Dance Ensemble, Yuri 
Yunakov Band, Wellesley MA 617-524--5282 

6-21 Yiddishkayt's 2nd Millennium, L.A. Festival, Los 
Angeles, CA 

7 Sun. 3:00 P.M., Gala 75th Anniversary Concert of 
the Toronto Jewish Folk Choir, Esther Ghan 
Firestone, Lina Zemelman, Marina Shemesh, & 
John Botten, Toronto, Canada 416-489-7681 

7 Sun., 3:00 P.M., Sholom Aleichem Oub, Jewish 
Culture Weekend, "Reflections of a Lost Poet" 
Gratz College, Philadelphia, PA 215-242-6594 

7 Sun., 2:00 PM, Israel lndependance Day Concert, 
Maxwell Street Klezmer Band Concert, Omaha NE 
402-334-6448 

7 Sun., 1:30 P.M, Workmen's Circle Chorus, 
Philadelphia, PA 215-624-0777 

9 Tues., 7:30 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band, 
Oeveland Heights, OH 216-371-2244 

10 Wed. (2nd), 12:30 P.M., V Antelman@aol.com 
BMIE Yiddish Oub Phila., PA 215-635-5305 

12 Wed., 6:00 P.M., Cafe Kasrilevke, Yiddish Seder, 
Rockville, MD 301-230-3756 

14 Sun (2nd), 2:00 P.M., Keep Yiddish Alive, San 
Rafael OCC), CA, 415-479-7604 

14 Sun (2nd), 2:00 P.M., Seattle Yiddish 
Group, Seattle, WA, 206-523-6564 

14 Sun., 3:00 P.M., The Klezical Tradition - Tants 
Festival, Weston, CT 203-374-0607 

14 Sun., 2:00 P.M., I<Jezamir Concert, NYBC, Rhoda 
Bernard, Di Lererind, Amherst MD 413-256-4900 

20 Sal, 7:30 P.M, Lilke Mayzner, Life & Times of 
Kafka, L.A. Yiddish Culture Club, Los Angeles, 
CA 310-275-8455 

21 Sun., 7:00 P.M., Yinglish: The Impact of Yiddish on 
the EngJish Language, Dr. Khane-Faygl Turtletaub, 
Vernon Hills, IL 847-362-7348 

21 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Friends of Yiddish, Ernest Lober 
(Guest Speaker), New York City, 212-666-6244 

22 Mons., 1:00 P.M., Yiddish Club, 7000 Canal Blvd, 
New Orleans, LA 504--288-0325 

23 Tues., 8:45 P.M., Workmen's Circle Chorus, 
Philadelphia, PA 215-624-0777 

25 Thurs. (every) 1:00 P.M. Mamaloshn Mayvonim 
Buffalo, NY (Visitors welcome) 716-834-7075 

Dance Things 
Helen Winkler <Wiitlderh@hobnail.com> 

A groujp of us is doing some research on Vizonsky, 
who wrote a book about Yiddish dance. Someone asked 
the question if the name Fey is short for Fegele or is it 
English for Fegele, or is it a totally different name (we are 
tracing his family tree). Thought you might know the 
answer to this. 

Also, have been busy with all sorts of dance things 
lately. I've helped someone in Britain identify Jewish 
dances with garbled spelling, named in a family memoir. 
We're translating a book on the social history of klezmer 
from Hebrew to English. The best thing happened this 
week. I was asked by an Orthodox women's group to do a 
dance night for them. After my presentation, one of the 
women told me her grandfather used to play the sher on 
old 78 records. He used to try to tell the family how the 
dance was done but they never could understand what he 
meant. Finally, after learning the sher from me, this 
woman undierstands and has a dance connection to her 
grandfather. 

An Exchange of Letters 

Perhaps you can help me with thjs question or 
suggest a so·urce that might. 

In James Joyce's Ulysses, Leopold Bloom carries in his 
pocket a potato, given him by his dead mother. A 
prominent explicator of Joyce states this is a Jewish 
talisman, associated with funerals, bearing the meaning of 
life's continuity. Bloom is presumably of Hungarian 
Jewish extraction. 

Although the symbolism is lovely, the practice seems 
dubious. I had never heard of it nor can I find anyone else 
who has. Amy help? 
A. Drescher, Lanesboro, MA 

Fishl wrote: 

It's just an outside shot. Pious Jews would not eat in a 
non-kosher lnome when they traveled, so they took along 
non-perisha1ble food. This might be a hard-boiled egg. It is 
possible thait he may have taken along a potato-perhaps 
already boiled. 

Reply 

Thank you for the outside shot. Joyce's contact was 
with two Jewish friends of Hungarian descent in Trieste, 
on of whom is the model for Bloom. In the contemporary 
notes and )eltters [ of which Joyce wrote many] the potato is 
not mentioned. Don Gifford in "Ulysses, Annotated" 
makes the statement about it being a talisman without 
reference, and it is unclear to me where the idea sprung 
from ... the potato in question is at least 10 years old on 
Bloomsday, 1904. 

Your idlea is suggestive. I am auditing a course on 
Ulysses at Williams College on Ulysses and will probably 
write a paper with the underlying thesis that Joyce was 
strongly opposed to anti-Semitism while still accepting the 
commonly held racism of his time and situation. His own 
difficulty in accepting his own childhood makes hjs 
attempt at creating a fictional, semi-Jewish one ambiguous 
at worst. Sandy Drescher 



The Spirituality of the Yiddish Language 
By: Abraham Joshua Heschel 

In the academic institutions throughout the world, 
the Yiddish language is seen as a cultural phenomenon. 
Like its middle-eastern counterpart Ladino, this eastern
European version is a language distinctive to Jews, their 
language of choice for many hundreds of years. Externally 
it wouJd seem as the language of the commoners rather 
than the intellectuals. It appears to be a simplistic 
German, adapted and grafted with Hebrew-thus 
"Yidishized". Yet a deeper philosophical look at this 
medium of expression tells of more than just a cultural 
conception. 

For European Jewry, Yiddish was the language of 
unity. A hundred years ago, a Jewish student from Minsk, 
an elderly Jew from Galicia, and a Chazzan of a large 
Shul in Hungary, could meet on a street in Vienna. They 
never had seen each other before, yet they were brethren, 
brothers with a common language. "Vos makht a Yid?" 
would be their joint refrain, and though their accents 
were distinctive, they would easily understand each 
other. Today, a Chassid from Antwerp, an Arbeter Ring 
member from Detroit, a Lubavitcher from Paris, and a 
Litvak from Bnei Brak, can meet in the fog of London, and 
yet they can communicate in this, their common language. 
Let us not pause here however, for with and within this 
power of unification, lays an even greater influence. 

As a people, Jews are inherently spiritual. We are 
the inheritors of a majestic legacy, the mantle of 
civilized religious thought. Our forefathers reintroduced 
monotheism to the human race. Our teachings brought the 
light of justice and humanity to peoples everywhere. 

As a nation we are the enigma of historians who 
puzzle in awe about our immortality. We are the envy of 
great nations whose time has come and gone. While frail 
and weak, and defenseless against our predators, we have 
emerged triumphant over the test of time. Ever since our 
ancestors stood at the foot of Mt. Sinai, an indomitable 
spirit, a fiery power of eternal survival has filled us, and 
yes, we dare say it - we have been filled with holiness. 

This spirit has permeated everything that Jews 
have touched. Hundreds of years of speaking Yiddish 
have elevated this language into a spiritual experience. 
The unique warmth of its expressions is prominent, and 
when one knows how to look, the subtle holiness of its 
inflections can be ascertained. According to our sacred 
teachings, Loshn Hakodesh the holy tongue, today 
known as ancient Hebrew, was the very first language 
used by mankind. After the disaster at the tower of 
Babel, the human race was punished with the confusion 
and disarray of seventy different languages. Eber the son 
of Shem retained the original language of his ancestor 
Adam. Thus this language would be known as Hebrew 
(from the word Eber), to the eternal memory to its 
preserver. As his everyday language, our forefather 
Abraham spoke Aramaic the language of the Kasdim. 
The words would not be Hebrew. The language of Torah 
and of our prayers ought not be that of the marketplace. 

Loshn Hakodesh was for him consecrated, the holy 
language used only for hallowed purposes. 

When the Jews of Eastern Europe sought to create a 
language of their own, it would be based on Loshn 
Hakodesh . The Alphabet would be the twenty-two 
letters. Wilhin each letter lies fortunes of hidden 
treasures emanating from the wellsprings of wisdom. 

Yiddish would use these letters, as symbols of 
mystical traditions. The words would not be Hebrew, the 
language of the Torah and of our Prayers, but would be 
the languag;e of the marketplace. Yet even the verbal 
component of Yiddish would be greatly influenced by 
Hebrew, transforming a seemingly low-class German, into 
a language with sanctity of its own. 

As yeairs turned into decades, and decades turned into 
centuries, Yiddish became a powerful force. It served as a 
unifying force, a distinctive form of communication. It 
became the language of the Cheder and the Maggid, the 
language of children learning the sacred Scriptures, and 
the tongue of the inspiring words of the Rabbis. 

When Chasidisim was introduced to the world in 
the early eighteenth century, Yiddish became the 
language of the Chassid. It was in Yiddish that the 
Rebbe spo~e to his Chasidim at the Tish, and it would be 
in Yiddish !that the precious heritage of Chasidic stories 
would be preserved. Long before Sholom Aleichem, 
Yiddish was a thriving cultural institution, with books, 
pamphlets~ ,and even Purim Spiels commonplace among 
the Jews of :Europe. Well before the days of Mendelsohn 
and the forerunners of today's secular Jewry, Yiddish was 
a religious aind cultural phenomenon. 

Five and a half decades after the end of the 
Holocaust, it is inspiring to see groups, all over the world, 
who have dliscovered an interest in the Yiddish 
language. Institutions such as YIVO and newsletters like 
Der Bay se1:ve a pivotal role in preserving Yiddish in the 
general society. However, it is important to remember 
that an interest in Yiddish is an interest in Judaism, they 
cannot be separated for they are one and the same. 

Yiddish thrives among the Ultra-Orthodox. New 
novels are published yearly, and they have five Yiddish 
newspapers .. With a blossoming Chasidic movement in 
America Yiddish has flourished. Alongside its clever 
sayings and sharp wit, one feels its warmth and emotion. 

I invite you to experience Yiddish of the Shtetl. It 
would give me great pleasure to introduce you to Boro 
Park, Brooklyn. Come for a Shabbos, feel the warmth of 
the Yiddish of yesterday's Europe, thriving in America. 
Let us join together to discover the holiness of der Mame 
Loshn. 

Mr. Heschel is the son of the late Grand Rabbi of the 
Kopyczyntzer Chassidic Group. He is Project Archivist on 
Chasidic Communities for the YIVO Institute, and is 
available as a lecturer, (in Yiddish or English}. He can be 
reached at (718) 854-8519, e-mail at: BinMoses@juno.rom 
or by mail at: 1358 47th Street Apt. B2, Brooklyn NY 11219 



MY DREAM 

I dream of a happy journey 
A quiet one without struggles and terror. 
I dream of finding a far off 
Abandoned corner in the forest. 

I dream of an empty island 
Without people, only a shadow of a tree. 
I will not recognize any one there, 
Because this is my very own dream. 

There in the forest, nature will enfold me. 
There l will breathe the pure air. 
My life that is so bitter now, 
Will become sweet. 

The author of this poem was th1rteen years old 
when she wrote the poem. She was with her parents in 
the Warsaw ghetto. She was in hiding and found herself 
in a bunker during the Warsaw ghetto uprising. The 
bunker was d iscovered by the Nazis and she was sent to 

Halineh Liebeskind 

l will nourish myself with the forest grasses, 
The fruit trees will bestow their gifts upon me, 
I will gather the juicy berries 
And listen to the singing of the birds. 

And when the time comes that I must leave 
The bright and beautiful world, 
The forest will sing a death-song for me 
When I give up my very own soul. 

And no one will tearfully mourn for me, 
All memory of me will fade quickly, 
Only the wind will grieve and cry 
And tell of my lonely death. 

Lublin. Together with her aunt she was sent to Birkenau 
and then to Ravensbruck where she remruned until 
liberation. (the poem was originally written in Polish). 

Printed in Yiddish in the Kalisz Yizkor Book. P.583. 
Translated from the Yiddish into English by Rae Meltzer 

RAE MELTZER: Born in Mogilev, Belarus. Emigrated in 1929 with mother and sister to join her father 
in Chicago. Graduated from the Workmen's Circle Mitl-Shul in Chicago. Was a Yiddish secretary for 
the Jewish Labor Committee in Chicago. Alumna and faculty member of the University of Chicago. 
Associated with the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum for the past 7 years. Since 1996, translator of 
Yiddish Yizkor Books in the Holocaust Museum Collection; translating Yiddish poetry. Lecturer on 
shtetl-life before and during the Holocaust. Married to Jack, retired professor University of Chicago. 
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DER IAYC KLUB VIN. KL 

Bogota, Colombia Yiddish Club 

The Yiddish club is well and alive in Bogota. We have 
about 18 -25 regular members. Normally we have a two 
hour session once a month. The sessions are normally 
divided in four or more segments. Between each segment 
we sing a few Yiddish songs. One of our members wanted 
to know the music of a Lithuanian Yiddish song about a 
girl talking with her doll. Who can give us some hints? 

I am going to Chicago in two days. ls there a place 
where I could get VHS tapes of Yiddish films there? I 
would like to bring back to Bogota- for instance- Di 
Dybbuk. Thank you so much for your attention Isaiah 
Berenstein, Bogota, Colombia iberen@yahoo.com 

Friends of Yiddish (New York) 

Our Annual Weekend at the Skazka Resort in 
Saugerties, NY will be held June 2-4. The committee has 
planned another stimulating program of Yiddish stories, 
music, skits, dances, and films plus the Saturday Night 
Cabaret. Pesakh Fiszman will be back as he has since the 
first such event 15 years ago. He is a master teacher of 
Yiddish. 

This wi11 be the second year for Maddy Simon as 
our musicologist. She was the conductor of the Jewish 
Peoples Philharmonic Chorus. Also presenting is Chaim 
(Hy) Wolfe an actor who is equally at ease in both 
Yiddish and English. He stars in his own Yiddish
cooking video called No Schmaltz. For information 
contact Seymour Graiver at 718-224-5494 
Oscar Antel(oantel@escape.ca) 

Winnipeg, Canada 
Oscar Antel <oantel@escape.ca> 

I am sending you a groos from Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada to be published in Der Bay. We are 
planning to celebrate one thousand years of Yiddish in 
Winnipeg throughout this year. 

Among other activities not yet decided on: The 
Jewish Public Library will sponser readings in Yiddish 
and English on Yiddish topics April 23, May 17,and July 
26; Noah Witman will perform in a one-man concert at 
the Gwen Sector centre on April 5th in honour of his 
96th birtday. Mr. Witman publishes a weekly Yiddish 
column and presents a weekly Yiddish Radio program 
in Winnipeg. 

The Rady Centre will present a Lakh (humor) nakht 
in Yiddish on May 6th and and a Yiddish film on each 
night on May 30,June 13 and June 20 at the Asper Jewish 
Community Campus; 

The Heritage Centre of Western Canada will 
present its project on one hundred years of Jewish music 
in Winnipeg in September/ December; 

The Yiddish Choir will perform in concert in 
October/ November; 

The Mameloshen Club will carry out bi-weekly 
cultural activities in Yiddish; 

It is expected that a number of activities such as 
lectures and other events will develop. 

To 1Which Organizations Should 
Our Yiddish Club Belong? 

This is the seventh in a series of 27 monthly columns 
that are being written to aid Yiddish clubs. The series can 
be used to help organize a new group, or help stimulate 
existing ones. Last month we covered To What 
Publications Should Our Club Subscnoe? 1t did not include 
publications from the organizations included in this 
article. 

We all gain by supporting these following 
organi?ations, for each has a different area of interest and 
adds a unique dimension in supporting Yiddish. It is 
essential that we maintain a vibrant interest in our greater 
Yiddish community if we are to foster its survival. 

Your editor consistently recommended that it is very 
important that your club receives more different 
publications than to have all the members join only one 
or a few grou1ps. Each organization has wonderful 
resource materials, and these help to diversify your 
interest and background. Below is a starting list with 
addiesses. 

YIVO is the premier Yiddish organization in the 
world. 1t is the primary repository of Yiddish archival 
material. YIVO has new headquarters at, 15 West 16th 

Street, New York, NY 10011. 
NationaJ Yiddish Book Center has the largest 

membership, and is the major group collecting Yiddish 
books that might otherwise be discarded. It is located at 
1021 West Sbreet, Amherst, MA 01002, and can be called 
at 1-800-535-3595. Their calendar of events can be found 
at Der Bay's web site 

Workm,en's Circle/Arbeter-Ring is the only major 
fraternal organization fostering Yiddish. It is in the same 
building as the Forverts and has an excellent bookstore. 
Their locatiom is at 45 East 33rd Street, New York, NY 
10016. The W.C. Tel. is 800-922-2558. 

Yugntn1£ (Youth for Yiddish) headquarters is at 200 
West 72nd Street, Suite 40, New York, NY 10023-2824. 
Tel. 212- 787-6675; Email: yugntruf@yugntruf.org. It 
publishes the Yugntruf Journal. 

League for Yiddish, has the same addiess as 
Yugntruf. Dr. Mordechai Schaechter is one of the world's 
foremost Yiddishists and one of the most helpful people 
in the Yiddish community, Tel. 212-787-6675; E-mail: 
yidleague@aol.com. The League publishes Afn Shvel 

Congress for Jewish Culture publishes Zukunft, 
and is located at 25 East 21st St., 3rd Floor, New York, NY 
10010. Their ]Phone number is 212-505-8305 

Yiddish.e Kultur Farband, Inc. is at 1133 Broadway, 
Rm 820, New York, NY 10010 has the Yidishe Kultur. It 
can be reached by calling 212-691-0708 

The key thing to remember is not only that these 
publications are acquired-but more important-is that 
they are utilized to the fullest and are circulated among 
the members of your group. Also remember that the 
events put on by these organizations are found on the 
New York page of Der Bay's web site-with the exception 
of the National Yiddish Book Center for which there is a 
separate pag,e. 

All the above are American, others are in Canada, 
Israel, Australia, France, and former Soviet Union. 



Houdini in Yiddish 

The only Yiddish Theatre Company of Montreal 
creates an original music.al with Over 40 live performers! 
The Saidye Bronfman Centre Artistic Director Bryna 
Wasserman, award winning Hollywood writer Melville 
Shavelson, lyricist Alexander Ary and composer-arranger 
Elan Kunin, will conjure, the life and times of the 
legendary Harry Houdini and his celebrated coterie. 

They will be brought to life upon the stage of the 
Leonore and Alvin Segal Theatre of the Saidye Bronfinan 
Centre for the Arts March 21 to April 16, 2000. 

There are over six translators (Yiddish, Eng)ish, and 
into French and back into English for the subtitles!) five 
designers (Set Designer: Jean-Claude Olivier; Costume 
Designer Peter de Castell assisted by Anthony 
Braithwaite, Lighting Designer Luc Prairie, Sound 
Designer Roger Jay). There is a talented team including 
choreographer Lorna Wayne and music.al director 
Dorothey Slapeoff will assist in the transformation of 
time, place and transmigration of personalities. 

The Great Houdini is a love story-a Story of fraud 
and illusion. It has the timeless triangle of the magician 
Houdini, his brave wife Bess and the mother who reached 
out from beyond the grave. There is the eternal hexagon of 
the magician Houdini, his wife Bess, his ultra possessive 
mother, the loyal Minnie, his jealous brother Theo, and 
the great charlatan medium Marjorie. 

The Great Houdini is a new historical fictional 
musical. The Great Houdini is in Yiddish with English 
and French subtitles. Yiddish Theatre of the Said ye 
Bronfrnan Centre 5170 Ch.de la C6te Ste Catherine. For 
information call Diane English, Director of Marketing and 
Communications (514) 739-2301 ex 326. -30 

Yiddish and European Postcard Collection 
Steven Weiss <szome@hotmail.com> 

I enjoyed your web site very much. The word list is 
invaluable to me. Would you be kind enough to add a 
Yiddish Link to my web site that is dedicated to my 
grandfather's pre-WWI Yiddish and European postcard 
coJJection? The site's URL is: 
http://members.screenz.com/bennypostcards/ 

When he first arrived in America in 1905, Benny 
Swartz.berg began collecting postcards - cards that were 
printed in Russia, Germany, France and other countries. 
Many cards are reproductions of great works of art. My 
grandfather also collected postcards depicting Jewish life 
and many portraits of Jewish writers and artists. My 
grandfather's own Yiddish captions can be read on many of 
the cards. On this web site you will find a selection of 36 
thumbnail images of these postcards which can be 
enlarged to their full size. 

I have also included background research on my 
grandfather's coJJection as well as genealogical research 
into his life in Lithuania. I look forward to your comments 
on a rare and precious glimpse into the past. 

JCC Chicago Yiddish histitute 
Helen Schechtman, len_helen@welbpc.dellnet.com 

It was great speaking to you Sund21y. Thank you for 
calling. I was able to get on the web site and found the 
listing of the Klezmer weekend. 

The Jewish Community Center Chicago Yiddish 
Institute XI will be held from Septemb,er 7through the 
10th, 2000 at Perlstein Resort and Conference Center in 
Lake Detton, Wisconsin. If any of your readers wish 
additional information ptease have them contact Helen 
Schechtman at 847-674-0001. 
Dr. Stampfer says heflo. I spoke to him a little while ago. 

Suggested Books Written by Our Readers 

In the last March issue of Der Bay we started a 
column of book or articles written by our readers and 
which your editor can recommend. This month's column 
has four writers worth reading. 

Anglish/Yinglisb: Prof. Gene Bluestein's book was 
mentioned in March. His latest book, The Life and 
Death. of a Polish Shtetl, is a wonderful translation of 
the Yizk-OF book for the town of Strzegowo. Many of the 
approximately 2,000 Yizkor books have not been 
translated and thus are not accessible to many of us. 
Most of them are Polish towns. geneb@csufresno.edu 
ISBN: o-8032-M67-5, U of NE Pres&y 402-472.-5938 

The Meaning of Yiddish: was first written by Prof. 
Benjamin Harshav in 1990. Starting with the historical 
approach to the Yiddish language, andl its role in a 
polylingual society, Prof. Harshav goes into an 
interesting discussion of the nature of the Yiddish 
language. He covers some sociological aspects of the 
language and then speaks of the structure of the 
language. This part is a little technicall for those 
without a good language background. :Finally in the 
latter portion of the book, Prof. Harshav turns his 
attention to the nature and role of Yiddish in this 
modem period, and mainly in America. 
ISBN: 0-520-05947-6 U of CA Press, Be;rkeley 

Words Like Arrows: A Treasury of Yiddish Folk 
Sayings: by Canadian Shirley Kumove is a wonderful 
book for personal or Yiddish club use. Sayings are listed 
alphabetically in 170 categories in Yiddish, English, 
and Romanized using the YNO standard orthography. 
There is an excellent bibliography divided into Yiddish 
and English sources. She has a sequel which has just 
been released and will be covered in an upcoming issue. 
ISBN: 0-446-38193-4 U of Toronto Press 

Yiddish Dictionary Sourcebook: by Herman Galvin 
and Stan Tamarkin is the most popular "transliterated" 
guide to Yiddish. It is both a Yiddish-lBnglish and an 
English-Yiddish dictionary. Each word is listed in four 
columns. Each word also is shown in "transliteration", 
pronunciation and in Yiddish. It opens with a discussion 
of the Yiddish language. Included in the back are eight 
lists of Popular Expressions and seven lists of Proverbs. 
ISBN: 0-87068-715-8 Ktav Publishing House 



AAPY-CMJS Sessions at the MLA Convention 
Washington DC, Dec. 27-30, 2000 
Prof. Joseph Landes, Executive Secretary 

A bequest of the late, and very well liked, Ben 
Gebiner, founding managing and editor of YIDDISH, 
provides funds for two prizes. Each prize is $250 and to be 
awarded annually---one to a member of our Association 
for an article of special significance to have appeared in 
Yiddish and another similarly for Modern Jewish 
Studies. 

The first number of Volume Twelve of YIDDISH will 
be one of several enlarged numbers marking more than a 
quarter century of publication. It will, like succeeding 
numbers, contain pertinent articles that have previously 
appeared as well as new material. The first number of 
Volume 12 will be devoted to the Yiddish language, its 
history, its development, its defenders, and including 
material pertaining to the first language conference in 
Czemovits, Romania, in 1908. 

The unfortunate recent d emise of two major Yiddish 
journals, DI GOLDENE KEYT in Israel, edited by Avrom 
Sutskever, and DI YIDISHE GAS (formerly SOVYETISH 
HEYMLAND), edited by the late Am Vergelis, leaves a 
void that is impossible to fill. In an effort to be of some 
small assistance, YIDDISH will resume an earlier policy 
of printing articles in Yiddish as well as in English. The 
first such bilingual number will be volume 12.1 

Klezfest in St Petersbwrg '2000 

The Center for Jewish Music of th,e St. Petersburg 
JCC announces "KlezFest in St: Petersburg 2000," an 
international seminar on the traditional musical culture 
of East-European Jewry, to be held July 2 - 5. It includes 
classes in Yiddish folk songs and Klezmer music, work
shops in Yiddish folklore and Yiddish dance, lectures, 
concerts, 2 excursions "Jewish St. Petersburg" and "White 
Nights in St. Petersburg." Our staff will include Zalmen 
Mlotek and Adrienne Cooper, Klezme:r clarinetist from 
London, Merlin Shepherd, and, Leonid Sonts leader of 
Sime ha, the only professional Russian Klezmer band 

"KlezFest in St. Petersburg" is dedicated to bringing 
Klezmer music and Yiddish culture to the lands of their 
birth and includes Jewish musicians from vibrant centers 
of new Jewish life in all the newly independent states. 

We ask for a contribution of $500 (for those who 
speak either Russian or Yiddish $400). It includes food 
and lodging in St. Petersburg for 5 day:s and the entire 
seminar program (interpreters when neieded, concerts and 
two excursions). You pay transportation to St. Petersburg. 

Contact St. Petersburg JCC fax (7--812) 314-5117 
e-mail: frenk@lea.spb.su . 
For arrangements, contact U.S. sponsor (212) 736-0542 or 
e-mail jcdf@jws.org 
Alexander Frenkel, Ph: 7 812113 3889 

Jewish Assoc. of St Petersburg, Russia 
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June-July 2000 

A Very Busy Summer 

Work has begun on the January 2001 issue of Der 
Bay. It will mark the tenth anniversary of on-time and 
uninterrupted publication. There has never been a paid 
advertisement-all information is impartial. When 
conflicting opinions occur, both sides are given. 

To get extra registration forms for the 6th 
International Association of Yiddish Clubs (IA YC) 
Conference, make a copy of the one inside this issue. For 
any questions or additional information, e-mail, or call 
us. As IA YC matures, its influence in the International 
Yiddish Community is more significant. Each conference 
has seen a rise in the making of contacts. 

Der IA YC Klub Vink! is a page of news and advice 
for Yiddish clubs. It is also advisable reading for Yiddish 
teachers, translators, and Klezmer group leaders, for it 
has a column of advice. This col umn: "To What 
Organizations Should We Belong" is the 7th in a series of 
27 articles which will appear in Der Bay. For a lis t of the 
articles contact your editor. 

Our web site continues to grow-especially in the 
number of links to other sites. The most popular pages are: 
the calendars, divided by regions; the over twenty 
transliterated word lists sorted by topics; and the lists of 
Klezmer groups, Translators, Presenters and Performers, 
and Major Yiddish Events. Other popular pages are: 
Yiddish and Other Jewish Links, Yiddish for the Disabled; 
and a List of 250 Yiddish Songs and First Lines. 

This is the June-July issue. In past years there was a 
June and then September issue, for Der Bay is published 
lOX a year. During the summer, the database is reworked 
and much still to be done on the web site and the Pen-Pal 
circuit. The next issue will be Aug- Sept. It will stress the 
conferences, institutes, Yidish-Vokh and smaller events. 

On the web site is a list of the major Yiddish events in 
North America w ith their dates and contacts. This is not 
meant as a clearinghouse, but to let those who run the 
events avoid conflicting dates. You will notice that it has 
become the unofficial clearinghouse, for no conflicts occur. 

Editor: Philip "Fishl" Kutner, 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org 
Phone: (650) 349-6946, Fax: (248) 281-0923 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a LITTLE extra- please? 
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Internat:ional Association of Yiddish Clubs 
**Celebrating a Thousand Years of Yiddish** 

In celebr,ation of a thousand years of Yiddish, the 
International Association of Yiddish Clubs (IAYC) will 
hold its first conference of the 21" Century, Thursday 
through Suniday, September 14-17 in Washington, DC. 
We have put together the kinds of speakers, workshops, 
seminars, music and tours that you will find both exciting 
and rewarding. You will bring back ideas to your 
leyenkrayz or vinkl that you can use and an enthusiasm 
that is contagious. 

Cl ubs will exchange materials, so bring w ith you 
materials you would like to share with your fellow clubs. 
If you have llocal talent, let us showcase it. All you have to 
do is let us know early enough so we can schedute them 
into the program. Workshops and seminars will be so 
good you'll have trouble choosing among them. T.o ease 
this problem, we have scheduled some more than once. 

Where else will you find a congressman who wiH 
welcome you in fluent Yiddish, or greater talent than Dr. 
Anita Noricln of the University of Michigan. For another 
person tops in his field, we shall have Henry Sapoznik, 
ethnographer and authority on Yiddish radio. You will 
recognize old favorites among the presenters, as well as, 
many prominent new people. And music! Joe Glazer, 
labor's troubadour will sing labor songs in Yiddish and 
English on Thursday night. On Friday night Frieda Enoch 
will sing Shabbos songs, and on Saturday night she w ill 
sing with her band, the well-known Capital Klez mers. 

We even have sessions for those who feel Yiddishly 
challenged, .a two part series named, Yiddish for Dummies, 
a name borrowed from the easy-to-read computer books. 
For you who want to tour, we give you a choice, the U.S. 
Holocaust Museum or Yiddish Washington and Other 
Points of Interest. If you want to tour, be sure to register 
early because we are limited to two busloads for each 
tour and the· tours are going fast. 

This is your opportunity to break bread and speak 
with lovers of Yiddish from all over the United States, 
Canada and other parts of the world. So do come to 
Washington, for we will be here to greet you and make 
you welcome. 

If you need further information, call the president 
himself, Harold Black at 301-469-0865 or E-mail him at: 
Hersh23@iuno.com 

You will find him easy to talk to. 
See inside for an official registration form. Remember 

that rates go, up after June 1. 



Der Internatsyonaler Kalendar 

June 
1 Thurs. (Every), 5:00 P.M., The Yiddish Club, 

Missoula, MT 406-549-9408 
2 Every Fri., 12:30 P.M., Seattle Yiddish Tish, Seattle, 

WA 206-524-4112 
2-4 Annual Weekend, FOY, Pesakh Fiszman, Maddy 

Simon, Hy Wolfe, NY, 212-666-6244 
4 3:00 P.M., Sa bell Bender, Popular Stage and the Art 

Theaters, West Bloomfield MI 248-352-6856 
7 Wed., 8:00 P.M., L.A. Zimriyah Chorale, W. C. 100th 

Anniversary, Los Angeles, CA 818-783-6146 
10 Sat., 2:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band, 

Cleveland, OH n6-707-5020 
10-8/4 Program at Oxford Institute for Yiddish Studies, 

yiddishstudies@oxf-inst.demon.co.uk 
11 Sun., 7.30 P.M., Toronto Arbeter-Ring, Yiddishland 

Cafe "The World of Our Mothers."416- 787-2081 
11 Sun. 2:30 P.M., Jewish Folk Chorus of San Francisco 

74th Annual Concert, San Francisco, CA 510-533-3903 
11 Sun., 2:00 P;M., Phila Yiddish Festival, Richard 

Linatsky, Alex Botwinik, Phila, PA 215-624-0777 
15 Thurs. 6:00 P.M., Metropolitan Klezmer Concert, 

Jewish Museum, NYC 212-475-4544 
17 Sat, 4:00 P .M., Fialke, Martha Church, Konigstr 79 

Meistersinger Festival, "Niimberg klingt" 
Nuremberg, Germany 

17 Sat., 7:30 P.M., Summer Closing Concert, L.A. 
Yiddish Culture Club, Los Angeles, CA 310-275-8455 

18 Sun., 1:00 P.M., Nat Zumoff (Yiddish Humorist) 
Workmen's Circle, Phila., PA 215-624-0777 

19-7/19 Yiddish Course at Univ. of Wash. Vera Szabo, 
instructor, Seattle, WA 206-543-5378, 

22 Thurs., 9:00 P.M., Isle of Klezbos, CB's Gallery, NYC 
212-475-4544 

25 Sun., 9 A.M.-5 P.M., Workmen's Circle's Jewish 
Mural Tour of L.A., Los Angeles, CA 818-487-0416 

25-9/4 Workmen's Circle Jewish Cultural Experience, 
26-8/4 Uriel Weinreich Program in Yiddish Language, 

Literature and Culture, NYC 212-294-6138 
July 
2-28 Vilnius Yiddish Program, 

4 Tues. (Every), 5:00 P.M., The Yiddish Club, 
Missoula, MT 406-549-9408 

7 Every Fri., 12:30 P.M., Seattle Yiddish Tish, Seattle, 
WA 206-524-4112 

8 Sat., Kishkes & Kaviar, W.C. Centennial 
Celebration, Cleveland, OH n6-381-4515 

9 Sun., 7:00 P.M., Yiddish Concert in the Park, 
Klezmer-Ruskys, Cleveland, OH n6-381-4515 

9 Sun., 7:00 P.M., Yiddishkayt L.A., The Klezmatics, 
Los Angeles, CA 323-461-3673. 

10-8/4 Oxford Summer Yiddish Program, 
12 Wed., Isle of Klezbos, Harvard Summer School, 

Cambridge, MA 212-475-4544 
13 Thurs., Isle of Klezbos, National Yiddish Book 

Center, Northampton, MA 212-475-4544 
17-8/4 Paris Summer University Seminar, at the Vladimir 

Medem Center, (00 33) 1 42 02 17 08 
23-27 North Amercian Jewish Choral Festival, Nevele, 

Zalmen Mlotek, Ellenville, NY 212-362-3335 
30 Sun., Noon, Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band Concert, 

Folk Festival, Kirtland, OH 440-255-8979 

Looking for Lod Members 
By Bette (Weinberg) Schein 

I am writing to you in the name of the Sholem 
Aleichem Institute of metropolitan area of Detroit, MI, 
and as immediate past president for over 17 years. We 
have been in existence for 73 years and arc shooting for 
at least 75. We are interested in hearing from our many 
former shule-mates and from old time friends and 
members. We can be contacted at our office 24901 
Northwestern Highway, suite 313 B Southfield, MI 
48075. phone 248-352-6852 or e- mail: hschein2@cs.com. 
I read your newsletter every month and enjoy it. 

Klezmer in Columbia, South Carolina 
By William Campbell 

I have just ordered your publication, and am 
getting a klezmer group going here with members of a 
local synagogue. At present, we're just calling it "Friends 
of Klezmer'' but we may want something else when we 
get more situated. My primary instruments are oboe, 
oboe d'amore and english horn but play clarinets as well. 

Played a week ago at the synagogue, and had a great 
time. We were very well received. I'm trying to learn 
Yiddish and more about the Jewish culture, so thought 
your publication would help and put me in touch with 
others. I'm Catholic, but all of our religious teachings 
stem from Judaism. 

My Activities 
Dr. Khane-Faygl Turtletaub 

I've been traveling to give programs. They've been 
very well received. I was a scholar in residence on Long 
Island in New York and then did a Sunday morning in 
Rockford, IL. In May, I'll be in Vernon Hills, Illinois 
and in Spring Green, WI doing an Elderhostel. 

Translations are getting more interesting and also 
harder. They are more interesting because as people find 
out about the service I offer, I'm getting a greater variety 
of materials to translate. Right now I'm working on a 
Socialist Haggadah. If it sounds like an oxymoron, it is. 
The Haggadah, which marks a religious event, is used as 
a springboard for Bundist ideology. For instance, di 
ershte fun di fir kashes iz: mit vos zenen mir erger fun 
Shmuel dem fabrikant, fun Meyer dem bankir--un azoy 
vayter. 

But I also said they were getting harder, because it 
turns out I'm an expert at old Yiddish handwritings, the 
kind of scrawls that look like ancient runes, and strange 
things are starting to emerge from people's basements. 
Some of the old letters have mold on them &om being in 
floods and I have to put them out in the sun to air out a 
bit and even then under plastic so I don't have to wear a 
gas mask to work them. Some are as &agile as the Dead 
Sea Scrolls and crumble when I so much as look at them. 
Again, these go into plastic sleeves. At this point you 
might think 1'0y veyt Why does she do it!" But the truth 
is I love it! Each project is a challenge. 

There was once a book, "Memoirs of a Yiddish 
Lecturer." There ought to be one entitled ''Memoirs of a 
Yiddish Translator." Ask the Yiddish translators if they 
have funny or weird stories and we can compile them. 



Gib a SHOKL 

Introducing a new Yiddish Bingo game, called, 
SHOKL. It is a vibrant, Fun-filled and an enjoyable 
game. In 1990, w hile working as a volunteer at the West 
Valley Jewish Community Center, located at West Hills, 
Calif. I produced a Yiddish bingo game called OY VEY 

The OY VEY game uses words, instead of numbers. 
It has been played by senior groups in JCCs around the 
country, and is still popular, for it creates a lot of laughs. 
Generally regular Bingo doesn't get quite as exciting, 

Just think, when playing SHOKL, a player needs a 
square with a word like MAZL, PONEM, BRENT, or 
LATKE, some of the many words in the game of SHOKL 
That's so much more enjoyable than quietly waiting for 
Bl or N36 in regular Bingo. 

When we played OY VEY for the first time at the 
JCC. The first person to win yelled out OY VEY. I recall 
putting on my Doctor's hat, the ones we made out of a 
sheet of newspaper and had a Red Cross pinned on the 
front. Taking a stethoscope and a hospital tray with 
Aspirin and Rolaids, I rushed to give her fi rst aid. I had 
to get an answer. Did she h ave a KOP VEYTIK and need 
2 aspirin, or a BOYKH VEYTIK and needed 2 Rolaids. 

Includ ed are instructions for various forms of the 
game, and the meanings of the 75 Yiddish words that are 
used in SHOKL. The words are in transliteration so that 
even th ose who are not very conversant with Yiddish 
will be able to participate. So at your next Yiddish club 
meeting or house party, give them a surprise. Give them 
a SHOKL. It is a wonderful gift for friends or family. 

Irving Lehrbaum E-mail Mraisle7050@cs.com 
7938 Kentland Ave. West Hills, CA 91304-4608 
Phone 816-346-2747 FAX 816-346-7050 

Oy Klezmer! 
By Jacob Szczupak <jszczupak@mindspring.com> 

Dr. Laurence Sherr, is a professor of music at 
Kennesaw State University near Atlanta, founder and 
leader of Oy Klezmer!. This quintet of k lezmer and 
Jewish music, was inspired by his Jewish heritage. 

After receiving a Doctoral Degree in Music at the 
University of Illinois, he returned to Atlanta and wrote 
commissioned works- including the award winning 
"Jouneys Within." In the third movement of his work 
''Illuminations" he mimics the quick-paced "freilechs". 

His composition "Elegy and Vision" was performed 
in NYC as part of a concert by Holocaust survivors and 
their descendants. It recalls his Jewish past, especially 
his ancestors who died in Nazi camps. "It came from an 
inner need", he says. "In terms of my artis tic creation, it 
created a link with my ancestors and their culture". 

Dr. Sherr organized Oy Klezmer! ''Playing klezmer 
music is a way to preserve the culture Hitler tried to 
extinguish", says Or Sherr. It performs music of Eastern 
Europe, Israel, France and Italy, and is available for 
concerts, educational programs, and social occasions. 

Contact Susan Clearman 5364- Coventry Court, 
Norcross, GA 30071-3105 E-mail: 
mawetzel@mindspring.com Ph: 770-441-2373 or Dr. 
Sherr's phone: 404-325-0374 

Books Written by Our Readers 

The Life and Death of a Polish Shtetl 
Edited by Feigl Bisberg-Youkelson and Rubin 

Youkelson, Translated by Gene Bluestein 

Numerous holocaust memoirs account the 
unspeakable horrors that individuals witnessed and 
endured during the Nazis' reign. Less well know are the 
post-World war II yizkors, collective memoirs written by 
survivors to memorialize a home village purged or 
d estroyed by Nazis. The H ebrew word yizkor translates 
as ''he shall remember" and also refers to a prayer for the 
dead. While hundreds of yizkors exist, very few have 
been translated into English 

The Life and Death of a Polish Shtetl, the memorial 
for the town of Strzegowo, was collected and edited in 
1951. Its stories are simple, yet they evoke emotional 
turmoil. Some are shattering tales of torture, cultural 
destruction, and death. There are moving 
rememberences of what the b eloved little town was like 
before it was invaded by the Nazis. Because there is no 
longer a Jewish population living in Strzegowo, this 
book i s an important record of what was lost. 

Feigl Bisberg-Youkelson was a writer and Rubin 
Youkelson a critic and reviewer. Gene Bluestein, a 
professor emeritus of English at Calif. State University at 
Fresno, is the author of Anglish/Yinglish: Yiddish in 
American Life and Literature (Nebraska 1998). 
Paper ISBN 0-8032-6167-5 University of Nebraska Press 
800-755-1105 or http://www.n ebraskapress.unl.edu 

Varied Carols: America Sings Yiddish 

While the center of the Yiddish world was Eastern 
Europe, the hothouse of American freedom fostered a 
flowering of Yiddish literature. Writers such as 
Abraham Cahan, Sholom Aleichem, Morris Rosenfeld, 
and Sholem Asch used the freedom of the goldene 
medi11n as a motif in their stories. The result was an 
outpouring of plays, novels, essays, and short stories. 

Dr. Emanuel S. Goldsmith, Professor of Yiddish 
Language and Literature at Queens College, h as 
collected Yiddish literature from the American 
experience in Yiddish Liternture i11 Americn, 1870-2000. 
This first volume, of a two-volume anthology, includes 
poetry, short stories, novels, essays, memoirs, drama, and 
literary criticism by 48 prominent Yiddish writers. 

"Throughout the ages," says Dr. Goldsmith, 
"imaginative writing played a major role in shaping the 
Jewish self-consciousness of most Jews. The Jewish self
image was traditionally the projection of poets and 
philosophers, artists and dreamers. 

The Yiddish writers celebrated individuality and 
concretized it as a major component of modern Jewish 
identity." Simultaneou sly, Yiddish writers were 
"preserving and stimulating loyalty to the Jew ish people 
and to Jewish religious and cultural values and ideals." 

.t;:: 

Yiddish Literature i11 America, 1870-2000 
List Price $95 615 pages, Large format 
Pre-publication until October 31, 2000 $85. 
CYCO Books 25 East 21st Street 
New York, NY 10010 Phone: 212-505-8044 



DER IAY C KLUB VINKL 

The Mameloshn Meyvonim 
Itsik Goldenberg Fort Erie, ON, Canada 

Mayn fraynd Cherne Wolpin hot mikh gebetn az 
ikh zol shraybn vegn undzer yidish-vinkl in Buffalo un 
es avekshikn tsu aykh, efsher vet es zayn interesant 
arayntsushteln. 

We meet every Thursday from 1 to 2.30 PM at the 
JCC in Buffalo NY. There are usually about a dozen of 
us, give or take a few. Our usual sessions have about an 
hour of stories, readings, anecdotes, jokes and general 
shmuesing, followed by about a half-hour viewing of a 
Yiddish film. The average film is shown over 3 weeks, 
and before each segment, one of us summarizes (usually 
in Yiddish) the previous week's episode. Several of us 
take turns in reading Yiddish (transliterated) poems, 
short plays, s tories or jokes, from Mendele, Der Bay, and 
from other sources. Our regular Yiddish reader always 
has a short s tory( a poem, an article from Der Forverts for 
us to listen to and discuss. Difficult words are translated 
so that everyone benefits and learns. 

From time to time, our routine varies. We have had 
sing-songs, guest speakers, and often engage in 
animated discussion about Yiddish language and about 
Jewish life in America, past and present. We have had 
readings of Yiddish letters, old and new, including 
postings from Mendele. Our Yiddish-reader has Yiddish 
pen-pals and shares his correspondence with us. On 
occasion, a native Yiddish-speaker, a relative newcomer 
to Buffalo from Czemovitz (who is also a talented writer 
of short stories at that) attends our meetings. We regulars 
are all American or Canadian born, and we delight in 
hearing our visitor tell us stories of his experiences and 
of his imagination in his beautiful Bessarabian 
(Moldavian) Yiddish. Tums out he was born in a shtetl 
about 7 km from Rezina, my father's shtetl, though my 
father left in 1923. We have enjoyed classic s tories by 
Avrom Reisen, Yoysef Opatoshu, Sholem Aleichem, etc. 
as well as the lighter stories of Moyshe Nadir, 
Nudelman, Kovner and Der Lebediker. We also enjoy 
newer stories by Heilblum, and especially by Miriam 
Hoffman-Shmulevitz of Der Forverts. Der Forverts is a 
treasurehouse for us. The jokes, recipes and 
medical/health articles are appreciated. 

Mir trefn zikh yeder donershtik fun eyns biz tsvey
draysik azeyger nokh mi tog, in Bofalo Nevyork. Mir 
zenen, geveyntlekh, efsher tsvelf neshomes. Merstns 
farbrengen mir a sho mit mayses, leyzungen, vitsn un 
alerley shmuesn, un demokh a halb-sho tsukukn zikh 
oyf a yidisher film. Yeder film badarft dray vokhn, un 
eyder mir heybn zikh on mitn tveytn oder dritn teyl, 
eyner fun undz rezumirt vos hot pasirt inem film letste 
vokh. Etlekhe fun undz leyent £am oylem romanizirte 
mayses, lider, pyeses u .a.v. fun Mendele, fun Der Bay, 
un fun andere mekoyrim. Mir hobn nebekh nor eyner 
vos ken leyenen yidish, un er gefint far undz a sakh 
interesante pyeses fun Der Forverts un fun di yidishe 
klasiker, a"v Reysen, Opatoshu un Sholem-Aleykhem. 
Mir hobn a sakh fargenign fun di mayses fun Moyshe 
Nadir, Kovner, Nudelman, un andere humoristn. Un 
nisht nor di klasiker: mir hobn hanoe fun Miriam 
Shmulevi ts-Hofmans mayses. 

The Minneapolis Yiddish Vinkl 

It has grown from the original h~enty people when 
it was founded by Mike and Roz Baker, in 1991, to over 
seventy en1thusiastic members at present. Meetings 
regularly attract approximately fifty attendees, for it is a 
gathering ,of people who are interested in the Yiddish 
language and culture. 

Members understand and speak Yiddish with 
various degrees of ease, but all share a great joy in 
hearing the language, experiencing the culture, and 
affirming that both are still alive. It is a part of the 
growing revival of interest in Yiddish. 

The Vinkl is sponsored by the Minneapolis Jewish 
Community Center, and meets on the second Sunday of 
each month from September through June. Most 
meetings focus on language proficiency, literature, 
theater, an.d particular holidays. 

Each meeting is organized by a volunteer who has 
considerable latitude in choosing the topic and the 
format of 1he meeting. Generally each meeting has a 
different o,rganizer. Particularly memorable meetings 
include selections from Shakespeare that was translated, 
improved, and played by members. Another one was on 
the Russian Revolution and the anti-bolshevik wars, 
with readings from I. Babel. It was translated into 
Yiddish, a1nd a presentation was made by a member who 
experiencEid these events in her early teens. 

The ritch variety of its programs, which rests on the 
system of 1rotating organizers, is the Minneapolis Vinkl's 
distinguislhing characteristic. 

Meetings are conducted in the very best Yiddish 
that the ol'.ganizer and the members can possibly 
command, with occasional slippage into Yinglish or 
English . Prnper decorum is maintained, for criticism of 
another m ember's Yiddish is discouraged and rare. 
Explanation and translation are provided w hen required. 
Broad participation by all in attendance is encouraged. 
Coffee, te~1, and a sweet snack are provided at each 
meeting. 

Membership of the Vinki is open to anyone who 
feels an affinity for Yiddish and has enough skill to 
enjoy i ts programs. Most members are older people, who 
learned Yiddish in childhood and wish to maintain 
interest an1d enjoyment of their mame loshn. However, 
there are younger members, and also several of our older 
members have learned Yiddish as adults. There was an 
article in the Forverts about the Vinkl. 

A series in Yiddish of short pieces was performed 
for Purim. They were w ritten by Sholem Aleichem. A 
tape was made and will be brought to the IA YC 
Conference this fall. 

The Vinkl is a successor to a group called Lomir 
Redn Yiddish, that Mike Baker organized in the '80s, 
and the Vinkl has been affiliated with the International 
Association of Yiddish Clubs. 

Editoir's note) Both Roz and Michael Baker have 
been Yiddish teachers. Roz is the dynamic forzitser of 
the Vinkl and Mike has been the secretary of the 
Intematiolllal Association of Yiddish Clubs. This 
couple is Mr. and Mrs. Yiddish of Minneapolis and has 
been the mainstay of this Yiddish community. 



Registration Form IA YC Conference, 
September 14-17, 2000 

Chevy Chase, Maryhnnd 

(Please Print) 
Name/s -------------------·-----------
Street ________ ____ City ______ State/Prov. ____ Zip __ 

Phone no.( ) E-Mail Address -------- ------------

Your Yiddish Club Name -----------------------

Conference, hotel* and meals 

Conference and meals only 

Tour** 

Cost per Person/Double Occupa1ncy, 

Before 6/1/2000 After-6/1/2000 No. of Persons 

$375 

$205 

$12 

$395 

$225 

$15 

Grand 1rotal $ 

Sub.Total 

$ __ _ 

$ __ _ 

$ __ _ 

----

*Single Occupancy full package is $496 before June 1,2000 .. After June 1 it will be $516. 

**If you are taking the tour check one: 

U.S. Holocaust Museum ---
Places of Jewish Interest 

Frozen Kosher meals available--to order in place of the reg:ular menu, check here. 

Please make check payable to IA YC and mail it to: 
IA YC c/o Yiddish of Greater Washington 
6125 Montrose Rd. 
Rockville, MD 20852 

Register early-the number of sleeping rooms is limited. 
Take advantage of the early registration discount. 
A $10.00 rebate will be sent to IA YC member clubs for each of their registered attendees. 
Any club that becomes a member ofIA YC by September 1, 2000 is eligible for the rebate. 

Any questions? Call Harold Black, IA YC Pres. (301)-469-0865 or Hersh23@juno.com 



Appeared in the Canadian Jewish News 
YiddishJand Cafe Celebrates 
Thousand Years of Yiddish 

by Bess Shockett 

A lot of hype has surrounded this year the arrival of 
the second millennium. But one millennium that many 
may not be aware of is that of a 1000 years of Yiddish 
and the Ashkenazic culture. 

Yiddish and its culture have survived these many 
years despite the persecution of the people whose 
language it was, particularly during the Holocaust and 
the Stalin regime-Yiddish continues to be part of 
Jewish life. It is still blessed with poets, singers, 
musicians, and artists who continue to create in Yiddish. 

The Committee for Yiddish, UJA/Federation, has 
invited community organizations, synagogues, clubs, 
and other institutions in our city, Toronto, to plan this 
year at least one program in honour of Yiddish, in 
Yiddish or English, or both. In the spirit of this proposal, 
the Workmen's Circle Yiddishland Cafe mounted an 
exciting evening of song and music, depicting many 
aspects of our lives, past and present. 

Yiddishland Cafe project was born several yeas ago 
as part of the cultural activities of the Workmen's Circle. 
Its mandate was to bring samples of Yiddish music and 
literature to the community, featuring local artists who 
perform in Yiddish. The first year the project was 
awarded some seed money from the Federation, but it 
has continued to grow and flourish independently due 
to its very dedicated committee led by Henia Reinhartz. 

The banner of the evening's program read "Join Us 
in Celebrating 1000 Years of Yiddish," the title-"Yiddish 
is so Beautiful," and so was the evening. 

The room was bright, every table covered with a 
white tablecloth, a laminated centerpiece, a copy of an 
edition of the "Forverts," and lovely flowers on the table. 
The room was decorated with artwork by the Bialik Day 
School students. They expressed their feelings of a 1000 
years of Yiddish through art. The room was packed, 
many people were tu.med away disappointed because 
they could not participate in this joyous occasion. 

The program of the evening consisted of well
known Yiddish songs, new and old, and the audience 
often sang along with the performers. The performers 
were: Singers Miriam Eskin, Lenka Lichtenberg and 
Michael Mandel, and musicians Nina Shapilsky, Sasha 
Luminsky and Martin van de Ven. 

This was a very upbeat evening. The audience 
showed their appreciation by the prolonged applause 
and the standing ovation at the end, and the artists 
returned the favour by thanking the audience and the 
committee for giving them the opportunity to participate 
in such a joyful evening. 

A yasher koyekh to Yiddishland Cafe, may you 
continue to flourish and give Yiddish the love and 
respect it so justly deserves. 

The Workmen's Circle 
471 Lawrence Ave. West 
Toronto, Ont. MSM 1C8 
416-787-2081 
b1phmv50@sympatico.ca 

A Yiddish Booth at Israel Expo 2000 

Has your Yiddish club, Klezmer group, or you ever 
been involved in participating in a large festival, 
institute, conference, or convention? A commodity, 
service, or event only can have success if it is known. 
Therefore, no matter how good anything is, including 
Yiddish, unless the word gets out, is doomed to failure. 
You need a top-notch product, and we have it in Yiddish. 
So let's get down to one success story. 

When your editor's daughter called to say that she 
again was co-director of an Israel Festival in Lakeland, 
Florida and would he have a Yiddish booth, it sounded 
like a great idea. Little did he know that it would be such 
a huge success- fa!' beyond any expectations. 

This was only the second time the event had been 
held. The first time, hvo years ago, won the Solomon 
Schecter Award for best programming. Because the 1998 
event was successful it was decided to move from the 
synagogue grounds and rent Lake Miriam Park-ei_ght 
acres containing beautiful Lake Miriam. The beautiful 
Palm trees were an excellent background setting. 

No admission was charged, and attendance soared 
to over 10,000 for the day. It was truly a community wide 
event, for the merchants, schools, scouts, and churches 
were involved. With billboards on the roads coming into 
town, TV and newspaper coverage from the local and 
Tampa papers the word had gotten out. 

Over eighty booths filled the auditorium and the 
surrounding areas. Outside was an 8,000 square foot 
model of the walls of Old Jerusalem built by a Christian 
group-the New Beginnings ~inistry House. It was . 
eight feet high and made of remforced styrofoam. Inside 
were booths like a bazaar. 

As for the Yiddish booth, It consisted of an eight
foottable with a white cloth and a blue pl-eated-curtain 
on three sides. There was a sign- Yiddish Language and 
Culture. On display were five Beginner's Yiddish boo.ks 
and four dictionaries. The transliterated ones received 
the greatest attention. 

Because the only local synagogue has less than 200 
families it was obvious that over 90% were non-Jews. 
There is a very positive feeling among the Southern 
Baptists for Israel. Several travel agencies were involved. 

Every once in a while a question was raised abdut 
''Why don't Jews accept our saviour as theirs." Never 
underestimate a yidishe kop- they all left the booth 
with a positive attitude and an understanding of what 
Yiddish is, where and when Yiddish originated. 

The moral of the story is that it takes only the drive 
and persistence of a single person to start a successful 
evenl The primary needs are enthusiasm, persistence, 
and the willingness not to be distracted with occasional 
setbacks. 

There are several wond erful Yiddish programs this 
summer and fall. Several of them have been around long 
enough to become well-established institutions. We 
must support and try to attend at_ le~st one ~f t~em. For 
example our International Association of Y1dd1sh Clubs 
will be holding its Sixth Conference. Each one has 
shown improvement as your suggestions have ~een 
incorporated into the program and acc~mmodati_ons. 

Your editor looks forward to meeting old friends 
and making new ones at this IA YC Conference. 



Why Write Yiddish Songs Today? 
Joe Kurland <ganeydn@crocker.com> 

With so few people left who understand Yiddish 
today, Yosl Kurland sings and writes Yiddish songs 
because the Yiddish language helps him express what 
he has to say better than any other language. Although 
he did not learn Yiddish as a child, Mr. Kurland says 
that Yiddish is the native language he had to learn as an 
adult. It has words with "yikhes," or lineage, he 
continues. In other words, since Yiddish vocabulary 
comes from both the holy tongue of Hebrew, and from 
various secular languages, every word carries 
associations with i t that bring layers of meaning 
beyond their simple definitions. Yiddish songs, 
language and literature contain cultural treasures, 
express particularly Jewish ways of looking at the 
world, life, and our relationship with both the worldly 
and the holy. 

Mr. Kurland talks about, translates and performs 
songs that have been significant in his love affair with 
the Yiddish language as well as his Yiddish songs and 
poetry. He is accompanied by Owen Davidson on 
Accordion, Guitar and Banjo. 

Lecture/concert Why Would Anyone Write 
Yiddish Songs Today? When travelling, it is done either 
with an accompanist from the location, or without one. 

Yosl (Joe) Kurland 
The Wholesale Klezmer Band 
Colrain, MA 01340 
voice/fax: 413-624-3204 
http://www.crocker.com/~ganeydn 

Yiddish of Greater Washington 

Our purpose is to promote Yiddish Culture-
speaking, reading, perfo1ming, singing- and see to it that 
all of these continue in the Washington, D.C. area. 

Examples of what YOGW sponsors or supports: 

1. Yiddish classes in local synagogues 
2. Entertain Yiddish cultural programs in senior centers 
3. Leyenkrayzn and conversation vinkln that keep 
blooming in our area 
4. Monthly Cafe Kasrilevke. Some recent programs: 
- "Di Shpilers" (local Yiddish thespians) 
- An evening with Boris Sandler, the energetic new editor 

· of the Forward 
- A concert by Zalman Mlotek and Adrienne Cooper 
5. Rreading and discussion of the works of I. B. Singer 
6. A bilingual newsletter ''Tsum Punkt'' wh.ose. Yiddish 

pages are the only Yiddish publication in the ' 
Washington-Baltimore Area 

7. Two scholarships for college students for summer 
studies here or abroad 

8. Yiddish class for students at the Charles E. Smith 
Jewish Day School. This was a tremendous 
breakthrough. It is the first regular Yiddish course in 
a day school in the United States! The me.mbers of 
YOGW are especially delighted with the success of 
this effort. 

Yiddish of Greater Washingto_n (YOGW) 
6125 Montrose Road, Rockville, Maryland 20852 
Contact: Jim Feldman, President 
wexfeld@worldnet.att.net 
(202) 686-6607 home (202) 514-4277 work 
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August-September 2000 

A Heavy Loss and Look to the Future 

Yosl Mlotek left us July 2, 2000, and with him went an 
irreplaceable part of the Yiddish World. He was not only a 
key person on the editorial board, and columnist for the 
Forverts, but a mainstay for the Arbeter Ring. Whenever 
anyone mentioned the name Yosl, no one had to ask which 
Yosl-there was only one Yosl. 

It was at the Arbeter Ring Conventions and at 
meetings in the Forverts office that your editor had the 
pleasure of meetings with him. 

Most of all the lasting memory lingers of the 
performance, with his wonderful wife Chana, at the 
Yiddish Club Conference in Miami. Despite his failing 
health, he came down from New York and entertained us 
with the vitality of a person half his age. 

Yosl, we'll all miss you. 

Work has begun on the January 2001 issue of Der Bay. 
It'll mark the tenth anniversary of on-time publication. 
This special issue will be in a form and content befitting 
the occasion. It will be a limited edition and sent only to 
current supporters. It will be an opportunity for your 
editor personally to thank all of you have been constant 
supporters. In some cases we go back to the first few years 
when Der Bay was mainly a publication of and for the San 
Francisco Bay Area. Today it is sent to 33 countries and 
every state in the U.S. 

Mainly the other concurrent services of Der Bay that 
have been responsible for its growth and continued 
success. Der Bay started a web site in October of 1998 and 
it has averaged over 1,000 visits per month. 

Backbone of these other free services has been TYN, 
The Yiddish Network, which consists of key Yiddish
loving people who report on Yiddish events and are an 
indispensable aid to travelers and those who relocate. 

Der Bay has been a compiler and clearinghouse for 
listing and locating Yiddish teachers, dubs, Klezmer 
groups, performers, translators, pen-pals and Der 
intematsyonaler kalendar. 

Editor. Philip "Fishl" Kutner, 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org Ph: (650) 349-6946 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a LITTLE extra-please? 

Vol 10 No. 7 

International Association of Yiddish Clubs 
**Celebrating a Thousand Years of Yiddish** 

This is the last issue of Der Bay to be sent before this 
significant International Association of Yiddish Clubs 
(IA YC) Conference -the last of the 20th century or the 
first of the 21 ' t Century- whichever way you look at it. It 
will be Thursday through Sunday, September 14-17 in 
Chevy Chase, MD, just outside of Washington, DC. 
Prior Conferences have been at the University of 
Maryland: Miami, FL; Toronto, Fairfield, CT; and UCLA 
in Los Angeles. 

For further information, call our president, Harold 
Black at 301-469-0865 or E-mail: Hersh23@juno.com 

Think British, Sing Yiddish 

The Gilbert & Sullivan Yiddish Light Opera Company 
will perform a Yiddish adaptation of H.M.S. Pinafore 
August 12, 13, 19, 20, 26 & 27at the New 14th Street Y at the 
Educational Alliance, 344 E. 14th St., NYC. It was adapted 
by Al Grand and Bob Tartell is the producer, 516-483-
0070. 

A Week in Yiddish-Land 

You are invited, Aug. 24-30, to the Berkshire Hills 
Emanuel Adult Vacation Center in Copake, New York to 
live in Yiddish Land. Under 200 people of all ages will 
come where everything is in Yiddish. Food is kosher, 
with vegetarian options. On shabes, services will be 
available. Members give lectures, lead discussions and 
workshops. 

For more information and registration contact 
Yugntruf, 200 W. 72 St. #40, NY, NY 10023-2824, USA; 
212-989-0212; yvokh@yugntruf.org 

Fran Kleiner's CD/Cassette 
A Fire Glows, Yiddish Songs Recorded Live 

There is a web site at: http:/ /www.franmusic.com. 
Fran's background as a teacher at the Jewish Children's 
Folkshul helped hone her interest and background in 
Yiddish music and song. She has performed for the 
Congress of Secular Jewish Organizations of America and 
the Sholem Aleichem Club of Philadelphia. There are 19 
songs thatlast a full hour. 

Fran can be reached at 700 Elkins A venue, Elkins Park, 
PA 19027 215-635-1819 



Der Intematsyonaler Kalendar 

August 
*Thru 9 / 4 Workmens' Circle Jewish Cultural Experience 

Circle Lodge, Hopewell Junction, NY 800-922-2558 
2 Wed., 7:00 P.M., The Klezical Tradition in Concert, 

Norwich, CT 860-886-7902 
3 Thurs., 6:30 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band 

Concert, Akron, OH 330-376-9185 
3 Thurs., 1:30 P.M., CSJO Yiddish Reading Circle, 

Toronto, Canada 416-789-5502 
4 Fri., 7:00 P.M., Prairie Heym Klezmorim at the 

Sommerfest, Minneapolis, MN 651-645-4198 
4 Every Fri., 12:30 P.M., Seattle Yiddish Tish, Seattle, 

WA 206-524-4112 
6 Sun., 7:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band 

Concert, Portage, MI 616-324-9200. 
6 Sun., Camp Naivelt 75th Reunion, The Travelers, 

Toronto, Canada 416-789-5502 
11-12 Robyn Helzner Trio Concert, Cong B'nai Israel, 

Butte, MT, 202-244-3975 
11-17 CAJE Conference, Hofstra University, Hempstead, 

NY 212-268-4210 
12-27 Sats.& Suns., Gilbert & Sullivan Yiddish Light 

Opera, NYC 212-532-8887 
13 Sun., 3:00 P.M., Second Avenue Klezmer Ensemble 

Concert, Petaluma, CA 619-275-1539 
14 Mon., 7:30 P.M., Annual Commemoration of the 

Murder of Soviet Yiddish Writers, Toronto, Ontario 
Canada 416-633-4503 

17 Thurs., 7:30 P.M., Yiddishe Cup K.lezmer Band 
Concert, University Hts., OH 216-932-7800 

*17-20 Charlotte Yiddish Institute, Wildacres Retreat, 
Ruth Barias, Lorin Sklomberg, Adrienne Cooper, 
Charlotte, NC 704-366-5564 

20 Sun., Workmen's Circle Klezmer Meets Jazz Street 
Fair, Mark Levy, Golden Lands KJezmer Orchestra, 
NYC, NY 212-889-6800 xt 206 

*22-27 KlezKanada, Brave Old World, Zalrnen Mlotek, 
David Krakower, Hankus Netsky, Chava Rosenfarb, 
Laurentians, PQ, Canad.a 514-489-9014 

*24-30 Annual Yugntruf Yidish-Vokh, Excellent young 
people's and children Yiddish program, Copake, NY 
212-989-0212 yvokh@yugntruf.org 

25-27 History of the Catskill Conference, Monticello, NY 
800-431-1273 

*28-30 Annual Yiddish Studies Symposium, Heinrich 
Heine University, Duesseldorf, Germany, 
jiddisch@phil-fak..uni-duesseldorf.de, 

September 
1-3 B'nai B'rith Institute of Judaism, Celebrating 1000 

Years of Yiddish, Adam Fuerstenberg, Parry 
Sound, Ontario, Canada 416-633-6224 ext 106. 

*7-10 JCC Chicago Yiddish Institute, Perlstein Resort & 
Conference Center, Lake Delton, WI 847-674-0001 

10 Sun., 3:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band 
Concert, Oak Park, MI 248-967-4030 

*10-14 lnternational Association of Yiddish Clubs 
Conference, Chevy Chase, MD 301-469-0865 

17 Sun., 2:00 P.M. Second Avenue Klezmer Ensemble, 
Laguna Hills, CA 619-275-1539 

18 Mon 7:00 P.M. Second Avenue Klezmer Ensemble, 
Chula Vista, CA 619-275-1539 

Books Written by Our Readers 

The Standardized Yiddish Orthography 
By Dr. Mordkhe Schaechter 

When one of the world authorities in the field of 
Yiddish studies publishes another book we all take notice. 
This scholarly volume also has introductory remarks by 
other noteworthy men; Dr. Joshua A. Fishman, Dr. Paul 
Glasser and Dr. Allan L. Nadler. Such an endeavor was 
done in conjunction with the YIVO Institute for Jewish 
Research and Dr. Schaechter's League for Yiddish. 

Included in this historical publication are The Rules of 
Yiddish Spelling (sixth edition), and The History of the 
Standardized Yiddish Spelling. Adding to its value are 
reproductions of historical documents and photos. A 
comprehensive bibliography and a thorough index assist 
the reader in pinpointing the desired section. 
League for Yiddish 
200 West 72nd St., Ste. 40 
New York, NY 10023-2805 

Stones About the Middle Sea & Other Poems 
By Isaac Imber 

Here is a beautiful collection of Yiddish poems that 
were written by the author and now translated by him into 
English. This is proof that Yiddish is still being written in 
America and that translations are being done. Because this 
book contains Yiddish, and the English translations of the 
poetry, it is especially helpful and useful to those learning 
Yiddish or for use in Yiddish clubs to augment their 
programming. By our purchasing books like this one, we 
foster further writing in Yiddish and the translations of 
our great Yiddish writers of the past 
ISBN 965-229-061-0 Paperback, 96 pps. 516-295-2805, 
Gefen Books, 12 New St., Hewlett, NY 11557 

A Tale of One City 
Edited by Ben Giladi 

This almost 500 page tome has a very special place in 
your editor's library. First because of the most remarkable 
friend who edited the book and the tremendous labor of 
love that went into compiling this book and his continued 
editing the remarkable The Voice of Piotrolrow Survivors. 

Much work has been done on documenting the 
stories of Holocaust survivors by large organizations. 
However, no one has continued to publish the living 
history for a_given area for so long a period of time. 

Ben Giladi gives a Chronology of Events in the 
History of the Jews of Piotrokow starting in 1102 C.E. He 
compiled not only information on the Piotrokow history 
from the arrival of Jews to the city, and all through the 
Holocaust, but traced the activities of these immigrants to 
the United States and the founding of societies like 
Branch 368 of the Workmen's Circle. 

This book is very highly recommended reading. 
ISBN 0-88400-153-9, Shengold Puhl., NY, NY 
in Cooperation with the Piotrokow Trybunalski Assoc. 
Ben Giladi, 135-30 Kew Gardens, NY 11435 



Yiddish Bagegenish 2000: Shtrasburg, Nov 5-9 
Fun Rafael Goldwaser 

Shtrasburg iz gliklekh tsu meldn vegn ershter 
yiddisher alveltlekher bagegenish, Stn bizn 9tn Nov. 2000. 
Di untememung iz an araynfir tsu der derefenung funem " 
Eyropeyshn Tsenter far Yiddishe Kultum ", in Shtrasburg, 
planirt tsvishn Nov 2003 un Merts 2004. 

Di dozike bagegenish vet organizirt vem durkh der 
Shtrasburger munitsipalitet, mit der untershtitsung funem 
generaJ sekretaryat fun Eyropeyshn Rat un dem 
Frantsoyzishn Ministeryum far Kultur un Komunikatsye. 
Zi vet drukhgefirt vem beshutfes mit UNESCO un mit der 
Natsyonaler Instants far Yiddish in Isroel. 

Di bagegenjsh vet arumnemen tsvey teyln; eyner, an 
akademisher, vos vet zayn in der form fun an Internatsy
onaln kolokvium - un a tsveyter teyl, a kultureler, vos vet 
bashteyn fun farsrudene film proyektsyes, oysshtelungen 
un spektaklen, fun teater, gezang un muzik, mjtn onteyl 
fun kinstler fun farsrudene lender. 

Der akademisher teyl vet forkumen in binyen fun 
Eyropeyshn Rat, un di kulturele unternemungen veln 
forkumen in " Scala " ; vos iz in der shtot Shtrasburg a 
Tsenter far der farshpreytung fun regionale kulturn. 

Der ofitsyeler program funder unternemung vert 
baarbet in di teg un vet farefntlekht vern in May 2000. Bald 
ven er vet zayn greyt, vet ir es bakumen. 

Mir danken aykh farn interes vos ir vet aroysvayzn 
far aza riziker unternemung fun an internatsyonaln 
mashtab, vos vet fodern a hoykhe kvalitet hashgokhe un 
vos vet oyf a fayerlekhn oyfn batonen di vikhtikayt fun 
der doziker trans-natsyonaler kultur. 

Yiddish Summit 2000 Strasbourg: 5-9 Nov. 

The City of Strasbourg takes pleasure in announcing 
the holding of the first World Yiddish Summit. 

The event will prelude the European Center for 
Yiddish Cultures that is scheduled to open in Strasbourg 
between November 2003 and March 2004. 

The Yiddish Summit will be organized by the City of 
Strasbourg and be under the auspices of the Secretary 
General of the Council of Europe and the French Ministry 
of Culture and Communication. UNESCO and the Israeli 
National Authority for Yiddish Culture will be partners. 

The Yiddish Summit will be divided into two parts: a 
scholarly part, in the form of an international colloquium, 
and a cultural part composed of film shows, exhibitions 
and various theatrical, musical and song performances 
given by artis~ from several countries. The scholarly 
colloqwum will take place at the Council of Europe, while 
the cultural events will, in principle, be held at the Scala 
regional cultural center of Strasbourg. 

The official programme is being drawn up and will be 
published in late June 2000. We shall send it to you. 

We are most grateful for your interest in trus 
international event whose quality and festive spirit will 
add to the Life of trus transnational language and culture. 

Centre europeen des cultures yiddish 
BP 1049 -1050 F 67070 
Strasbourg cedex - France 
Tel 00 33 (0)3 88 43 61 74 Fax 00 33 (0)3 88 60 90 30 
e-mail: polivier@cus-strasbourg.net 

Out New TYN Contact for Ireland 

Notrung would delight me more than serving as the 
contact for your network, representing the west of Ireland. 
Our events are mainly auditions of my extensive collection 
of Yiddish tapes, ranging from Yaffa Yarkoni and Dadu 
Fisher to th1e Klezmatics; our auditorium is my little Rover 
214; concerts are attended by a fervent audience of one, 
who make up by its enthusiasm for the regular lack of 
interest shown by outsiders. 

However, seeing myself as the Angel at the Western 
Window, or as a 'sleeper', and very keen to serve, I accept 
the role with total devotion to the cause and unmitigated 
certainty that I have landed the safest sinecure ever 

I may mention in passing that I already act as 
representatiive of the Second Generation Movement for the 
West of Ireland. I trunk I can spare the time 
and energy to fill up both positions concurrently. 

Eva Coombes Dawidowicz evacoombes@eircom.net 
Main Streelt, Castleconnell, Co. Limerick, Ireland 

*Sholem Aleichem Comprehensive Indexes* 
By Louis Fridhandler, Lfridhan@aol.com 

After years of labor and collaboration with Leonard Prager 
(Haifa, Israel) and Robert Goldenberg (Fort Erie, Ontario), 
the REALLY comprehensive indexes to the works of 
Sholem Aleichem are available in PDF format 
(AcrobatRe;ader) on Leonard Prager's Web Site. 
http://rese.arch.haifa.ac.il / ~yiddish/ reference/ indexes.p 
df A link from the home page to the indexes is given as a 
subheading under "Bibliographies" at: 
http:/ /rese.arch.haifa.ac.iJ/ ~yiddish/ Please include trus 
informationt in the next issue of Der Bay. 

Fiirst Use of the Word ''Holocaust'' 
Jill Pollack <jpollack@dowco.com> 

I am trying to find out when the word, "holocaust" 
first came into wide public usage. 

Some sources have suggested that it was as a result of 
Elie Wiesel's 1956 book, Un di Velt Hot Geshvign (And the 
World Has Remained Silent), wruch was translated into 18 
languages, lthe English version titled, "Night". 

I cannot find the word holocaust in the English 
version. It makes sense that it was around trus time, 
though, and I have been unable to learn from where, and 
when, it was brought into wide usage. 

If you have any thoughts on this, or if you can lead 
me somewhere else, I will be grateful. 

I contacted Yad Vashem, U.S. Holocaust Memorial 
Museum (not heard back from the museum), the 
Holocaust Centre in Vancouver, and numerous other 
places. 

People- have information on when it was first used, 
but not when it came into popular use. The two firm 
references I have are from 1942 and 1944, from out-of-print 
and not widely read reports from Germany. 

I have had no luck contacting Elie Wiesel, as I can 
find no cun-ent address or e-mail or phone number for 
rum, although another Elie Wiesel in Brooklyn was very 
nice and I s1uppose, has had trus happen before. 



THE MIRACLE OF YIDDISH PUBLISHING: 
A Proposal for the Revival of Yiddish Literature Publishing in the United States 

A groundswell of support for Yiddish culture and 
educational activity in the U.S. is rapidly building in 
universities, Jewish community centers, and theater and 
arts groups, highlighting the beauty, tenacity and 
importance of Yiddish culture to American arts and letters. 

A Yiddish renaissance is growing. It is evidenced 
by Yiddish culture clubs on the rise throughout the 
country, Yiddish festivals that are overwhelmed by 
thousands more attendees than anticipated, and 
magazines like Pakn Treger, dedicated to advancing 
Yiddish culture, boasting a circulation of over 30,000, 
more than any other Jewish magazine in the country. In 
addition, Yiddish courses and endowed chairs at the 
university level are rising to unprecedented numbers 
since World War II. It is now possible to find 
undergraduate and graduate programs on Yiddish 
language, theater, literature and music throughout the 
nation. And the growth of the Klezmer movement, 
Yiddish theater and musical events demonstrates that 
the public has a serious taste for everything Yiddish. 

The area that lags behind is Yiddish publishing and 
Yiddish literature in translation. It has been estimated 
that between 35,000 and 50,000 Yiddish books have been 
published from the late 1800s through the beginning of 
the 21st century. However, less than 5% of all of Yiddish 
literature has ever been translated into English. 

Too often in the past decade, publishers have 
become satisfied with translations of Isaac Bashevis 
Singer's works or a few Sholem Aleichem stories to 
fulfill their Yiddish literature quota. Yet scores of great 
Yiddish poets and prose writers whose works have been 
lauded as top notch literature remain marginalized, left 
untranslated and unaccessible to most Americans except 
in their original Yiddish, whose remaining copies sit in 
the vaults of the National Yiddish Book Center, YIVO, or 
college libraries. 

Yiddish publishing was always at the forefront of 
Yiddish culture. Discussion groups, reading groups, 
lectures and education all centered upon the Yiddishe 
bikher, the Yiddish book. The groundswell of interest in 
Yiddish can again center around the Yiddish book if the 
publishing world would take it upon themselves to tap 
into this important market. 

However, the publishing world has never been 
more beholden to market forces than it is today. The 
simultaneous mergers of publishing companies and the 
shakeout of independent bookstores has created an 
atmosphere where two large booksellers dictate to the 
publishing world, (both commercial and university 
presses) which books can and will be published. 

Yet, Yiddish book sales in the past never were 
dependent upon commercial bookstore sales. In the 
heyday of Yiddish publishing just prior to World War JI, 
Yiddish publishing houses grew and distribution 
primarily came from the Yiddish press, the Anglo
Jewish press and through Jewish organizations like the 
Arbeter Ring and IWO shule network. 

Given the tremendous interest in Yiddish culture, a 
new alliance is now being forged between writers, 
translators, Jewish magazines, Jewish cultural 
organizations, universities and book reviewers to 

establish a grassroots network that can galvanize an 
active readership of Yiddish literature in translation. It 
would make it financially feasible for publishers to 
publish great works of Yiddish literature irrespective of 
Borders and Barnes and Nobles' interest. I would 
establish a marketing machine through the Jewish media 
to provide advertising space and book reviewer priority 
to these works. Next, create a mechanism with Jewish 
organizations to promote and sell these books at the 
Jewish book fairs and festivals, and thereby establish a 
new Yiddish book selling club where Yiddish works in 
the original or in translation have a home and a future. 

This alliance is a win-win situation, so long as we 
get cooperation from all participants. 

What can Yiddish Clubs do to advance such an alliance? 

Yiddish book clubs can prioritize the purchasing of, 
and the scheduling of discussion groups around, new 
Yiddish works and Yiddish literature in translation 
published by any source. A newsletter, e-mail list, or 
book review newsletter can be put together by this 
alliance each month or every few months to notify clubs 
of upcoming books. Since many of these books will not 
be found through traditional sources (commercial 
bookseller), Yiddish clubs must help facilitate the 
distribution of these books to their membership. 

Clubs that sponsor or participate in festivals or 
book fairs should urge that these books, their authors 
and/ or translators be included in the events and that 
these books be made available at the event. 

Clubs can assist the promotion of Yiddish literature 
by organizing events around Yiddish/ translated books 
such as book readings, speaking programs or festivals. 

Ideas or suggestions should be sent to: 
David Weintraub, Executive Director 
Dora Teitelboim Center for Yiddish Culture 
P.O. Box 14-0820, Coral Gables, FL 33114 
(305) 774-9244 Fax (305) 774-7322 
www.yiddishculture.org 

The Charlotte Yiddish Institute 

August 17-20, 2000 the Charlotte Institute will 
celebrate its 22nd season, and feature a trio of presenters 
and performers to again make this another successful 
program. These are the presenters and performers: 

Ruth Barias is an inspiring lecturer, teacher, and 
presenter of Yiddish classics with dramatic renditions of 
poetry, stories and song. 

Adrienne Cooper is an accomplished singer, 
performer, and director of Yiddish performing groups. 

Lorin Sklomberg is an international Klezmer 
musician, producer of Yiddish songbooks and CD's for 
children, and co-founder of "Living Traditions", a folk 
art educational organization. 

The Institute is located at the Wildacres Retreat, 
Little Switzerland, North Carolina. It is located about a 
two and a half-hour ride from the Charlotte Airport, and 
bus transportation is available. Baila Pransky, 
Coordinator 704-366-5564 



DER IAYC KLUB VINKL 

International Association of Yiddish Clubs 
**Celebrating a Thousa1id Years of Yiddish** 

This is the last issue of Der Bay to be sent before this 
significant International Association of Yiddish Clubs 
(IA YC) Conference -the first of the 21'1 Century. It will 
be Thursday through Sunday, September 14-17 in Chevy 
Chase, MD, just outside of Washington, DC. 

For further information, call the president, Harold 
Black at 301-469-0865 or E-mail: Hersh23@juno.com 

Yiddish Vinkl-N ash ville, 1N 

Yes, the Yiddish VinkJ is still strong after 6 years. We 
meet Wednesday mornings from 10:30 A.M. until noon. 

The group is more of a gathering of people who miss 
the Yiddishkeit of their growing-up years, rather than a 
Yiddish-speaking gathering. We do personal reminiscing 
about our families, and share common experiences having 
to do with being Jewish. We do vocabulary and sentences, 
and occasionally someone who speaks Yiddish very well 
will tell a tale in Yiddish. We also tell wonderful Jewish 
jokes from the Jewish Joke List on the Internet. 

The group's more like an extended family who need 
the connection with each other to enjoy the life of their 
childhood that doesn't exist here. Mickey (Mineekha) 
Brown, Nashville, TN ukelover@mindspring.com 

Sarasota Vink! & Leyenkrayz 

We had an outstanding year of programs at our 
Yiddish VinkJ, and enthralling readings in our 
leyenkrayz-Lamed Shapiro, Bashevis, Perets. My Yiddish 
class continues at the advanced beginners level. The 
students are delightful and enthusiastic. I'm reading 
Bashevis's novel, Di Familie Mushkat-one of the characters 
is named Fishele Kutner. Lin Schlossman, Sarasota, FL 

West Palm Beach, FL 

1 have a collection of 46 Yiddish movies in videos 
and I have been showing them at the Golden Lakes 
Temple in West Palm Beach, Florida. 

I get about 100 to 150 people who come to see the 
videos and the movies also have English titles. The 
people who come are in the main seniors and all speak 
and understand the movie Yiddish. Some of them are 
holocaust survivors and all of them appr~ciate seeing 
theater in "mama loshen". All the people applaud the 
movie singers as if they were watching a live performer. 

I am thrilled to see so many people who talk 
Yiddish as most of the audience are from New York and 
New Jersey area where they were raised in a Yiddish 
environment whereas in my home community of 
Warren-Youngstown Ohio there are only a handful of 
Yiddish speakers. I did start a Yiddish class in south 
Youngstown, Ohio that is now in its 9th year and is now 
led by the capable Martin Lackey. I also have a 
collection of Yiddish audio tapes of Yiddish artists and 
comedians. I lend these to interested people. 
Mel Wolf, West Palm Beach, Florida 

No. 8: Available Yiddish Dictionaries 

Next month's article in this series will be how the 
dictionary can be the basis around which excellent 
meetings calll revolve. 

Having; a Yiddish dictionary available at meetings can 
settle differences and can be the basis of several interesting 
programs. Der Bay's web site has over two-dozen lists of 
words in transliteration including over 400 verbs Eng-Yid 
and Yid-Eng. 

A complete list of dictionaries, most out of print, is 
found at losif Vaisman's Virtual Shtetl web site. A link is 
found at Deir Bay's site under Yiddish links. losif is the 
moderator o,f Mendele, the premiere Yiddish list. 

Those available for sale can be purchased from Mark 
David, Workmen's Circle, National Yiddish Book Center, 
and many Judaica stores. 

Yiddish and English Dictionaries 

• Harkavy, Alexander. English-Yiddish dictionary, Yidish
English verterbukh / NY, Hebrew Pub. Co., 1910 
• Abelson, Paul. English-Yiddish encyclopedic dictionary, 
New York: 1rhe Jewish Press Puhl. Co., 1915 
• Harkavy, .I\Jexander. Yidish-English-Hebreisher 
verterbukh ,/ New York: Hebrew Pub. Co., 1959 (4th ed.) 
• Kogos, Fred. A dictionary of Yiddish slang & idioms / 
Secaucus, NJ: Citadel Press, 1967 
• Bergman, Aaron. Yidish-English, English Yidish 
verterbukh far shul un heym / NY: Kinderbukh, 1968 
• Weinreich, Uriel. Modern English-Yiddish, Yiddish
English dictiionary / New York: Shocken Books and Yivo 
Institute for Jewish Research, 1%8 
• Sheheen, Dennis. A child's picture dictionary / New 
York: Adama Books, 1985 
• Galvin, Herman & Tamarkin, S., The Yiddish Dictionary 
Sourcebook : a Transliterated Guide to the Yiddish 
Language, Hoboken, N.J.; Ktav, 1986 ISBN 0-87068-715-8 
• Coldoff, Harry. A Yiddish dictionary in transliteration 
Toronto: Prnclaim, 1988 ISBN 0-919415-03-2 
• Schaechte1,, Mordkhe. English-Yiddish dictionary of 
academic te1rminology / New York : Yiddish Language 
Resource Center, The League for Yiddish, 1988 
• Harduf, David, Mendel. English-Yiddish, Yiddish
English dictiionary /Willowdale, Ontario: D. M. Harduf, 
1993 (corrected edition) 
• Gross, David C. English-Yiddish, Yiddish-English 
dictionary, romanized./ NY: Hippocrene Books, 1995 
• Sheheen, Dennis, A Child's Picture Dictionary 
English/Yidldish, NY, Adarna Books, 1985 ISBN 0-915361 

Yiddish and Hebrew Dictionaries 

• Jacobson, Steven A. A guide to the more common 
Hebraic words in Yiddish/ Fairbanks, Alaska: S.A. 
Jacobson, 1995 
• Niborski, Yitzhak, Verterbukh fun loshn-koydesh 
shtamike verter in yidish, Paris, France, Medem bibliotek, 
1997 ISBN 2--9511372-0-6 
• Wolf, Moshe, Hebrew and Aramaic Words in the 
Yiddish Language, Portland Oregon, World Jewish 
Congress, 1998 



Sending E-mail in Yiddish 
by Morrie Feller 

(Leader of the Phoenix Leyenkrayz and former 
teacher of Yiddish for the Phoenix Bureau of 
Jewish Education; e-mai]: fel1er@home.com) 

The adjoining message was sent to a dozen 
recipients. HaJf of them responded and 
indicated that they were able to read both the 
Yiddish and the English part of the message. 

Two of the responders suggested more ways to 
correspond in Yiddish. Lucas Bruyn, translator 
and promoter of Yiddish on the Internet, had an 
excellent suggestion for those who cannot write 
in Yiddish script, and/ or do not have Yiddish
capable programs in their computers. He 
suggested that they use Refoyl Finkel's Yiddish 
Typewriter to convert transliterated Yiddish into 
real Yiddish. The Yiddish has to be saved to the 
computer's hard disk as a .PDF (dot PDF) 
document with a name in front of the dot. This 
then can be sent directly as an attachment that 
can easily be opened by Adobe Reader (which 
can be downloaded from the Web for free). The 
Yiddish Typewriter's 
Web address is: 
http:/ /www.cs.uky.edu/ ~raphael/yiddish/ma 
keyiddish.html 

Noyekh Miller, the creator of the Mendele list on 
the Internet, included Yiddish in his response. 
He suggested writing a Yiddish letter using a 
computer program, and then making a snapshot 
of it by using one of the affordable screen 
grabbers that are readily available. The output is 
saved in a JPEG or GIF format which can easily 
be sent as an attachment to an 
e-mail message. 

Thus, we have at least four ways to correspond 
in Yiddish. A scanner is required for one of the 
methods. Scanners are a popular adjunct for 
copying and transferring text and graphics to a 
computerls hard disk. Many brands are 
available, and a good scanner can be purchased 
for $100 or less. 

Still more ways of creating Yiddish that can be 
sent by e-mail are being worked on by the 
meyvinim who frequent the UYIP 
( understanding Yiddish information processing) 
list. Its e-mail address is: 
http:/ /www.UYIP.org/ 
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The Nomination Committee Slate for IA YC Board of Directors-2000-2002 

The Board wishes to acknowledge the great work of 
past members of the Board and those who will not be 
continuing. They are; David Barias (CT and FL), Stephen 
Dowling (Kew Gardens, NY) Susan Gane (Houston, TX) 
Dr. Hy Goldman (Montreal, PQ Canada) and Sunny 
Landsman (Mountain View, CA). Sunny was the 
mainstay of the Circle of Yiddish Clubs. 

The Board will select its officers after the election. 
OSCAR ANTELL: Winnipeg, MB Canada is Vice 
President of the National Canadian Committee for 
Yiddish, and is a major force in the Yiddish community. 
MICHAEL BAKER: Minneapolis, MN is a Yiddish 
teacher, co-leader with his wife Roz of The Vinkl, and is 
the current secretary of our IA YC. 
HAROLD BLACK: Bethesda, MD was a founding member 
of the ICYC Committee, has been President of IA YC since 
its founding, and past-president of Yid. Of Gr. Wash. 
DR. ALLAN BLAffi: Columbus, OH was a member of the 
founding ICYC Committee, taught at OSU, leads a 
Yiddish club, and is the current Vice President. 
COOKIE BLATIMAN: Tamarac, FL is a very well-known 
Yiddish club leader and performer in Southeastern 
Florida. She adds a new dimension to the Board. 
MORRIE FELLER: Phoenix, AZ leads the Phoenix 
Leyenkrayz, is a computer maven, an active contributor to 
Mendele, and is the current treasurer. 

PROF. RAPHAEL FINKEL: Lexington, KY is one of the 
major persons in the world of computer-Yiddish-with 
his web site. He is raising his children to speak Yiddish. 
BARBARA GOLDSTEIN: Houston, TX is the editor of 
the excellent Houston Yiddish Club newsletter. Barbara 
replace Susan Gane-Yiddish teacher and dub leader. 
TROIM KATZ HANDLER: Cranbury, NJ is a well-known 
Yiddish teacher, lecturer, author, poetess and club leader 
in New Jersey and Florida. 
"FISHL" KUTNER: San Mateo, CA was a member of the 
founding ICYC Committee, is editor of Der Bay, and a 
past Vice-President of IA YC. 
BESS SHOCKETT: Toronto, ON Canada was a member of 
the founding ICYC Committee, leader of the IA YC 
Toronto Conference and, is active in the Toronto FOY. 
FANNIE YOKOR: New Orleans, LA is a Yiddish 
teacher, club leader, and columnist, and has attended 
most of the IA YC conferences. 

Election for the Board of Directors is planned to 
occur at the IA YC Conference on Thursday night, Sept. 14. 
For other nominations for the Board must be made thirty 
days prior to the election. Contact Fishl at 650-349-6946. 

Members of clubs belonging to The IA YC and at the 
conference are eligible to vote. Be sure to attend the 
Thursday night business meeting. We also hope to 
announce the location of the next Conference. 
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IA YC Conferences 2000 & 2002 

Our Sixth International Association of Yiddish Clubs 
Conference is now part of the history books, and this 
organization is now well-established. It ranks as one of 
the major Yiddish events. The theme for the conference 
was Celebrating a Thousand Years of Yiddish, and met at 
the 4-H International Center in Chevy Chase, MD. Harold 
Black, of Bethesda, MD, the organization's president, 
announced that the next conference will be held in 
Milwaukee, WI during April12-15, 2002. 

We are very fortunate in having Paul Melrood, a 
former Yiddish actor with Perhift, coordinating the event. 
It will be the first time the conference will be held in the 
Midwest. Previous conferences have been in New 
England, Mid Atlantic, the South, on the West Coast and 
in Toronto Canada. The host-city has decided on the 
theme of Mame-loshn and the Shoah-Yiddish and the 
Holocaust. If you live in the Midwest, or interested in the 
theme of the conference, you may contact Paul Melrood 
with your ideas or willingness to help. Paul and his 
charming wife Marlene can be reached at 414-961-1715 or 
e-mail majpau1ww2@aol.com 

Work has begun on the January 2001 issue of Der Bay. 
It'll mark the 10th anniversary of on-time publication. This 
special issue will be befitting the occasion. It will be a 
limited edition and sent only to current supporters. It will 
be an opportunity for your editor personally to thank all of 
you who have been constant supporters. In some cases we 
go back to the first year when Der Bay was a publication of 
and for the San Francisco Bay Area. Today it is sent to 33 
countries and every state in the United States and Puerto 
Rico 

Backbone of these other free services has been TYN, 
(The Yiddish Network), which consists of key Yiddish
loving people who report on their local Yiddish events and 
are an aid to travelers and those who relocate. Der Bay has 
been a compiler and clearinghouse for listing and locating 
Yiddish teachers, Yiddish dubs, Der intematsyonaler 
kalendar Klezmer groups, performers, translators, and 
pen-pals (now 300). 

Editor. Philip uFishl" Kutner 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org Ph: (650) 349-6946 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a LITTLE extra-please? 
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B:ooks Written by Our Readers 

Live & be Well 
by Richard F. Shepard &Vicki Gold Levi 

This wonderful book was originally published in 1982. 
A new printing was handled by the Rutgers University · 
Press. It is picture-packed. Unfortunately the lead author 
recently passed away. Laid out in alphabetical order, it 
goes from Allen Street to Zeydes and Bobes. 

There is ;an excellent bibliography and a listing of the 
sources for these picture treasures. Of special note are 
photos from; American Jewish Archive, Brown Brothers, 
Corbis Bettmann, Library of Congress, Museum of the City 
of New Yorlk, Billy Rose Theatre Collection, and YJVO. It 
has been said that a picture is worth a thousand words. 
This book is a perfect example of it. 
Cloth ISBN 0-8135-2812-7 

Blessing:s, Curses, Hopes and Fears: Psycho
Ost:ensive Expressions in Yiddish 

by James A. Matisoff 

Prof. Matisoff is a linguist at UC Berkely. His examples 
and analysis of these Yiddish expressions, are not only 
scholarly, but highly interesting-even to a layman. The 
323 expressions interspersed throughout the book are 
given in YIVO standard orthography as well as in English. 
Notes at the end are quite detailed and add another 
dimension t,o this wonderful book 

It is listed in paperback at $13.45 by Amazon, and has 
an ISBN: 0804733945. 

Children of a Vanished World 
By Mara Vishniac Kohn and Miriam Hartman Flacks 

You may be familiar with Yishniac's work. He took 
thousands o,f pictures in traditional East European 
Villages just: before the Holocaust. They were smuggled 
out of Europe, and finally arrived in the U.S. via Cuba. 

What makes this so special is that opposite each 
picture is a Yiddish poem that has been made into a 
song. Many of these songs are familiar. The text is in 
Yiddish witln. transliteration directly underneath the 
Yiddish, and the English translation is in the adjoining 
column. ThEire is a Guide to pronunciation using the 
YIVO stand,ard orthography. It is published by the 
Umiversity iof California Press, 1999- ISBN 0-520-
22187-7. Amazon sells it for $20.00 in hardcopy. 

It really is a very beautiful volume. 



Der Intematsyonaler Kalendar 

October 
1 First Sun., 1:30 P.M., Yiddish Club of Wittingham, 

Jamesburg, NJ 609-860-0037 
1 First Sun., 2:00 P.M., W.C. Nassau County Yiddish 

Vinkl, East Meadow, Long Island NY 516-681-1465 
2 Mons. (1st & 3rd), 12:45 P.M., Ocean Hills Yiddish 

Club, Oceanside, CA 619-941-8526 
2 (Every Mon.), 3:30 P.M., Heritage Yiddish Club, 

Columbus, OH 614-231-2244 
2 Mon. (1st & 3rd), 7:30 P.M., Eugene Yiddish 

Club, Eugene, OR, 541-484-2252 
3 (Every Tues.) 7:00 P.M., Vancouver Jewish Folk 

Choir, Vancouver, Canada 604-324-5101 
3 Every Tues., Noon-1:20 P.M., Yale-New Haven 

Leyenkrayz, Haven, CT, 203-288-8206 
3 Every Tues., 10:00 A.M., Forverts Sho, Rockville, 

MD, 301-984-4455 
3 Every Tues., 10:00 A.M., Tuesday Yiddish 

Class, Pittsburgh, PA 412-421-4269 
4 Wed., 1:00 P.M., Temple Akiba Yid Conv. Group 

Claire Silverman, Culver City, CA 310-398-5783 
5 Thurs. (Every), 1:00 P.M., Mameloshn Meyvinim, 

Buffalo, NY 716-834-70751 
7 Sat., 9:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band College 

of Wooster, OH 330-287-3503 
7 Every Sat., 7:30 P.M. Yiddish Culture Club of L.A., 

8339 W. 3rd St A Los Angeles, CA 213-275-8455 
7 Every Sat., 3:00 P.M. Friends of Yiddsih, 

London, England +44 (0)171-488 3092 
8 Sun., Noon, Boulder Leyen-Krayz, Boulder, 

CO Call 303-494-9709 
8 Sun. (2nd), 1:00 P.M., Einstein Senior Yiddish Club, 

Sacramento, CA 916-487-9175 
8 Sun (2nd), 1:30 P.M., JCC Yiddish Club, Milwaukee, 

WI, 414-355-1938 
8 Sun. (2nd), 10:00 A.M., JCC Yiddish Vinkl, 

Minneapolis, MN Call 612-377-5456 
8 Sun (2nd), 2:00 P.M., Seattle Yiddish 

Group, Seattle, WA, 206-523-6564 
8 Sun (2nd), 2:00 P.M., Keep Yiddish Alive, San Rafael 

(JCC), CA, 415-479-7604 
11 Wed., 7:30 P.M., Moscow Yiddish Art Theater and 

Marc Chagall, Sabell Bender, Valley Yiddish 
Culture Club, Valley Village, 818-376-1640 

18 Wed., 2:00 P.M., Beth Simcha Yiddish Kreiz, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands 31 20~13556 

18 Every Wed., 2:00 P.M., A Bissele Yiddish, Phoenix, 
AZ 602-264-2325 

18-19 Budowitz Klezmer Workshop, Monika Feil of Fialke, 
Fuerth, Germany Ph +49-9131-203545 

20 Fri., 8:30 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band Concert, 
Fairmount Temple, Beachwood, OH 216-464-1330 

20 Fri. (1st & 3rd) 1:00 P.M., Yiddish Program, JCC of 
Greater Wash., Rockville, MD, 301-881-0100 

25 Every Wed., 2:30 P.M., Kadimah, Leo Fink Hall 7 
Selwyn St., Elstemwick, Australia 61-3-523-9817 

26 Thurs. (Every), 5:00 PM., The Yiddish Club, Missoula, 
MT 406-549-9408 

28-29, Sat.-Sun. Holocaust Week, Harvey Atkin, Ellie 
Moidel, David Wall & Marilyn Lerner, Toronto, 

19 Tues, 7:00 P.M, Jeff Warschauer Klezmer Workshop, 
Fall Session II, NYC, 212-889-6800 xt 220 

Our Rapid City, SD Contact 
Ann Stanton <maswired@yahoo.com> 

Thanks for calling and finally making voice contact. I 
already felt as though I knew you from Der Bm;, but in just 
a little while on the telephone I really felt as though I'd 
established bonds with a new friend. 

I'm just back from shul, and we had a beautiful and 
moving Friday night service. Especially during the 
summer, we have visitors to our little Rapid Cii)'., South 
Dakota, shul. As always, they got a warm receph_on and 
left feeling as though they, too, had made new friends. 
This visiting couple was from Puerto R~co,_ and was 
particularly genial. I was struck by therr smce~e 
appreciation of being surrounded by a small circle of Jews 
in this rather remote outpost, Jews who love to meet and 
worship together. He has a large and r~bust manner and a 
lovely voice, and he sang the prayers w1!h ~sto and 
fervor, carrying the rest of us along on his nch to~es. 

At the oneg he looked at our little group, smiled and 
said, "every Jew is a treasure". I felt particularly blessed at 
that moment. This was such sweet and heartfelt 
affirmation of who we are and what we are, and not just 
our little group, but all of us in general. Any one of ~s can 
go anywhere in the world and sing these songs and invoke 
these prayers and feel perfectly at home surrounded by 
extended family. Or at least, we should be able to. 

Everyone is very excited about Gore's selection of 
Joseph Lieberman to be his running mate. I've been 
stopped in the halls at the hospital where I work by people 
who ask, "so what do you think of Lieberman"? As 
though I were some expert on this subject ~ecau~e I am 
also Jewish. I imagine many of us are having this very 
same experience. What do I think? I think he was a 
brilliant choice. We have here a man of character as well as 
intelligence. He is not afraid to spe~ ~s mind, an~ he is 
not afraid to stand out boldly as a religious, comnutted 
Jew. Now let's see what the American public thinks. 
Tonight's sermon dealt with how far we've come as a 
nation, from "tolerance" of religions other than 
Christianity, to acceptance, to appreciation. Of course, 
we're still a work in progress, but we've come a long way. 

You asked about the Klezmer concert that we had 
here in July-it was absolutely wonderful. Who would 
have thought you could hear Klezmer music resounding 
in the Black Hills of South Dakota. We had a full weekend 
of great Jewish music, and ~veryone who atten~ed had a 
terrific time listening, clapping along, and dancmg. The 
Minnesota Klezmer Band, Jewish Music from the Land of 
the Frozen Chozen, is "hot", and if any of your readers get 
to Minneapolis in time to attend one of their concerts, they 
have a treat in store. They also do a show called 
"Gershwin the Klezmer", which they performed in San 
Diego earlier in the year, and w~ be perfo_rming at ~arious 
locations around the country this year. This was the1r 
second appearance here in the Black Hills, and they have 
developed a small but devoted following. We wish it 
could make Klezmer concerts into an annual event, but we 
can't justify this unless we get a bigger tumo1:1t. 

It has been an unusual couple of years; first the 
Deadwood Adams Museum exhibit about the Jewish 
history in the Black Hills, and now the ~ezmer con~e1:1. 
We are getting noticed for our con!1"ibu~1ons, and this 1s a 
matter of some pride and great sahsfachon. 



DE R IAYC K LU B VINK L 

Houston Yiddish Vinkl 
By Barbara Goldstein 

Since the Houston Yiddish Vink!/ Houston JCC 
Yiddish Heritage Series: Revitalizing a Legacy at the JCC 
in March 2000, the Yiddish Vinke) has grown significantly. 

Our membership is increasing! The Houston Yiddish 
Vinkl meets every second Monday of the month at the 
JCC. Its monthly newsletter, "Yiddish by the Bayou," is 
sent via "snail mail" and e-mail to Vink] members and 
friends. ln add ition, by demand, Susan Gane who heads 
the Yiddish Vinkl now teaches a weekly Beginners Yiddish 
class at the JCC. Susan's Yiddish literature class that meets 
every week in her home has also increased in its number 
of actively participating members. Besakhakl...mir lebn; 
mirvaksn! 

The Yiddish Vinke! will commemorate the 100th 
anniversary of Der Arbiter-Ring (The Workmen's Circle) 
at a meeting at the JCC on Wednesday, October 18, 2000. 
Led by Henrietta Bell and Zelda Rick, this program will 
be presented also in honor of Workmen's Circle member 
Rose Keeper. For one-hundred years the Workmen's 
Circle has made its indelible mark in American history 
as an organization for the relief of oppressive working 
conditions and for the education of immigrant workers. 
Adele and Max Lewis will lead a Yiddish sing-a-long of 
Workmen's Circle songs that have become treasures in 
American Jewish culture. For more information about 
the meeting, call Ana Kaye at 713-771-7535. 

Another interesting thing is that we have a 
wonderful working relationship with the Houston 
Yiddish Oneg Shabbat Club at the Goldberg B'nai B' rith 
Towers. 

Lomir Lemen Yidish 
By Fannie Yokor (New Orleans) 

Yiddish cinema - it's here again. Encouraged by the 
enthusiastic, response to our Yiddish film series of the 
past two seasons, we are having another successful 
season. The amazing feature is that even though most of 
the films were made prior to World War II, they still speak 
to us. They still have a great deal of relevance and appeal. 

We have also introduced a truly novel element to our 
viewing. After each showing, we open the floor to general 
discussion relating to what we have just seen. This has 
met with a great deal of response. We have found that 
people are eager to express their own personal views and 
opinions. The films we select are in Yiddish with English 
sub-titles. 

Our first film not only contains Yiddish, but the film 
is narrated by Orson Welles-in English, of course. It is an 
overview of Yiddish films in general. We thought it was a 
good introduction to our series. The film is called Raisins 
and Almonds and contains clips from many of the films 
we have already seen 

We "film" the last Tuesday of each month at the 
Uptown Jewish Community Center. A deli lu nch is 
generously provided by Dr. Victor Drown. He is 
co-facilitator of the program. It usually precedes the 
program, and we start at noon. See you there ... 

No. 9 Using Yiddish Dictionaries in Programs 

Last month's article in this series contained a list of 
Yiddish dictionaries. Now we shall show ways that they 
can be used to enrich our meetings and make them even 
more enjoyable. Whether your group is just for shmoozing 
or it is a serious leyenkrayz (reading circle) or shraybkrayz 
(writing circle) at least one Yiddish dictionary should be 
on hand at each meeting. 

The most important reason for learning any alphabet 
in its accepted series is to be able to catalog any item. One 
could learn the letters of the alphabet, without knowing 
the accepted sequence. We use the accepted sequence to 
list items in a universally accepted order. 

HINT: In any dictionary the words across the top 
show the first and last words on a page. Use these words 
to locate the page your word is on rather than going 
up/ down columns. This will speed up the word search. 

HINT: Read explanations of Guidelines, Symbols, 
Abbreviations, etc. that are given to help you further 
understand the words. 

HINT: In learning the alphabet, there are several 
patterns that will help you locate the words. The lamed, 
rnem, nun are in the middle of the alphabet as are their L, 
M, N counterparts in the Roman alphabet. 

HINT: There are sets of sequential letters that sound 
alike-pey-fey, khes-tes, kof-khof, shin-sin, and tof-sof. 

HINT: Know the half dozen letters that are found 
only in words of Hebrew origin. 

HINT: More words start with aleph than any other 
letter. 

HINT: Learn the common prefixes and suffixes. 
HINT: The YIVO standard orthography is the most 

widely accepted method of spelling Yiddish words. 

• One of the best programs is "What is the Yiddish Word 
for . .. " This can be altered so that you give the Yiddish 
word and ask for a synonym or meaning. 
• Spelling Bees can be done in Yiddish (using the yidish 
oysyes) or using transliteration, using our Roman alphabet. 
• Themes periodically can be selected using the lists on 
Der Bay's web site or in Coldoffs Dictionary. You can have 
sessions based on various areas, such as: 
Animals 
Colors 
Family Relationships 
Flowers 
Foods 
Fruits 
Geography 
Music 
Occupations 
Parts of the Body 
Plants 
Short Common Words 
Sound the Same Y-E 
Spelled the Same Y-E 
Time 
Vegetables 
Verbs 
Weather 



Translation of Yizkor Books into English 
By Jack Berger <jack.berger@citicorp.com> 

I am writing as part of an eclectically put together 
audience, regarding the issue of translating Yizkor Books 
from (largely) Yiddish and Hebrew into English. This 
message comes shortly after an interesting meeting I had 
with Mark Swiatlo, Curator of Judaica, at Florida Atlantic 
University in Boca Raton, on Friday, July 28, 2000. 

The background to my meeting with Mark stems 
from my interest in providing an English version of the 
histories of those towns and cities from which my 
ancestors came. I am vitally interested in assuring that 
future generations of my family in North America, will 
not encounter a language barrier, if their interests drive 
them to seek a better understanding of their roots and 
origins. It manifests an implied concern, on my part, that 
Yiddish is in danger of being marginalized, and relegated 
to the domain of a shrinking pool of scholar-specialists. 

Mark was able to provide me with a larger 
perspective on the issue, and challenged me to address the 
concern on his mind that was raised by my individual 
initiative. While he is in complete sympathy with what I 
am doing, endeavors of my kind are not central to his 
immediate professional priority. Mark is primarily a 
zamler, a collector of original texts. In this sense his 
concerns are most closely aligned with those of Dr. Aaron 
Lansky at the National Yiddish Book Center in Amherst, 
MA. His only foray into translation relates to the 7,300 
pages of eyewitness testimony of Holocaust survivors that 
he is in the process of retrieving from Poland (the so-called 
"Voice from the Ashes" program). 

Mark is concerned that singular efforts such as mine, 
and those of other individuals operating in similar 
isolation, do not address the larger task. He estimates that 
there are perhaps a thousand such Holocaust Yizkor 
books, of which he believes the most complete collection 
to be at Yad Vas hem in Jerusalem, Israel. He thinks he has 
about half of this body at his repository in Florida. 

The question posed by Mark is a matter of concern. 
Do we know if there is a concerted, global, effort to render 
this body of work into English? The question 
is not meant to be linguistically parochial, but does take 
cognizance of the fact that English is emerging as a global 
lingua franca. Do we know how many of these books have 
been, or are being translated as we sit today?. If so: where 
is the focal point, and how do we know it receives 
adequate resources? I£ not: is this an issue that we, as a 
world community should be concerned about? In other 
words, does the imperative to preserve ongoing access to 
this historical record command some sort of priority that 
perhaps has been overlooked to date? 

I found these questions to be provocative and 
meaningful. I have little knowledge of eprogramming' in 
this area. I am aware that the JewishGen.org web site 
provides a focal point for such efforts, but the initiative 
comes from individuals. I told Mark that I would create a 
dialogue around this matter, and certify that there was a 
need, prior to entertaining the question of financial and 
intellectual resources to address this challenge. 

I would appreciate your thoughts, and would 
encourage you to forward this message to all those people 
whom you believe can add value to the give-and-take of 
this project. 

TYN Contact in Sweden 

Ir fregt vos tut zikh in shveidn in undzer ek velt. 
Vegn yidish ken ikh aykh dertseyln az di shveid1she 
melukhe hot onerkent yidish az a minoritet-shprakh in 
shveidn. S'iz nit faran a sakh yidn in shvedn vos redn 
yidish, in gants shvedn iz nor fa ran arum 15000-20000 
yidn vos men veys, un fun zey farshteyn efsher 3000 
yidish, 1500 kenen reydn yidish, 1000 kenen leyenen 
yidish un 500 shraybn. S'iz nit a sakh ober mfr hofn az es 
vet zikh itst endern. 

S'iz faran an interes, vi ikh hob derzen az a lerer fun 
yidish. lkh hob gefirt a kurs mit 16 talmidim. S'iz nit azoy 
laykht mit yidishe kursn. Me zogt az men vii zikh 
oyslemen yidish, az men veyst gomisht, ober nokh a vayl 
farshteyt men az di merste talmidim kenen mer vi zey 
aleyn visn. Men hot gehert yidish in der heym un hot 
gegleybt az men hot kimat alts fargesn, ober dos shtimt 
nit. S'iz epes a yidishn gen in di glider vos kumt aroys in a 
vayl! Under lerer iz getsvungen tsu pravn konversatsye. 

Ikh aleyn hob a kleyn farlegeray vos basheftikt zikh 
mit yidishe problemen. Lemoshl hob ikh aroysgegebn 
Yidishe shrpikhverter, iberzetsungen in shvedish fun 
Peretsn und Sholem Aleykhem. ltst arbet ikh mit a lerbukh 
in yidish. Mir makhn an iberzetsung fun Marvin 
Zuckermans un Marion Herbs ts Learning Yiddish in EaStj 
Sfilges. Dos vet zayn dos ershte lerbukh in shvedish, un es 
vet vern fartik in harbst. 

Ikh hob oykh aroysgegebn a sakh bikher vos hot tsu 
ton mit Holocaust. Lemoshl a klein bikhl vos hot geshribn 
Mala Maroko Freund, vegn Lodzer geto. S'iz 70 zaytn mit 
fotografyes. Mala hot ibergelebt dem geto. Ir bikhl iz 
banutst in a sakh shuln do in shvedn ven men dertseylt 
vegn Holocaust. Dos material iz oykh faran in a 
manuskript in english un ikh zukh an amerikaner 
farlegeray. Ken emetser mir helfn gefinen a farlegeray vos 
iz interesirt fun dem bikhl? Lennart Kerbel, 
Bromma, Sweden,Kerbel@megilla.a.se 

A Special Musical Project from Israel 
Golden Peacock <aviv_l@inter.net.il> 

We wish to introduce Songs Hand-Hammered in 
Capper- a musical homage to traditional Jewish music 
and to the Yiddish Culture. We are brothers, Aviv 
Livnat (guitarist, vocalist), and Arik Livnat 
(saxophonist), grandsons of Arieh Merzer, whose hand 
hammered copper reliefs commemorate Jewish folk
viUage-scene in Eastern Europe. 

Our performance includes songs in Yiddish written 
by Itsik Manger (who was a close friend of Merzer), 
Gebirtig, and tunes like "Di Goldene Pave", "Rabbi 
Elimeiech", and more. We revive these melodies in a 
dialogue with music, while our Grandfather's reliefs are 
projected on a large screen. 

Arik played for President Clinton during his visit to 
Israel, and was invited to play at the White House. He 
also has performed with Stevie Wonder. We recently 
returned from a concert tour in Poland. 

Please put us in touch with people or organizations 
who would be interested in our programme. 
Aviv and Arik Livnat, tel + fax: 972-3-5467246 
3 Birinbaum st. Tel aviv 62302 Israel 
www.goldenpeacock.com 



The Art of Yiddish 
December 17-29, 2000 

UCLA Extension & Yiddishkayt Los Angeles 

An ex.citing new Yiddish program is to be started in 
Los Angeles. It is the first time that any such ambitious 
endeavor has been undertaken on the West Coast. 

Program Coordiantor, Miriam Koral, is the Yiddish 
Lecturer at UCLA and Director of the California Institute 
for Yiddish Language and Culture of Yiddish.kayt Los 
Angeles. Yiddishkayt LA is the group that coordinates 
the largest Yiddish events on the West Coast. 

LANGUAGE LEVELS 

Yiddish I Complete Beginners 
Basic reading, writing, and conversation skills 

Yiddish II Advanced Beginners 
Yiddish grammar, reading, and conversation for 
students with knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet and 
some language skills 

Yiddish Ill Intermediate 
Exploration in Yiddish literature and ad vanced 
grammar and conversation for students with moderate 
reading, writing, and conversation skills 

Yiddish TV Advanced 
Exploration in Yiddish literature and advanced 
grammar and conversation for students with good 
reading, writing and speakin g skills 

LANGUAGE IN STRUCTORS 

Pesakh Fiszman, Jewish Theological Seminary of NY 
Henia Lewin, U of Mass., National Yiddish Book Center 
Sheyndl Liberman, University of Judaism and UCLA 
Yakob Basner, Arbeter Ring & Beverly H S. Adult Ed . 

Highlights of Yiddish Theater 
A multimedia lecture series by the theater d irector and 
authority on Yiddish theater, Sabell Bender- in English. 

Living Yiddish Theater 
Experience Yiddish theater first-hand by participating in 
a workshop series by Eleanor Reissa, Tony-nominated 
director and co-artistic director of Folksbiene Yiddish 
Theater. For all levels of proficiency and fluency, the; 
workshop culminates in a staged performance-in 
Yiddish and English. 

Afternoon Tea with Sholem Aleichem 
Performanace lecture on the greatest Yiddish luminary 
Sholem Aleichem, given by celebrated Yiddish stage 
actor Jacob Lewin-in English and Yiddish. 

Yiddish Cinema between Two Worlds 
A film odyssey and lecture series by Sharon Pucker 
Rivo, co-founder and Executive Director, National 
Center for Jewish Film, and Adjunct Associate Professor 
Brandeis University. 

Kaleidoscope of Classic Yiddish Theater as Portrayed on 
Film. Evening screening of Yiddish cinema include: 

Tevye: Maurice Schwartz, Director 
Based on a staged version of Sholem Aleichem's classic 
work, 1939 (Participants are asked to view "Fiddler on 
the Roof" on video in advance for comparison.) 

Grine Felder: Edgar Ulmer & Jacob Ben-Ami, Directors 
Based on a play by Peretz Hirschbein, 1937 

Got, Mentsh, un Tayvl: Joseph Seiden, Director 
Based on a play by Jacob Gordin, 1949 

Yank.I der Shmid: Edgar Ulmer, Director 
Based on a play by David Pinski, 1938 

All films are in Yiddish with English subtitles 

SONGS 

Eleanor Reissa, International Performer 

YIDDISH EXPRESSIONS 

Michael Wex, Internationally known scholar & humorist 

Historical and Local Context 

Professor Eli Katz, U.C. Berkeley 
Lilke Majsner, Pres. , Los Angeles Yiddish Culture Club 

GUIDED TOURS 

Skirball Jewish Cultural Center 
Getty Center 
Historical Jewish Areas of Los Angeles 

For additional program information call 310-206-9029 or 
310-396-5212 

The program will be held at the: 
DoubleTree Guest Suites 
1707 Fourth Street 
Santa Monica, California 90401 

For Hotel Reservations call 800-222-8733 or 310-395-
3332. The Hotel rates are $90 for single room and $120 
for a double room. Be sure to mention the Yiddish 
Program. 

To receive college credits for the course Oewish Studies 
X 405, 4 Units), one must register in one of the intensive 
Yiddish Language classes, attend related afternoon 
lectures and events, and complete all written language 
assignments and a cultural project. The fee is 650 for a 
single, 1200 for a couple and 350 for full-time students 
with ID. To enroll by phone use a major credit card and 
310-825-9971 or 818-784-7006. 

An online enrollment form can be requested at 
https:/ / www.uclaextension.org/ catalog/ Entry Form.cf 
m?Reg=%27%27 



Leon Levitt Raises an Interesting Point 
Leon Levitt <llevitt@mediaone.net> 

Although not specifically mentioned, Yiddish is 
clearly a language whose possible loss would be 
deplorable. Here (below) is major scholarly evidence of the 
tremendous need to continue actively to promote and to 
teach both the written and the spoken language, in all of 
its many permutations. It is noteworthy, for example, that 
while the written form of Polish, Russian, and 
Lithuanian Yiddish is the same in Hebrew characters, it is 
also the same in the YJVO transliterations which are based 
phonetically on the Polish pronunciation. Unless the 
spoken language of other accents is somehow 
preserved, as the native speakers are lost, their accents will 
be lost forever unless audio-recorded by oral 
historian/ linguistic scholars. I wonder whether that is 
being done. Der Bay is the perfect venue for raising that 
question; if the finding is negative, Der Bm; can help to 
initiate such study. 

Synopsis of August 2000 issue of "Harper's Magazine" 
article, taken from the Internet version of the Chronicle of 
Higher Education, July 28, 2000. 

Will the World's "Small Languages" Survive? 

Earl Shorris, a contributing editor lof the Chronicle], 
examines the question of which languages are likely to 
survive. He cites linguist Michael Krauss, director of the 
Alaska Native Language Center, who says that in the next 
century as many as 3,000 languages will die. 

Mr. Shorris notes that English, a language rich with 
stolen words, will ultimately lose some of its vitality if 
less-used languages die. "English, as it is generally spoken, 
seems to be losing more words than it gains," he writes. 
"You need only look at the thin thesaurus that came with 
your word-processing program to see how the English 
language is losing its internal diversity." Mr. Shorris goes 
into scenes of intense conversation in other languages, 
visiting a conclave of Alaskan Yup'ik speakers who talk 
about starting a course in their language and lore. He also 
briefly visits the history of Eyak, anotherAlaskan 
language. Only one speaker is left in all of the world. 

"Neither T.S. Eliot nor Claude Levi-Strauss knew 
how the world would end, but the last speaker of Eyak 
knows: it will end in silence," Mr. Shorris writes. Although 
scholars were once content to catalog words as they were 
lost, they have now learned to mourn the passing of 
various tongues. 

"Anthropologists and, until quite recently, most 
linguists have been content to embalm the dead, preparing 
languages for the file cabinet and the museum," Mr. 
Shorris writes. 'This killing of a language happens exactly 
as one would expect: the weak must speak to the strong in 
the language of the strong. Eventually, the language of the 
weak loses its utility, except for secrets and the making of 
ill-fated rebellions." But every language has its unjque 
beauty and encompasses a unique, irreplaceable world, 

Mr. Shorris writes. 'There are nine different words in 
Maya for the color blue in the comprehensive Porrua 
Spanish-Maya Dictionary but just 3 Spanish translations, 
leaving six butterflies that can be seen only by the Maya, 
proving beyond doubt that w hen a language dies six 
butterflies disappear from the consciousness of the earth." 

Yiddish Culture and Education 
The Workmen's Cirde/Arbeter Ring Statement 

Education that fosters Jewish cultural literacy is a 
cornerstone of the development of Jewish identit)' and of 
committed participation in Jewish peoplehood-the 
major goals expressed in the mission statement of The 
Workmen's Circle. Such identity and participation, in 
turn, form the strongest defense against the cultural 
dilution that afflicts the American Jewish community. For 
these reasons, it advocates life-long Jewish learning and 
famjly education, since these link parents, grandparents 
and children and reinforce an inter-generational sense of 
shared history and identity. 

Such Jewish education should encompass: 

• Worldwide Jewish history from Biblical times to the 
present. 
• Ethics and social justice within a framework of Jewish 
values. 
• Jewish holidays and traditions as cultural practices. 
• Jewish, especially Yiddish, literature and music in the 
original languages and/ or in translation. 
• Yiddish language instruction and an awareness of the 
history and contemporary usage of Jewish languages 
including Hebrew and Ladino. 

Yiddish, the vehicle for the transmjssion of a 
thousand-year Ashkenazic Jewish heritage, and the 
language of one of the major literacy treasures of world 
civilization, is a strong link with the generations of our 
parents and grandparents. Though it is challenging to 
develop fluency, we believe that it is both possible and 
desirable to forge meaningful and lasting connections 
with Yiddish literature, language, and m usic. 

As a Jewish membership and cultural organization, 
The Workmen's Circle fosters Yiddish, using Yiddish in 
communications, publications and activities, teaching 
Yiddish in our shule system, and creating and sponsoring 
Yiddish cultural programs, activities and events. We are 
committed to strengthening our system with curriculum 
and policy guidelines that provide a basis for teaching 
Jewish cultural literacy as well as the values of freedom, 
friendship, solidarity and social Justice. We foster values 
of freedom, friendship, solidarity and social justice. We 
strengthen our ties and exchange information and ideas 
with like-minded organizations. 

The goal of strengthening our educational activities 
hinges on an expanded funding base. We must build our 
development activity, both within the organization and 
with outside sources, reaching out to secure financial 
support from cultural foundations, inruvidual donors 
and government sources. We especially urge that Jewish 
federations recognize the important contributions made 
by The Workmen's Circle schools and other secular 
Jewish schools and we call upon them to help fund these 
schools as they do other 36 Jewish communal schools. 

We commit resources to maintain and strengthen 
the Jewish (especially Yiddish) cultural treasures, which 
are our legacy. Zol lebn Yidish! 

Workmen's Circle, 45 E. 33rd St. NY, NY 10016 



New Yaffa Yarkoni Classic Yiddish CD Release 

Special Offer to Readers of Der Bay: $12.98 includes 
shipping IN THE US*** The classic recording, Rumania, 
Rumania-Sabra Sings Yiddish by Israeli Superstar Yaffa 
Yarkoni now on compact disc. This out-of-print classic by 
Israel's most famous artist has arrangements by Glenn 
Osser, one of the most talented arranger-conductors in the 
music industry, who arranged many "Gold Records" for 
Johnny Mathis. Miss Yarkoni performs such traditional 
songs such as Papirosn, Iklz Hob Dikh Tsu Lib, and Mamele. 
Visa & Mastercard, Ph. 323-655-7083 
Web site: www.hatikvahmusic.com, 
Hatikvah Music, Simon Rutberg, Los Angeles, CA 

Jewish Festival in Vilnius 
From: "DPN" <dpn@takas.lt> 

Old Vilnius culture and art foundation in cooperation 
with the Vilnius Yiddish Institute with Mendy Cahan, 
director of the Vilnius Program in Yiddish, we have 
organized a Jewish Culture Festival in Vilnius for 
November 23-26, 2000. It will be the first such festival in 
Lithuania. There will be three concerts: Choral, Hasidic, 
and Klezmer. In addition we shall have exhibitions, films 
and lectures. Invitations will be extended to musicians and 
artists from Israel, United States, Poland, Russia and 
Lithuania. 

E-mail requests for more information to: 
"DPN'' <dpn@takas.lt> 
Kazimieras Andriuskevich, Dir. Jewish Culture Festival 

Yiddlish Poet Alter Esselin's Web Site 
By Jose1ph Esselin josephesselin@email.msn.com 

I have put together the bitter-sweet lyrical beauty of 
the lifetime work of my father Alter Esselin. I remember 
that you expressed an awareness of his work, but I hope 
that now that "awareness" will be transformed to a much 
richer appredation for the depth and power of his 
extraordinaq, yet highly accessible work. 

The web site has 77 of his hundreds of published 
poems in tramslation into English and the Yiddish 
originals. You can fully enjoy the poetry (since no 
translation c:an do justice to true poetry). Also there is a 
gallery of pictures devoted to his life, a concise 
biographical[ memoir with commentary by several weU
known Yiddlish literary critics, and a sound track of 
Alter Esselin reading his poetry in English and Yiddish. 
The websiteisat: http://www . esselin.com 

A literarishe £rage 

Fun vellkhe fun Peretz's pyeses hot men 
aroysegenumen Di Tsvey Brider. ln zayne gezamelete arbet 
gefint men nisht kayo dermonung vegn di Tsvey Brider. 
Peretz hot take geshribn a kleyn poemele mitn titl Tsvey 
Brider ober dos iz nit vos ikh zukh. Marvin Zukerman un 
Marion Herlbst, in zayer driter band vegn di dray klassiker 
fun undzer l!iteratur giben iber an iberzetsun geshildert af 
eynglish furn Joseph Leftwich, ober vayzn nisht fun velkhe 
gresere pyese dos iberzetsung iz genumen. 
Gerry (Yankel) Kane, gerry.kane@sympatico.ca 
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January 2001 Marks Der Bay's 10th Anniversary 

Work has begun on the January 2001 issue of Der Bay. 
It'll mark the 10th anniversary of on-time publication. This 
special issue will be befitting the occasion. It will be a 
limited edition and sent onJy to current enthusiasts. It will 
be an opportunity for your editor personally to thank all of 
you who have been constant supporters. In some cases we 
go back to the first year when Der Bay was a publication of 
and for the San Francisco Bay Area. Today it is sent to 33 
countries and every state in the United States and Puerto 
Rico 

Backbone of these other free services has been TYN, 
(The Yiddish Network), which consists of key Yiddish
loving people who report on local Yiddish events and are 
an aid to travelers and those who relocate. Der Bay has 
been a compiler and clearinghouse for lis ting and locating 
Yiddish teachers, Yiddish clubs, Der internatsyonaler 
kalendar Klezmer groups, performers, translators, and 
pen-pals. 

There have been many changes in the World-Wide 
Yiddish Community. Der Bay has covered these stories as 
they unfolded. New organizations have sprung up and 
others have folded. We have lost some of the stars in the 
Yiddish world as new ones are corning to the fore. Who 
are these individuals and which are/were these 
organizations? This is what Der Bay has attempted to 
chronicle. 

Undoubtedly the single biggest factor in change has 
been the astronomical growth in cyberspace. With webTV 
now being so cheap and easy to use, it is onJy a matter of 
time before the World Wide Web will be as common in 
our communications as today's telephone. This formation 
of a vast virtual shtetl is now becoming a reality. 

Der Bay reports on the Yiddish scene. It is not a 
scholarly journal. It is rich source of information for clubs 
and those interested in preserving and propagating 
Yiddish. Our letters to the editor as well as our contributed 
articles come from the foremost Yiddishists to those who 
are just beginning their journey in learning our mame
loshn. 

Editor: Philip "Fish!" Kutner 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org Ph: (650) 349-6946 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a LITTLE extra-please? 
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Books written by Our Readers 

A Very_ Special Book 

In the November 1999 issue of Der Bay, the centerfold 
had two articles; a novel by Rebekah Hasman-Judd and an 
excerpt of a beautiful letter by her husband Paul. Rebekah 
was a contact for the Yiddish Network in New Zealand . 
She had wan11ed to have her book published. It was to be a 
book of short stories based on her life. She never fulfilled 
her dream. However, Paul made her wish come true
after her death. The love Paul wrote of in his letter touched 
your editor deeply. Paul is not Jewish, and he showed his 
love by making Rebekah's wish come true. 

Rebekah was born in Leeds England in 1941 and came 
to New Zealand at the age of 11. Her life was affected by 
being the onJy Jewish girl in her class. Her life was filled 
with community service and help for the downtrodden. 
She worked up to being the Registrar of Waikato 
University in Hamilton. Two of her stories won prizes in 
prestigious li1terary competitions. 

The Wom,in Who Loved Plants by Rebekah Hasman
Judd ISBN 0-·473-06664-5. E-mail: pauljudd@wave.co.nz 
Paperback, $12 (USO) includes shipping & handling, 
Paul Judd, 6 Edgecumbe, Hamilton, New Zealand 

Compleb~ Idiot's Guide to Learning Yiddish 
By Rabbi Benjamin Blech 

Don' t let the title fool you. This is a take-off on a 
popular series of computer books. There is enough 
material here for any level of student or teacher. The short 
vignettes will give teachers a different way of explaining 
an item. These are found in boxes in the margins under 
several headings such as a gut vort, oy vey, wise sayings, and 
khap a nash. 

For beginners, there are chapters on various topics such 
as; Meeting People and Making Friends, The Days of our 
Lives, Home :Sweet Heym, Come in Please, Let's Eat, On 
the Town, Alll in the Family, Come in Please, and A Table 
for Ten. 

A tear-out Reference Card lists the days, months, 
question words, and a list of "words you can't do 
without." In the appendix are lists of Yiddish films, 
CDs/ cassettes, and an answer key to 257 questions taken 
from throughout the book. Rabbi Blech also has written 
the Complete l'diot's Guide to Jewislz History and Culture. 
Alpha Books, Macmillan USA, Inc., Amazon $15.25 
ISBN 0-02- 863387-3 



Der Intematsyonaler Kalendar 

November 
1 Every Wed., 10:00 A.M., B'nai Zion Yiddish club, 

El Paso, TX 915-581-9140 
1 Wed., 7:30 P.M., Magic & Superstition: Their 

Impact on Jewish Life, Kay Goodman, Valley 
Village, CA 818-376-1640 

2 Thurs., 7:30 P.M., From the Shtetl to the Metropolis 
Journeys in American Jewish Literature, Prof. Asher 
Milbauer, Miami, FL 305-774-9244 

2 Thurs. (Every), 1:00 P.M., Mameloshn Meyvinim, 
Buffalo, NY 716-834-7075 

4 Every Sat., 3:00 P.M. Friends of Yiddsih, 
London, England +44 (0) 171 -488 3092 

5 First Sun., 1:30 P.M., Yiddish Club of Wittingham, 
Jamesburg, NJ 609-860-0037 

5 Sun., Wholesale Klezmer Band Concert and 
Workshops, Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA 

5-9 Yiddish Summit 2000, Strasbourg, France 
polivier@cus-strasbourg.net 00 33 (0)3 88 43 61 74 

6 Mon., 6:30 P.M., Mill Valley Leyenkrayz, 
Mill Valley, CA 415-868-2309 

6 Every Mon., 3:30 P.M., Heritage Yiddish Club, 
Columbus, OH 614-231-2244 

6 Every Mon., Noon, Yiddish Tish, U of MD, 
College Park, MD, 202-362-9554 

7 Every Tues., 7:15 P.M., Jewish Folk Chorus of San 
Francisco, CA 510-533-3903 

7 Every Tues. 7:00 P.M., Vancouver Jewish Folk 
Choir, Vancouver, Canada 604-324-5101 

12 Sun. (2nd & 4th), 12:15 P.M., Yiddish Shmooz 
Club, Fort Worth, TX 817-731-4721 

12 Sun., 8:00 P.M., Yiddish Kulture K.lub, Memory 
Books from the Shtetl, Moshe & Sonia Barash, W. 
Lafayette, IN 765 463 7871 

12 Sun., 6:00 P.M., Kristallnacht at the Holocaust 
Memorial - Dora Teitelboim's Commemoration of 
Kristallnacht, Mianti, FL 305-774-9244 

12 Sun, 10:15 A.M., A Survey of Yiddish Literature in 
English Translation, Hersh! Hartman, Culver City, 
CA 310-552-2007 

13 Mons., 1:00 P.M., Yiddish Club, 7000 Canal Blvd, 
New Orleans, LA 504-288-0325 

13 Every Mon., 1:00 P.M., Red Lion JCC Yiddish 
Club Philadelpkhia, PA 215-698-8948 

13 Every Mon., 8:30 P.M., Fraynt Fun Yidish, 
Montevideo, Uruguay Call (5982) 925-750 

13 Every Mon., 5:00 P.M. Yiddish Culture Soc. 
of Jerusalem, 10 Rechov Sholom Aleichem, 
Jerusalem, Israel, 02-712-218 

15-1/21 The Folksbiene Yiddish Theater, The American 
Family, Miriam Kressyn, Eleanor Reissa, Zalmen 
Mlotek, NYC, 212-889-6800 x208 

19 Every Sun., 2:30 P.M., DC JCC Leyenkrayz, 
Washington DC, 301-587-6861 

20 Mon., 6:00 P.M., Yugntruf Yiddish Writing Circle, 
New York City, NY 212-787-2824 

26 Sun., 7:30 P.M., Workmen's Circle, Raisins and 
Almonds, and Other Goodies: Goldfaden, Manger, 
Broderson", Toronto, Canada 416-787-4634 

29 Wed., 8:00 P.M., YIVO Colloquium, Emanuel 
Ringelblum Remembered, Dr. Samuel Kassow 
(Coordinator), NYC, 212-246-6080 

A gut, gezunt, gebentsht, gliklekh yor 
(5761 = tashs"a) 

fun Joshua Fishman <jfishman@aecom.yu.edu> 

Leshone toyve tikusevu, 
ver un vu un vi fil ir zayt. 
tsi gor noent, marnesh ot do 
tsi fun vaytns, gor, gor vayt. 

ale yidn: brider, shvester, 
ver un vu un vi fil ir zayt. 
tsi a frumer, tsi a frayer 
tsi nokh vayter, gor, gor, vayt. 

a freydikn tashs"a, a zisn, 
gezunt un nakhes on a shir . 
un tsuzarnen, sher un ayzn 
brider, shvester zenen mir! 

URL: http://www-linguistics.stanford.edu/ - fishman/ 
URL: Secular Yiddish Schools of America: www.fsysa.org 

A Much-Appreciated Correction 
from Dr. Mordkhe Schaechter 

Dear Fishl, 

1. The world is full of misnomers. The Hebrew 
Actors Union is actually a Yiddish actors union, without a 
single Hebrew actor. The Hebrew Kosher Delicatessen 
doesn't produce any "Hebrew" or, for that matter, 
Yiddish-" speaking" food. The Hebrew Union College 
teaches in English. 

In the same vein, the heading "Yiddish and Hebrew 
Dictionaries" in Der Bay, August-September 2000, is 
misleading. The three dictionaries listed there Uacobson, 
Niborski, Wolf) are Yiddish dictionaries listing Yiddish 
words of Hebrew derivation. Suppose someone would 
compile a dictionary listing only the English words of 
French derivation (dinner, supper, table, menu, resta11rant, 
etc.), it would still be an English, not a French, dictionary. 

My parents are not me; we are three distinct 
personalities with many common traits, but still three - not 
one. Yiddish, German, Hebrew and the Slavic languages 
are very much distinct languages. It's time to stop 
confusing them. 

2. You list in Der Bay my English-Yiddish Dictio,ian; 
of Academic Termitwlogy (1988) as available for sale. It is 
sold out. instead I would suggest that you list my 
Pregnancy, Childbirth and E.arly Childhood: A11 
English-Yiddish Dictionary (1991 ). It is still available in 
hardcover from: 
League for Yiddish, Inc. 
200 West 72 St., Ste 40 NY, NY 10023 
Telephone: 212-787-6675, Yidieague@aol.com 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Mordkhe Schaechter 



Performance of Yiddish Literature & Poetry in Concert 
by Jacob Szczupak 

1. Shmuel Halkin: ''Tife Griber, Royte Leym (A poem) 
The author contemplates The past and the future of 
his home while describing what happened to his 
slaughtered people by the hand of the Nazis. 

2. Morris Rosenfeld: "Our Ship". (A poem). 
The poet compares the Jewish people to a ship on 
different, stormy waters. Despite many tempests and 
dangers our peace-loving ship is still afloat and it is 
not afraid to face all misfortunes. 

3. Mendele Moykher, Sforim: ""The Travel- Of Benjamin 
The T hird" (excerpt). A bitter, satirical story of 
Benjamin, the "Jewish Don Quixote" and his friend 
and companion Senderl ("Sancho Pansa"), a couple of 
foolish paupers. They are trying to escape from their 
birthplace, God forsaken Ukrainian village 
Tuneyadevke ("No-one-eats-hereville") and their 
wives, on their journey to the legendary Red Jews 
beyond the river Sambation. It is a satirical novel of 
Jewish idealism. 

4. Yitzkhak Leyb Peretz: 'The Three Gifts". Very seldom 
happens to a soul, a Jewish soul, reaching the 
Celestial Council comes to the Final Judgement with 
an exactly equal amount of good deeds and sins. The 
soul is not qualified either for hell or heaven. In this 
case the Judges decided: to earn a place in heaven 
the soul must wander around the living world and 
find for the Judges Three unusual gifts. (I am 
presenting the story of obtainin.g the second gift). 

5. Yehoash: "A Yom Kipur Story" (A poem). The whole 
congregation, ready for Kol Nidre, wonders where 
their rebe is? But here, comes in the shames 
disclosing to the Jews that the rebe, on his way to 
the shul, stopped by a Jewish home to quiet down 
with Kol Nidre songs a crying baby while its 
mother went to shul. 

6. Sholem Aleykhem: "Kasrilevke Restaurants" (A 
chapter from "Alt-Nay Kasrilevke"). Sholem 
Aleykhem, while visiting Kasrilevke, stops to eat 
something in a restaurant to find out that the service 
is awful and the requested meals are hard to get. 

7. Efraim Kaganovsky: "The Invitation" (from book 
Poylishe Yorn): The action takes place in a Jewish 
home in the prewar Warsaw. Four daughters are 
trying to convince their mother that the invitation 
of their boyfriends for a get-together in their home 
will not cost too much. The mother, though, has 
objection for different reasons ... 

8. Hirsh Glik: 'Never Say ... " (Anthem of the Warsaw 
Ghetto Uprisers, Jewish Partisans, and now - the 
Holocaust Survivors.) Never say that this is the 
last road for you despite the leaden sky covers the 
blue days. It will come the hour when our steps will 
announce: "We are here!". 

9. I.J. Shvartz: "America" (A poem.) The poet 
convincingly describes the strength wealth and 
freedom of his homeland, the USA. 

10. M. Nudelman: "Mazl Tov, We Are In New York!" 
(From book "Kh'bin Olrayt, Ikh Makh a Lebn"). 
The newcomer to our country describes in a form of a 
monologue, New York and the hardshjps he 
encounters to make here a living. 

11. M. Dzhigan: "A Speech Of A Landsman's Society's 
President in Israel" (monologue) The speaker is 
proud to be the Society's president and of the 
achievements of his new homeland, Israel... in his 
own peculiar way ... 

12. Leyb Kvitko: "An Old Melody" (A poem). This poem, 
written by another Jewish poet slain in Soviet 
Uruon, is a tribute to a melody, to a Oewish) song 
The rich farmer's worker -Nokhem - was sent to 
market to buy oxen. On his way he meets singing 
shepherds and then klezmers. He likes their songs so 
much that he buys them. At the market place he 
finds out that the money is gone. Upon his return his 
family asks for some gifts. His boss wants the oxen or 
his money. He is severely purushed for his failures, 
but he is glad that he has his songs. 

13. Avrohom Lyesin: 'The Eternal Jew". (A poem). 
Through the history of Mankind, countries and 
landmasses, cities and nations disappeared from the 
earth's surface. But I, despite all hatred, pain and 
slaughters I live and I will continue to live, because I 
am stronger than pain, despair and misfortunes, 
than fire and water and tempests, and stronger even 
than time. 

Jacob Szczupak's great love of Yiddish, and wish to 
help the Yiddish community, permits him to set the fee 
at only enough to cover out-of-pocket expenses from his 
home in Atlanta, GA. Jacob can be reached to make 
arrangements for appearances and for information at: 
404-636-5497 or by e-mail: jszczupak@mindspring.com 

llis position as a Director of Yiddish plays in 
Poland has given him the deep background to cover such a 
diverse area of performing. 

******************************** 

Gebet 
fun Edward M Goldman 

Kurnt regn, kumt shayn, 
Kumt heys, kumt katlt, 
Ikh dank Dir, Got, 
Far vos Ikh halt 

Ku.mt gezunt, kumt vey, 
Kumt freyd, kurnt zorgn; 
Ikh dank Dir, Got, 
Far yedn morgn 

Kumt gut, kumt shlekht, 
Kumt toyt, kumt Iebn, 
Ikh dank Dir, Got, 
Far yedn otem. 



Representative Table of Contents 
of Yisker Books 

by Rae Metzger 

There are approximately 1,000 Yisker books w ritten. 
There are three locations that have a complete set. They 
are the US Holocaust Museum, the NY Public Library and 
Yad Vashem in Jerusalem. 

You can access the US Holocaust Museum web site 
£rom Fishl's list of Jewish sites. Among other items is a 
listing of the Shtetlekh. Also at Der Bay's web site are 
links for Yad Vashem and the Dorot Jewish Division of 
the New York Public Library on 42nd Street in Manhattan. 

Rae is the Yiddish translator for the United States 
Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. She has 
Romanized over half of the Table of Contents already of 
this group. While each one is unique, there is a general 
pattern, and Rae has outlined the pattern below for our 
read ers. We hope that Rae will be presenting at the 
Milwaukee IA YC Conference on Yiddish and the 
Holocaust in Milwaukee in April 12-15, 2002. 

Rae can be reached for translating services at: 
4550 N. Park Ave. #803, Chevy Chase, MD 
raejack@earthlink.net 

1. History of the Shtetl & Jewish Settlement Beginnings 
This history covers up to the Holocaust and the 
d estruction of the Jewish community. In many cases it 
was the total destruction 

2. Literature Produced by and of the Shtetl 
Included are various forms of poetry, stories, legends, 
folktales, personal memoirs, and biographical 
sketches. 

3. Institutions: Educational, Social, Cultural & Religious 
This covers schools [secular and religious], yeshivas, 
libraries, d rama groups, choral societies, sport clubs 
[maccabees], charities. and political organizations: 
Socialist, Zionist, etc. 

4. Eye-Witness Accounts & Reports of Holocaust Atrocities 
These are valuable resources in addition to the oral 
stories being collected. 

5. Work of Artists 
Many Yisker Books have representative art from 

artists of their shtetl. 

6. Necrology 
This is a listing of deceased persons by name only. 
No other information is included in this section. 
Some of these names appear also in the next 
section under obituaries. 

7. Obituaries 
This is inserted by family members and usually 

contains photographs. 

A Letter from the Heart 
By Lucy Shine, Los Angeles 

I am writing to inform your many readers about a 
wonderful publication in Yiddish, the only bimonthly one 
of its kind in the U.S. It is ca lled Yiddishe Kultur and is 
p ublished by Itche Goldberg, icon of Jewish Literature and 
publishing in the U.S. with headquarters in New York. It 
works with a scant staff of only an ed itorial secretary, and 
is in very serious financial problems. Its older readers, all 
over the world, are disappearing with age. I ask, where 
are the younger readers? If Yiddish is "in", where are the 
readers. 

I am one of the younger readers. I anxiously wait for 
each new issue-whenever I am informed a new issue is 
coming out. Recently there was a beautif ul issue devoted to 
Itzik Manger and one of the most recent to Sholem 
Aleichem. Each issue is full of beautiful prose and poetry 
by Yiddish poets, aside from special issues. I feel very 
pr ivileged to know ltche Goldberg personally. He has 
become one of my mentors in Yiddish-teacher and friend. 
He is, as his journal is, one of a kind. 

Even with all the d edication and love, this one of a 
kind publication is in danger of closing down. Where I ask, 
are the younger readers? AU these proponents of Yiddish, 
where is the younger generation? Now is the time to show 
yourselves. The level of this p ublication is high and 
subscriptions are only $25, $35 in Canada. 

Are you for Yiddish only because it is "in', or are you 
prepared to make a commitment? With financial sup port 
the journal will prosper. Perhaps this letter will reach a 
foundation that can also help them. Otherwise it will 
completely d isappear and this would be a travesty . Each 
issue is a treasure and I have seen with my own eyes how 
much work and how much love goes into each issue. 
Yiddish readers, Yiddish foundations- where are you? 

I have no interest except to do whatever I can to keep 
this publication alive-alive and running! I help as much 
as I can, but I can' t do it alone. The subscription address is: 

Yiddishe Kultur Farband Inc. 
1133 Broadway, Rm. 820 
New York, NY 10010 
Phone 212-691-0708 

Let's keep Yiddish alive, all the beautiful Yiddish 
literature-don't let it be buried in archives and books 
given away. It is a rich cultural asset. Teach your 
children, and your grandchildren. They will carry it with 
them all their lives. Yiddishe Kultur needs our support 
and subscriptions. It is one of a kind. Please don' t let it 
close its doors. As an ardent supporter of Yiddish, and as a 
loyal reader of Yiddishe Kultur I thank you 

(Editor's Note) He too has his favorite Itche Goldberg 
story. When your editor had just begun to publish Der 
Bay, he visited NY. ltche Goldberg took his valuable 
time, and your editor spent one of the most remarkable 
hours of his life enthralled by this most marvelous human 
being. Everyone calls him Itche-a legend . ... 



DER IAYC KLUB VINKL 

International Association of Yiddish Clubs 
Trustees and Officers for 2000-2002 

These trustees and officers, listed below, play a 
significant role in their local community and some even 
worldwide. They are available for consultation and 
programming. Contact them with questions, suggestions 
and program requests. 

If your dub (vinkl) is not already a member contact 
Morrie Feller for particulars. You notice that all Board 
members can be reached by e-mail. Also we are very 
impressed with the Freshman group. This is by far the 
most diversified Board we have had since the IA YC was 
founded. Election for Board members occurs at each 
conference, and then officers are elected by the Board. 

We hope that your group will support as many of the 
other Yiddish-promoting organizations as possible. Many 
of them have wonderful publications that can be used 
either for entire programs or as enrichment. 

Remember that the next IA YC conference will be in 
Milwaukee April 12-15. Paul Melrood outlined the 
facilities and told us of the theme (Mame-loshn and the 
Shoah). He will be interested in hearing from you with 
programming suggestions. He mentioned that there is a 
state of the art old-age home within very easy walking 
distance for services and kosher meals. His committee has 
a strong component of young Second and Third 
Generation Holocaust Survivors. It sounds exciting. 

Oscar Antel, #4-309 -65 Swindon Way, Winnipeg MB, R3P 
0T8, CANADA 204-896-5949 oantel@escape.ca 

Michael Baker, 715 SE 8th St., Minneapolis, MN, 55414 
612-377-5456 info@chemserv . com 

Harold Black, 7420 Westlake Terr #709, Bethesda, MD 
20817 301-469-0865, hersh23@j uno . com PRESIDENT 

Dr. Allan Blair, 56 S. Roosevelt Ave., Columbus, OH 
43209, 614-231-2244 ablair@columbus . rr . com VP 

Cookie Blattman, 7377 Granville Dr., Tamarac, FL, 33321, 
954-722-5539, Len25@bellsouth .net 

Morrie Feller, 458 W. Flower St., Phoenix, AZ 85013 
602-274-8964, mfeller@home . com TREASURER 

Rafoyel Finkel, (On sabbatical in Australia) 

Barbara Goldstein, 5006 Yarwell, Houston, TX 77096 
713-723-1895, neuron @evl . net SECRETARY 

Troim Handler, 48-A Juniper Plaza, Monroe Twnshp, NJ, 
8831, 609-655-8019, troim@webtv .net 

Fishl Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 
94403, 650-349-6946, fishl@d erbay. org 

Bess Shockett, 25 Canyon Ave #2103, North York M3H 
4Y1, CANADA 416-630-7222 cinmike@interlog.com 

Fanny Yokor, 215 Crystal St., New Orleans, LA 70124, 504-
288-0325, fkyokor@yahoo . com 

Where Can we Get Transliterated/ 
Transcribed Skits? 

One of the most controversial topics among 
Yiddishists is the advisability of using transliterated 
material. On the one hand we all agree that the ideal 
situation is that we all learn how to read Yiddish in the 
original with the Hebrew/ Yiddish letters. On the other 
hand the reality is that many dubs, perhaps the majority 
have many members who cannot read Yiddish in the 
original. It would be great if we could all read Yiddish 
newspapers like the FORWARD; however, its Yiddish 
circulation is under 10,000 and is only a weekly. 

Some attempts have been made to transliterate 
materials, but many of them do not use the YNO standard 
orthography, despite the fact it has been around since 
before WWU. Gut Yontif Gut Yohr is an example. 

Ruth Levitan has several transliterated publications of 
short stories with the more difficult words defined at the 
end of each story. One of these was distributed to member 

- clubs as part of their membership. 
Another source has been the Comic Bible Scenes by 

Edward M. Goldman published in Der Bay in its early 
years. These are mainly single pages and many dubs used 
them as programming for part of a meeting. Members 
volunteered or were assigned parts (usually 3-6) and the 
script was first read through to get the words pronounced 
correctly. There usually was a discussion on the 
definitions of the more difficult words given after the 
more difficult transliterated words. Finally the script was 
acted out. Fifteen of them were published in Der Bay. 
Some of the extremely orthodox members were offended 
at the topics. 

Title 
Why God Made Adam 
Why God Made Eve 
Why a Snake Crawls on His Belly 
Why Cain Has a Sign on His Forehead 
Why Lot's Wife Became a Pillar of Salt 
Why God Called Abram "Abraham" 
Why God Made a Rainbow 
Why AJJ People Don't Speak the 

Mame- Loshn 
Why Isaac Blessed Jacob Instead of Esau 
Why Jacob Became Old Before His Time 
Why King Ahashverus Hanged Haman 

Instead of Mordekay 
Why Moses and the Jews Wandered 

40 Years and 1 Minute in the Dessert 
Why Jonah Hid in the Belly of a Whale 
Why They Called Samson a Sissy 
Why Mona Lisa is Smiling 

Nov. '92 
Dec. '92 
Jan. '93 
Feb. '93 
Mar. '93 
Apr. '93 
May'93 
J-A '93 

Oct. '93 
Nov. '93 
Feb. '94 

Mar. '94 

Apr. '94 
May' 94 
June '94 

Ed Goldman's skits have been published in transcription/ 
transliteration, and also are available in English. Up to 
date subscribers may request published skits by sending a 
self-addressed stamped envelope (max. of 3) to the editor 
of Der Bay. Members of dubs belonging to the Inter
national Association of Yiddish Clubs may request 6. 



Un ltst Henekh Grinberg Shmitst 
(And Now Hitting: Hank Greenberg) 

fun Mendy Fliegler 

Henekh Grinberg, der beyzbol shpiler, 
Iz a grober Yid. 

Hank Greenberg, the baseball player, 
Is a stocky Jew, 

Tsum teler shtutst er mit zayn hilke. 
In droysn iz varem, mit a por khmares in himl. 

Ober der varfer shvitst ... 
Un visht zikh zayn ponem. 
Er shteyt dortn oyfn bergl un trakht
Vos zol ikh im varfn? 

Henekh git im a gutn kuk, un trakht oykhet. .. 
Efsher vet er mir varfn-
Epes a boygn-pilke ... , 
Oyb nisht-a shnel-tsug ... 

Der varfer git a kuk tsum khaper, 
Un bashlist vos tsu varfn, 
Un er git Henekh oykhet a gutn kuk. 
Ale mansbil khaverim greytn zikh tsu ... 

Under varfer nemt di pilke, 
Vigt zayne beyde orems, shtoyst mitn linkn fus, 
Un mit groyse koykhes 
Git a masivn varf tsu Henekhn. 

A SHNELTSUG!--
Azoy shnel az men ken es koym derzen. 
Heynekh hot nisht kayn tsayt tsu trakhtn-
U n mit zayn shvern hilke, git a rizikn shvung! 

Henekh vart nisht. 
Er veyst shoyn gants gut, 
Az zayn shmits hot getrofn-
Az di pilke flit-vayt, vayt-arum 400 FIS. 

Ariber dem parkn, 
Arayn tsvishn ale mentshn, 
Vos shpringen, shrayen, komandeven--
Di pilke iz farfaln ..... 

Henekh hot geshmitst-
A rizikn HEYM LOYF! ! 
Loyfn, loyft er arum ale zeklekh, 
Un der oylem vert meshuge!! 

Henekh Grinberg, der Yidisher held!! 

Who struts up to the plate with his bat. 
It's warm outside, with a few clouds in the sky. 

But the pitcher sweats ... 
And wipes his face. 
There he stands on the mound, and thinks-
'What shall I throw him?' 

Hank gives him a good look, and also thinks ... 
Maybe he'll throw me --
A curve-ball..., 
Otherwise, maybe a fastball ..... ?' 

The pitcher looks at the catcher, 
And decides what to throw, 
While giving Hank a good look as well. 
The entire opposing team gets ready ... 

And the pitcher takes the ball, 
Swings both arms, kicks with his left foot, 
And with a great effort 
Heaves a massive pitch towards Hank. 

A FASTBALL!!--
So fast that it can hardly be seen. 
Hank has no time to consider--
And with his hefty bat, gives a mighty swing! 

Hank doesn't wait, 
He knows very well, 
That his hit succeeded--
As the ball flew-far, far-around 400 FEET. 

Over the fence, 
Amongst all the people, 
Who leaped, yelled, carried on, 
As the baseball disappeared. 

Hank had hit---
A gigantic HOME RUN!! 
And as he ran around all the bases, 
The audience went wild!! 

Hank Greenberg, the Jewish hero!! 



U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum 
Visiting Scholars Program 

The Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies 
announces fellowships for 2001-2002. It supports 
scholarship in the field of Holocaust studies; promotes 
the growth of Holocaust studies at American 
Universities and the development of strong ties between 
American and foreign scholars of the Holocaust; and 
seeks to ensure the ongoing training of future generations 
of scholars specializing in the Holocaust. 

The Center's Fellowship Program fosters research in 
Holocaust and genocide studies, and is designed for 
scholars at all stages of their academic careers. It 
welcomes a variety of approaches by scholars in history, 
philosophy, political science, psychology religion, 
sociology, literature, and other disciplines. 

Fellows spend from 3 months to an academic year at 
the Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies. During this 
time, Fellows are given access to the extensive materials 
in the Museum's library, archives, and collections. They 
are integrated into the professional and academic 
environment of the Center, and participate in all Center 
and Museum activities, including lectures, conferences, 
and symposia throughout the year. 

For more information on the Visiting Scholars 
Program and the Museum's "Fellowship Opportunities-
Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies" brochure, check 
the Museum web site at www.ushmm.org or contact: 
Dr. Wendy Lower, Director 
Visiting Scholars Program 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
(202) 314-0378, wlower@ushmm . org 

Possible WC /Federation Tour Summer 2001 
Zalmen Mlotek <zmlotek@compuserve.com> 

We spent a week in the Ukraine, in Evpatoria, on the 
Crimea, where we taught and performed with 30 or so 
wonderful singers/ musicians from all over the former 
Soviet Union. Organized again by Martin Horwitz, of the 
American Jewish World Service, and two idealists in Kiev, 
Yana and Boris Yanover, they chose 30 from over 100 
applicants-the most gifted and exciting. 

Similarly to our experience in St Petersberg for the 
last 4 years, the quality of the performances and the 
exuberance left indelible impressions. So much so, that we 
began to discuss the possibility of a US tour for next 
summer, 2001, which hopefully, the Kiev sister city, 
Chicago would be interested in helping to fund and put 
together. 

I'm writing in an exploratory way to see if you would 
have interest in hosting a group of artists that we would 
hand pick and perform with in your cities. Similar to the 
fantastic experiences in Cleveland, Michigan district, and 
NY, but different in the hope, that with the proper 
planning, enough time in advance. All requested artists 
will be granted visas. 

l can not say enough about the talent. There is one 
acapella quartet that sings interesting arrangements of 
Yiddish songs, there are several Klezmer groups, one 
comprised of all young men, another comprised of the 
older generation, and many different wonderful singers. 

This festival took place in Evpatoria, not far from 
Simferopl. (yes, the song got lots of play ... ) 
Zalmen Mlotek, Director of Arts Programming 
Workmen's Circle/ Arbeter-Ring 
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December 2000 

An End-of-the-Year Thank You 

Every once in a while there is a time for reminiscing 
and looking over the various numbers collected over the 
years. It has been a time during which this hobby of loving 
and doing a little to foster Yiddish has encompassed most 
of the waking day. It has been a time when this hobby has 
been quite expensive and others when it breaks out 
evenly. ls it the end of the year euphoria, or the holiday 
mood that brings out the best in us? November, December 
and January bring in the largest contributions. If you 
already have contributed this year, may I take this time to 
again thank you for helping out. The last line of the label 
shows the date you last contributed. 

Now for Yiddish matters-look at the info about 
KlezKamp and in the last issue about the wonderful, new, 
two-week program in the Los Angeles area. If you look at 
the web site, you will discover that there are over a dozen 
major Yiddish events in North America alone. All of these, 
and those in Israel and Europe deserve our attendance. If 
you can go to only one a year, you may wish to think 
about trying different ones. Ashkenaz and KlezKanada in 
Canada have both been especially successful. 

Another reminder is to send in announcements for 
club meetings, gigs and conferences. They all will be listed 
on the web site where Der Internatsyonaler Kalendar is 
divided into eight regions. The Florida Region has been 
just reactivated. 

The fast-growing International Association of Yiddish 
Clubs is quickly becoming a major source of Yiddish 
activism. With the Club Conferences and materials geared 
to Yiddish clubs, the individual clubs now feel a sense of 
belonging and kinship. For those groups that have not 
joined, we strongly urge you to become part of this 
wonderful movement. Dues is only $25 or a dollar a 
member a year. At the last conference $10 was sent back to 
each club for each member who attended. 

For more information on joining, contact Morrie Feller, 
the treasurer and computer maven. He is at 458 W. Flower 
St., Phoenix, AZ 85013. His phone number is: 602-274-
8964, an£ by e-mail: mfeller@home.com 

Editor: Philip "Fish!" Kutner 
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Web site: http://www.derbay.org 
E-mail FISHL@derbay.org Ph: (650) 349-6946 
To receive Der Bay make checks for chai ($18) 
payable to Der Bay. If you've been blessed, won't 
you send a UTILE extra-please? 
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Young Rising Stars 

This is the first in a new series of monthly columns. If 
we are to lure more young people to our conferences, 
institutes, conventions, workshops, and seminars, they 
must be encouraged with scholarships, gigs and making it 
possible for them to attend these Yiddish events. 

In line with this thinking, Der Bay will single out each 
month a Young Rising Star in the greater Yiddish 
community in scholastic achievement, artistic 
performance, or organizational leadership. 

These Young Rising Stars need our encouragement 
and assistance. We must bring them to our events and see 
that they are paid for performing or subsidized to attend. 

For the first column a very special person has been 
selected, and he comes from a very special family. 

Binyumen ("Ben") Schaechter is a composer of 
musicals, revue songs and cabaret songs which have been 
performed in theatres and cabarets, including 5 off
Broadway shows: Pets!; That's Life! (Outer Critics Circle 
nomination); Too Jewish?, for which he was also the on
stage musical director/ arranger/ pianist/ back-up singer; 
the Yiddish musical Double Identity adapted from Sholom 
Aleichem (Folksbiene Theatre, NYC; Saidye Bronfman 
Center, Montreal); and Naked Boys Singing (also in 
Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, San Francisco). 

Other regional credits include Gay 90's Musical... (Los 
Angeles, Indianapolis, Toronto) and Ball Games (Dallas). 
His music has been sung by Nancy Dussault, Tovah 
Feldshuh and Andrea Marcovicci, on PBS, ABC and NBC, 
and on 8 CDs, including 4 Original Cast Albums. Ben is 
the conductor of the rejuvenated 45-voice Jewish People's 
Philharmonic Chorus, just having concluded its 77th 
season of Yiddish music, with an 11-concert season. Also 
he is the conductor and founder of the new Pripetshik 
Singers, which consists exclusively of native-Yiddish
speaking children, ages 5 to 12. 

He gave acclaimed performances, in Houston and 
Paris, of his own one-man show, The Shtetl Comes to Life 
("Dos shtetl vert vi lebedik") in Yiddish, with English 
translation. Ben has accompanied in concert, Michael 
Alpert, Adrienne Cooper, and A vi Hoffman. 

Ben's love of Yiddish came naturally, for he is the son 
of Dr. Mordkhe Schaechter, considered the world's 
leading Yiddish linguist, and is a nephew of Bey le 
Schaechter-Gottesman, the renowned Yiddish poet and 
songwriter. Carrying on his Yiddish tradition he is the 
proud father of three Yiddish-speaking children. 

Contact Ben for his one-man show at: 212-989-0212 
Or e-mail: Binyumeles@aol.com 



Der Intematsyonaler Kalendar 

December 
1 Fri., 8:00 P.M., Dora Teitelboim Center for Yiddish 

Culture, The Bayonet and the Needle, and other 
works by artist, Dana Craft at Centers Second Gallery 
Opening, Miami, FL 305-774-9244 

3 Sun., 2:30 P.M., Informal Yiddish Activities Comm. 
(IA YC), Sholem Beinfeld, Boston, MA 617-332-5758 

3 Sun., 8:00 P.M., Yiddish Folk Music, Choirs, Quartets 
and Soloists, Winnipeg, 204-477-7467 

4 Every Mon., 3:30 P.M., Heritage Yiddish Club, 
Columbus, OH 614-231-2244 

6 Wed., 7:30 P.M., An Evening of Sing-Along Yiddish 
Favorites with Commentary, Valley Village, CA 818-
376-1640 

6 Every Wed., 10:30 A.M., Des Moines Yiddish Club, 
Des Moines, IA, 515-255-5433 

9 Sat., 8:00 P.M., Wholesale Klezmer Band, 
Spencertown, NY 518-392-3693 

10 Sun., 10:00 A.M., Haskala, Nokhem Reinhartz, 
Shtudir Grupe, Toronto, ONT 416-630-7222 

10 Sun., 7:00 P.M., Metropolitan Klezmer Band Concert, 
Riverdale, NY 718-885-2498 

10 Sun., 5:00 P.M., Second Avenue Klezmer Ensemble 
Concert, San Diego, CA 858-566-4040 

10 Sun., 3:00 P.M., Robyn Helzner Trio Concert, Beth El 
Cong., Milwaukee, WI 414-352-7310 

10 Sun. Dec. 2:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band 
Kenyon College, Gambier, OH 740-427-5228 

11 Mon. (2nd), 1:30 P.M., Yiddish Reading Circle of 
Chicago YIVO, Chicago, IL 773-465-0875 

11 Mon., 8:00 P.M., The Ashkenaz Verbal Code and the 
Linguistic Negotiation of Modern Jewish Identity, 
Prof. Neil Jacobs, NYC, 212-246-6080 

12 Tues., 8:00 P.M., An Evening with the Co-Directors of 
the Folksbiene Theater, Zalmen Mlotek and Eleanor 
Reissa, NYC, 212-246-6080 

12 (Every Tues.) 7:00 P.M., Vancouver Jewish Folk 
Choir, Vancouver, Canada 604-324-5101 

14 (2nd Thurs.,) 8:00 P.M., Yiddish Conversation Group, 
Somerville, MA 617-625-8689 

16 Sat., 8:00 P.M., Wholesale Klezmer Band, Saratoga 
Springs, NY 518-583-0022 

17 Sun, 2:00 P.M., Keep Yiddish Alive, San Rafael OCC), 
CA,415-479-7604 

19 Every Tues., 7:15 P.M., Jewish Folk Chorus of San 
Francisco, CA 510-533-3903 

*17-29 The Art of Yiddish: Cultural Nourishment for a 
New Age, Pesakh Fiszman, Prof. Eli Katz, Sabell 
Bender, Henia Lewin, Eleanor Reissa, Yakob Basner, 
Sharon Pucker Rivo, Sheyndl Liberman, Michael 
Wex, Santa Monica, CA 310-395-3332 

18 Mon., 1:30 P.M., Circle of Yiddish Clubs, Plantation, 
FL 954-746-0373 

20 Wed., 1:45 P.M., Yiddish Humor, Troim Handler, 
West Palm Beach, FL 561-684-8686 

20 Wed., 7:30 P.M., The New Klezmorim: Voices Inside 
the Revival of Yiddish Music, David Kaufman, NYC, 
212-246-6080 

21 Thurs., ? P.M., Isle of Klezbos Concert, First Night of 
Khanike, NYC 212-691-1900 

31 Sun., 8:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band Concert, 
Akron, OH 330-762-8555 

Ikh Hob Gekholemt 

Very rarely does your editor d ream while sleeping
daydream--often. Last night, mom spoke to me, or rather, 
she asked a question. 

"Fishe·le, before my going on this final vacation, you 
always asked me what a certain Yiddish phrase meant, 
and usually I could answer it. Itst hob ikh a frage far dir. 
"Ver leyent Der Bay?" 

I did not answer mamele, but later that morning the 
question piopped up when a call came in from someone 
who is greatly admired and respected in The Kingdom of 
Yiddish. That very same question came up again. It was 
worded as follows: 

"If you lined up all your readers from the most 
knowledgeable to the least, what would the line look like?" 

I did not have an answer, but since then I gave it 
much thought. First of all, it would be practically all white, 
somewhat more women, and mostly middle-aged (39). 
The line would range in height from under four feet high 
(in wheelchairs) to well over six feet. The individuals 
range from very fair-complextion to quite brown. That is a 
descriptiorn of the physical makeup of the line, but what 
about their knowledge of Yiddish? 

They range from the esteemed academicians to those 
who know very little but have a nostalgic feeling. What is 
amazing is the group that is under-represented. Two levels 
below the very, very top are the "wannabees". It is 
amazing how the busiest and most esteemed Yiddishists 
have time t:o answer questions and encourage you-they 
are warm, friendly and ever helpful. 

Perha]PS one should not be that surprised, for in our 
own famili,es, friends, co-workers, teachers and bosses this 
dichotomy exists. When some speak of Yiddish as dying, it 
is because ilt isn't being nourished. Whenever a tiny seed is 
planted, there is the potential of it growing into a lovely 
plant or ev,en a towering Sequoia. 

So the very next time you are asked a question, think 
twice before you say, "I can't be bothered." Every once in a 
while a letter comes in telling of a wonderful experience 
someone h.as had with a "maven" at The League for 
Yiddish, Yugntruf, YIVO, the NYBC, WC or some of the 
lesser known "institutions". What is disheartening is the 
opposite experience. Too often the comment is, "All they 
want is money." It is a two-way street. You must pay for 
what you g;et, but there must be something given in 
return. 

The Orange County Klezmers 
by Barry Friedland 

I founded the group with help by the Orange County 
JCC. The Orange County Klezmers is a traditional Klezmer 
ensemble comprised of a clarinet, violin, accordion, bass 
and drums. In addition to .Klezmer music, we also play 
Hassidic and Jewish music with the goal being to stay as 
dose to the- authentic style as possible. 

We ha1ve performed at many events, in the Orange 
County are·a and are available for special event. Visit our 
web site: www.ocklezmers.com or call: 714-754-6975 or 
via email: bfried98@concentric.net. Upcoming Events: 
· Carnival at Temple Beth David, Dec. 3, 
· Simcha Fest ill at the Orange County JCC, March 3 
· Show Time- Leisure World, Laguna Woods, March 15 



Center for Jewish Culture and Creativity 

This year marks the tenth anniversary of the 
Center's founding. Leading artists and scholars from 
around the world met in Tel Aviv to conceive a platform 
of objectives and activities aimed at broadening the 
horizons of Jewish culture and ensuring the ongoing 
contribution of aesthetic works founded on Jewish 
concepts, ideas and the Jewish experience. 

The Center is a fully integrated resource providing 
artists with support and mentoring from concept 
development through Judaic research, creativity, 
performance or exhibition and market exploitation. 

We are the world's leading network of Judaic 
scholars and professional creative and performance 
artists with over 400 individuals from every continent, 
joined in a movement to foster Jewish cultural 
renaissance. In many instances we have made a profound 
impact on artists' Jewish identity and commitment. 

We foster creativity expressing the Jewish ethos in 
music, drama, dance, film, poetry and the fine arts. Many 
have won acclaim through performance or exhibition in 
public venues around the world, enhanced by our cadre of 
affiliated world class performance artists, conductors, 
directors and curators who have access to the world's 
stages and include these works in their repertoires. 

We are inclusive of Jews of all orientations from 
Orthodox to Secular without compromising Jewish 
authenticity in themes by our artist's creativity. 

We have an infrastructure of alliances to assure 
opportunities for premiering contemporary Jewish 
creativity in highly respected public venues through our 
"Synergy" performance ensemble, our annual Festivals for 
showcasing new Jewish creativity in San Diego and 
Santa Fe, and through our partnerships with regional 
theatres, cultural institutions and exhibit spaces. 

We have motivated artists to explore and study the 
Jewish heritage and tradition to gain an understanding 
and appreciation of their identity and to empower them 
to speak through their creativity as part of the Jewish 
people. We are the principal non-governmental cultural 
intermediary between Israel and the Diaspora. 

We are stimulating a love of Jewish cultural 
identity among Jewish youth by sending artists into the 
schools to make Jewish learning exciting and interesting. 

We have a matrix of partnership relationships 
with institutions around the world, which form the basis 
for collaboration and the leveraging of our sources. 

The Center for Jewish Culture and Creativity 
Encourages Judaic Learning and the Creation and 
Dissemination of New Artistic Works by Professional 
Writers. Composers, Choreographers, Painters and Film 
Makers in Israel and Throughout the World 

5870 West Olympic Blvd, Suite 113B 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 Tel: 323-658-5824 
E-mail- mtarbut@aol.com 
www.JewiskArtists.com 

Yiddish--Alive and Growing! 
By Rosalyn "Reyzl" Kirkel 

A mekhaye, Yiddish! Four weeks of Yiddish in 
Vilnius, Lithuania-Vilna, the capital once known as 
the Yerusholayim d'Lita. 

I could hardly believe it, a dream come true. I was 
headed to the Jewish Community Center on Pylimo 
Street, program office on the top floor-registration. 
First, Program Director, Mendy Cahan Oerusalem's Yung 
Yidish founder), then Academic Director, Professor 
Dovid Katz, (formerly of Oxford University) and the 
rest of the faculty. Later, a wonderful concert by the 
Houston Ensemble for Jewish Music-an auspicious 
beginning. 

A fluent Yiddish speaker, and professional 
storyteller, I came to learn to read- classic writers like 
Sholom Aleichem, Singer and Peretz and to collect 
stories. I returned to the land of my birth, the world of 
my parents and grandparents. 

Not only were language classes intense and 
productive, but fun. The cultural program was enriching. 
The walking tours took us through the narrow ancient 
streets of the Vilna Gaon, the Jewish Quarter; the times 
of Brothers Romm, Moy she Kalbuk, Max Weinreich. If 
you closed your eyes, you could almost hear Yiddish, 
imagine the hustle and bustle of earlier times. 

Lecturers spoke Litvishn Yiddish-music to my 
ears. A former professor of Vilnius University, Dr. 
Yisroel Lempert imparted a history of Jews in Soviet 
Policy. Blume Katz relived her years in the Gulag. 
Vilna partisan Fanya Bransovsky had us on the edge of 
our seats as she spun her story of heroic escapades. 
Writer Avrohom Karpinovich brought to life the 
characters in his book, My Vilna. Dr. Simon 
Alperovitch told of today's Litvak communities. 

Sing-alongs, Klezmer music, dancing, theater 
workshops, films, weekly excursions all provided 
memorable experiences of Yiddish history and culture. 

Students from thirteen countries-ages 15 to 
65--came with a burning desire to immerse themselves 
in Yiddish and the Yiddish culture. By plane, train, 
bus, car and by foot, they came-from Eastern and 
Western Europe, Australia, Israel and America. They 
hungered to take Yiddish back to their communities-to 
teach others. Many non-Jewish students from Eastern 
Europe were eager to assist in the re-birth of Yiddish in 
their countries. 

What better place to learn Yiddish and the 
Yiddish culture than in the heart of its historic 
homeland -- Vilnius Program in Yiddish. An experience 
I will always remember. 

Vilnius Program in Yiddish web site: 
www.yiddishvilnius.com. 

Rosalyn "Reyzl" Kirkel, popular storyteller (Yiddish 
/ English) can be reached in Denver, Colorado at 303-
322-8396 or email: mtur-mrkts@worldnet. att.net. She 
is available for conferenc~s, clubs, Storyteller-in
Residences at colleges, syragogues and other venues. 



The Wandering Jew (Der Vanderrider Yid) 

This year's Jerusalem Film Festival included the first 
international screening of The Wandering Jew (Der 
Vanderrider Yid) a 1933 American Yiddish-language 
feature restored by the National Center for Jewish Film 
(NCJF) at Brandeis University, Waltham, MA. The 
screening was held at the Jerusalem Cinematheque on 
Thursday, July 19th 

The Wandering Jew tells the story of Arthur Levi 
0acob Ben-Ami), a German Jewish artist who experiences 
the rising German antisemitism. His masterpiece is a 
portrait of his Polish-born father, The Eternal Wanderer, 
and is rejected by the Berlin Academy of Art. It also asks 
for his resignation as a professor. Subsequently, the 
figure in the painting comes to life and relates the story of 
the persecution of the Jewish people. The film ends with 
footage of an anti-Hitler rally at New York City's 
Madison Square Garden and Levi's resolve to carry on in 
the face of adversity. 

The Wandering Jew was the first American feature 
film to depict the situation of Jews in Nazi Germany, and 
the only Yiddish-language film of its era to address the 
subject. It was produced by Jewish American Film Arts at 
the Atlas Studio on Long Island, New York during the 
summer of 1933, just months after the Nazi rise to power 
in Germany. The restoration features new English 
subtitles and is the most complete version of the film in 
existence. 

'This graphic account of the tribulations of the 
Jewish people from the days of Pharaoh to those of Adolf 
Hitler ... grips the spectator from start to finish," the New 
York Times wrote of the film in 1933. "It is difficult to 
imagine a more crushing indictment of Nazism and all its 
works." In the wake of the Nazi Kristallnacht violence, the 
film was given a Dec. 1938 re-release under the title Jews 
in Exile, screening in RKO theaters all over the New York 
area. 

The restoration of The Wandering Jew was made 
possible in part by a grant from the National Endowment 
for the Arts. The National Center for Jewish Film is a 
non-profit archive and resource center established in 1976 
to preserve and restore the cinematographic records of 
the Jewish experience. As the world leader in the 
preservation of Yiddish- language cinema, NCJF has 
restored 30 such films to date, including Teuye, 111e 
Dybbuk, The Light Ahead, Overture to Glory, and 111e Singing 
Blacksmith. 

Preview cassettes and / or photograph will 
be sent upon request. 

National Center for Jewish Film 
The Lown Building 102, MS 053 
Brandeis University 
Waltham, MA 02454-9110 

Contact: Sharon Pucker Rivo 781-736-8600 
Telephone: (781) 899-7044 
FAX: {781) 736-2070 

Email: NCJF@brandeis.edu 

Taybele and Her Demon, and Other 
Selections from Yiddish Literature 

The YIVO Institute for Jewish Research has released 
the second in a series of CDs/ cassettes entitled Taybele 
and Her Demon, and Other Selections from Yiddish 
Literature. 

Beautifully read by David Rogow, actor and 
dramatic reader, this is a wonderful addition to your 
personal or club library collection. 

It includes works by Isaac Bashevis Singer, Sholem 
Aleichem, Aaron Zeitlin, Zalmen Shneour, Peretz 
Miransky, Der Tunkeler, Chaim Grade, Moyshe Leyh 
Halpern and Kadia Molodowsky. 

For more detailed information and orders call YfVO 
at: 1-212-246-6080 or the Workmen's Circle Book Store 
at: 1-800-922-2558 xt285 

If you have a chance visit YIVO's at 15 West 16th 

Street or the Workmen's Circle Book Store at 45 East 33rd 

Street-both in Manhattan. 

Kung Pao Kosher Comedy 
Lawrence Helman <helman@slip.net> 

The 8th Annual Kung Pao Kosher* Comedy™ 
Celebrate Christmas the Jewish Way ... in a Chinese 
Restaurant with Jewish Comedy! 

Comics Marc Maron, Page Hurwitz, Brian Malow 
and Lisa Geduldig are featured at this year's annual 
Jewish comedy /Chinese food Laugh Fest. 

Kung Pao Kosher Comedy™ presents Jewish 
humor during the Christmas holidays. This annual event 
brings Borscht Belt humor to San Francisco, featuring 
Jewish comedy, Chinese food and fortune cookies filled 
with Yiddish proverbs. Each year's celebration is a sell
out and caters to 2,400 attendees. 

This year's headliner is former Bay Area comic 
Marc Maron. Marc has starred in his own HBO Comedy 
Special, and in Comedy Central presents: Marc Maron. 
Marc just completed an Off-Broadway run. His one-man 
show Jerusalem Syndrome garnered glowing reviews 
from the NY critics. Look for Marc in the hit film, 
Almost Famous. Other performers are Page Hurwitz - a 
comedian/ writer who divides her time between SF and 
LA. She has performed with Roseanne, Bob Saget, Nell 
Carter, and Wendy Liebman. Also Brian MaJow, a 
"science-flavored stand-up comic" who produces and 
hosts But seriously a daily, live webcast featuring 
interviews with scientists, authors, and entertainers, and 
contributes to a weekly public radio show called Beyond 
Computers nationwide. The evening will be hosted by 
Kung Pao and Ms Lisa Geduldig, whose mother 
unintentionally writes most of Lisa'sn material. 

This year, there will be five shows over the course 
of three days-one day at Herbst Theatre and two days at 
New Asia Restaurant (2 shows per night) 
When: Sat., Dec. 23rd/ 8:00 P.M. comedy show ($25) 
Where: Herbst Theatre - 401 Van Ness @ McAllister, SF 
For tickets, call City Box Office: 415/392- 4400 - or visit 
www.tickets.com 

When: Sunday, December 24th (Xmas Eve) 
Monday, December 25th (Xmas Day) 

Vorld Vide Veb Site: www.koshercomedy.com 



KlezKamp Dec. 24-29, 2000 
to be Held in Cherry Hill, NJ 

9:15- 10:45 AM 
Yiddish Dance Steven Weintraub 
The Klezmer Sound Of Philly Hankus Netsky, 

Michael Alpert 
Youth Orchestra Ken Richmond 
Mandolin Orchestra Jeff Warschauer 
Fidl Kqpelye Alicia Svigals 
Dveykes Frank London 
Yiddish I Paula Teitlbaum 
Stretch and Sing Far Ale Judy Bressler 
Introduction to Papercutting Susan Leviton 
East/West Contacts Mark Kligman, Judith Cohen 

1 lAM-12:30 PM 
Hasidic Dance Jill Gellerman Pauley 
Yiddish in Phila. Rakhmiel Peltz, Hannah Kliger 
Yiddish Dance Band I (read) Peter Sokolow 
Yiddish Dance Band II (ear) Merlin Shepherd 
Hasidic Dance Band Sy Kushner 
KlezMIDI-Studio Alan Zemel 
Yiddish II Miriam Isaacs 
Yiddish III Paul Glasser 
Vu Bistu Geven Adrienne Cooper 
More Papercutting Susan Leviton 

2:00-3:30 PM 
Creating Jewish Dance Steven Weintraub 
Jewish Family Health Judy Davis 
Foods of Philadelphia Eve Jochnowitz 
Instruments Frank London, Peter Sokolow 

Alicia Svigals, Jeff Warschauer 
Yiddish I Paula Teitlbaum 
Wexology Michael Wex 
Theater and Art Song Zalmen Mlotek, Adrienne Cooper 
Youth Theater Workshop Jenny Romaine 
Judeo-Spanish Song Repertoire Judith Cohen 

3:45-5:15 PM 
Yiddish II Miriam Isaacs 
Yiddish III Paul Glasser 
The World of Sholem Asch Anita Norich 
The Whole World is in Songs Michael Alpert 
KlezKamp Community Chorus Zalmen Mlotek 
Philly Sings! Richard Lenatsky, Allen Davis 
Youth Theater Workshop Jenny Romaine 
Jewish Calligraphy Peggy Davis 
Ensembles Frank London, Peter Sokolow 

Alicia Svigals, Jeff Warschauer 

Single @ $850 each, Double @ $690 each 
Teens ages 12-17@ $610 ea. Child(ren) 6-11@ $350 ea, 
Child(ren) 2-5@ $310 ea. Child(ren) under 2 years free 

Living Traditions, 430 W. 14th St. Ste. 409, New York, 
NY 10014 Ph: 212-691-1272, livetrads@aol.com 
http://www.livin&traditions.org 

Shtil, Mayn Corazon: A Yiddish Tango Cabaret 
by Penny Hummel 

Experience the tango with a surprising new twist. 
Shtil, Mayn Corazon: A Yiddish Tango Cabaret 
combines music, theatre and dance to recreate the sights 
and sounds of tango as it emerged in the Jewish 
community in Europe and throughout the Americas. 

A preview performance will be at Mittleman JCC, 
Dec. 13, 2000 at 7:30 P.M. Tickets to the preview are 
available at the MJCC box office or through FASTIXX. 

Additional performances will be at the North Star 
Ballroom (635 N. Killingsworth Ct). Shows Dec. 14 - 16 
at 7:30 P.M., and Sunday Dec. 17 at 2 PM and 7 PM. 

The story of tango is the story of passion and 
immigration -- of love and of yearning for one's home. 
Sh til, Mayn Corazon ("Still, My Heart" in Yiddish and 
Spanish) stars Jenny Levison-an award-winning 
performer. She has been active for many years in the 
international Yiddish music scene. Levison's 1993 
discovery of the little-known repertoire of Yiddish tango 
led to extensive research in New York, Philadelphia 
and Buenos Aires, where she unearthed many of the long 
unheard tangos included in the show. 

This show features an orchestra of internationally 
known Yiddish and tango musicians under the direction 
of Pablo Asian, and will be performed cabaret-style -
with intimate seating and ample room on the dance 
floor for Portland's tango aficionados. 

Tickets to all shows are available at FASTIXX 
outlets and can be charged by phone (503-224-TIXX or 1-
800-992-TIXX) or on the web at www.fastixx.com. 

Shtil, Mayn Corazon: A Yiddish Tango Cabaret 
has been partially funded by the Regional Arts and 
Culture Council, the Lilla Jewel Fund of the McKenzie 
River Gathering Foundation, the Jacob T. Zukerman 
Fund of the Workmanls Circle/ Arbeter Ring, the Puffin 
Foundation, and the Institute for Judaic Studies. 

Penny Hummel, Portland OR 503-528--1233 
503-288-0494 fax, penelope@hummelworks.com 
Call 503-936-3482 www. tangomeydl. com 

Yiddish Books in Japan 
by Troim Katz Handler 

Prof. Kazuo Ueda Fukuoka University, Japan sent 
me the completed Dialogues for Conversation in Japanese 
and Yiddish. It was published there July of 2000. 
Mr. Shalom Labkovsky and I helped Dr. Ueda with the 
Yiddish for the 20 dialogues. They are preceded by 
vocabulary lists and followed by exercises. Designed for 
students in Japan, this is the second book on which 
I have the privilege of working with Prof. Ueda. The 
first was a trilingual guide to Japan in Japanese- Yiddish 
-English. He invited me to help him with a third book. 
(Editor's Note) Troim is on the IA YC Board of Directors 
and leads Yiddish dubs in Cranbury, NJ and West Palm 
Beach, FL She can be reached at: 561-684-8686 



Yidish-Seminar 2000-2001 in Paris 
Bibliotheque Medem medem@yiddishweb.com 

Organizirt fun der gezelshaft fam yidish-limed un 
der Medem-bibliotek. Hayntik yor vet der seminar 
bashteyn fun zibn bagegenishn, ale oyf yidish, yedes mol 
unter der onfirung fun an ander spetsyalist. Der seminar 
kumt for in lokal funder Medem-bibliotek. Yeder onteyl 
nemer darf brengen a maykh oder a getrank, a tsushtayer 
tsum kolektivn (un zeyer freylekhn) moltsayt. 

Program: 

Nov. 26, Sun., Genady Estraykh (lnstitut far yidishe 
shtudyes, Oxford): Yidish Moskve nokh der revolutsye, 

Jan. 14, Sun., Shimen Neuberg (frierer universitet): 
Mesholim, alte un naye, 

Mar 4, Sun., Khayele Beer, Fun Tshernovits un vayter: a 
pruv tsu dergantsn a biografye fun Itsik Manger, 

Apr 1, Sun., Carole Ksiazenicer-Matheron, Mishpokhe
roman un geshikhte: di brider Ashkenazi, fun Y. Y. Zinger, 

May 6, Sun., Gilles Rozier Sh. An-Ski, der gezelshaftlekher 
tuer, 

June 10, Sun., Natalia Krynicka (Medem-bibliotek): Di 
iberzetsungen funder velt-literatur oyf yidish, 

Skhar-limed: 
Mitglider funder Gezelshaft fam yidish-limed oder fun 
der Medem-bibliotek: 260 FF far eyn trefung, 1300 FF far di 
7 trefungen. Nit-mitglider: 350 FF far eyn trefung, 1800 FF 
pour les 7. Onteyl nemer vos kumen funder provints oder 
fun oysland: 130 FF far eyn trefung, 900 FF far di 7 
trefungen. 

Grine Medine 

This is a quarterly published in Holland with the 
aim of promoting the Yiddish language and literature 
among Dutch speaking people. We aim at those who 
have affinity with the language, and not necessarily 
master it, although we hope to interest the latter group 
as well. Thus the formula: a part in Dutch, and a part in 
Yiddish with oisjes (oysyes), some of it translated into 
Dutch, and another part in transliterated Yiddish. 

As we aim at the Dutch public, the transliteration 
follows the Dutch-language rules, which seem odd for 
English readers (for example, a book is spelled in Dutch 
BOEK, for SH we use SJ etc.). Subscription is (min) SO 
Hfl per year (12.50 per issue), to be sent by post. 

I'm not sure you can call the Grine Medine a 
newsletter. We see ourselves as a quarterly, and we only 
publish on paper (so far, ideas about a web site etc. 
emerge). I'm not so sure I can find people to do the 
work, and have come far over my own free time 
limitations. But if you want to contribute to our GM, you 
can email it to me-provided it is in Yiddish Oiddisj as 
we write it) or Dutch. .. 

Yes, Fishl, Itzhok Luden of Israel is majn tate. 
Hannah Luden, jiddisj@hotmail.com 

Request from St. Petersburg 

Dear Ms. Rosenstein, We were very happy to 
cooperate with you this summer organizing the trip of 
our best klezmers to the US. It was a great satisfaction for 
us to see that the concert in Detroit (as well as in other 
cities) was very successful. We do hope to continue our 
cooperation in the future. 

Now we have a request to you. In a New York 
Russian-language newspaper we read that in Detroit it 
was published a book of Eliezer Shteinbarg's poetry 
translated from Yiddish into Russian. The translation was 
done by Chaim Rosental, the chairman of Detroit Yiddish 
Club, as it is written in the newspaper. We are very 
interested to obtain a copy of this book. We will be very 
thankful for any help with thjs. 

Maybe you can connect us with Mr. Rosental? Or 
with someone else who can provide us with this book? 
Thank you in advance for any help. Alexander Frenkel, 
Executive Director, Jewish Community Center of St. 
Petersburg: 7 812 113 3889 Jewish Association of St 
Petersburg, Russia I Fax: 7 812 314 5117 

Cong. Shalom Yiddish Vinkl-Milwaukee 

It was a long time in planning, but our Vinkl had its 
very first meeting on Tuesday, October 24th. It was a 
smashing success. And I owe lots of the credit to you. You 
were very helpful with your suggestions through the e-mail 
and I appreciated getting your Der Bay in the mail. 

We had talked about having our first meeting at the 
end of '99 or early in 2000. Unfortunately, I went in for 
major surgery on February 1st. It turned out worse than I 
thought. I was hospitalized from February 1st to April 30th. 
Then I came home and I am still in the process of healing. 
Therefore, I had to put the Yiddish Club on the back 
burner. But I thought about it very much. 

I put together an excellent committee, We planned a 
meeting program and put the date in the shul's bulletin. We 
figured that we would draw 15 to 20 people at the most. 
Would you believe it, 39 very enthusiastic people came to 
the first get together. Our next meeting scheduled for 
November 28th, I am sure now we'll draw more than 39. 

We began the meeting with a short welcome. Then we 
all sang Got Bentsht Amerike in Yiddish. Someone read the 
poem that appeared in your last Der Bay about Henekh 
Grin.burg. We had a guest flute player who did three songs 
in Yiddish. Then he accompanied us in Tumbalalayka, and 
from Gut Yontif, Gut Yohr, we all sang Auld u.mg Sayne (in 
Yiddish). Everyone loved it. Friedale Levine then read from 
a book the story about Goldilocks and the Three Bears. She 
stopped half way through, and she will continue at the next 
meeting. She left them all hanging for the next part. We 
dosed with a video called A Laugh, A tear and a Mitzvah. To 
say everyone was in ecstasy would be putting it mildly. 

Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday November 
28th. Then it is on December 26th. It will be our Chanukah 
meeting. If you care to print the date on your calendar in 
Der Bay, we would appreciate it. On behalf of my 
committee and myself, I want to thank you for your help. 

Oink Holzman 
8950 N. Fielding Rd 
Milwaukee,WI 53217 e-mail: papadink@aol.com 



Dutch Summer Klezmer Music Festival 
19 -22 July 19-22, 2001 

Workshop: "MAZLTOV!" 
Klezmer Music- songs- dances 
Location: Castle Oud-Poelgeest, between Amsterdam 

and The Hague in The Netherlands. 
Music Types: .Klezmer music for singers and 
instrumentalists: choir, small & larger mixed ensembles, 
Max 60, divided in 4 groupes of 15 people 
Faculty : Monique Lansdorp, Shura Lipovsky, Deborah 

Strauss, Jeff Warschauer. 
Music Program: choice of daily sessions: 

- singing, - instrumental ensembles, - dancing 
- special .Klezmer strings, mandolin and guitar 
techniques, - techniques for learning by ear 
- repertoire studies 
Facilities: a modernized 17th-century estate near 

beaches, Leiden, Amsterdam and The Hague. 
Approximate cost: fl. 525 ( is ca.250 euro) 
Cost Includes: lodging (double room), meals, tuition 
Languages: Yiddish, English, German, Dutch, French 

Sponsor: Tulip Art Connection 
Contact Olga van der Hoeden 
Address :P.O.Box 9649 
1006 GC Amsterdam 

phone/fax :+31 20 6103483 
e-mail : info@tulipart.nl 
website: www. intermusica. org 

'·'Go Mid-West Young Man" 

The Wholesale Klezmer Band, which has eight
members, has performed at the Clinton Presidential 
Inaugural Celebration, at Carnegie Hall in New York 
City and up and down the entire East Coast. It made its 
Midwest debut with concerts at the University Of Iowa 
Hillel, in Iowa City, and at Grinnell College, Grinnell 
Iowa. 

Based in Western Massachusetts since 1982, the 
group plays a soulful brand of music with a distinctive, 
old-world flavor. In spite of the fact that much of its 
repertoire is, modern or original, the band is known for 
melding tra,ditional Yiddish music and songs of social 
conscience in a lively, earthy style. This is definjtely a 
unique gro1.11p with a unique performing style 

Online critic Ari Davidow writes, 'This is not 
klezmer/ funk fusion or world music with kosher style 
ornamentatilons; this is the real stuff. It's a new Yiddish 
music, rnixiltlg theater, tradition and a political 
awareness a111d responsibility that is central to their faith 
.... an excepltional band that honors tradition by carrying 
it forward." 

To conltact the band for a performance or just to 
attend a n e'Vent contact: 

Yosl (Joe) Kurland, Ganeydn@Crocker.Com 
The Whollesale Klezmer Band 
Colrain, 1'~A 01340 
Voice/Fax:: 413-624-3204 
Http://Www.Wholesaleklezmer.Com 
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